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summer SIZZLERS!

CDRW KIN5TIC RiscPC
The world's fastest RISC OS computer is available now!
The Kinetic RiscPC delivers a breath-taking performance
and is up to 40 times faster than the original RiscPC!

* Rev T StrongARM processor • 40Gb hard drive

RISC OS 4 • 40x CDRW CD/ROM dri

128Mb Fast SDRAM • FREE software -

G**L °fi

2Mb VRAM

• 40x CDRW CD/ROM drive

* FREE software -

Oregano, EasiWriter (reads
MS Word docs), Resultz

Offer Drice *Code Description

KIN53 Kinetic CDRW £1291

Canon colour printer

S4S0 bubble jet printer

Separate ink tanks <P save %M
• 10 pages per minute
• Photo option available V
• Text print feature ^/alo* j

Requires IPrinters 1.53 or greater

Code Description Retail price Offerprice
PR145 Canon S450 £139 £119

Postscript Laser printers also available from £299

KDOMDDD CD re-writer f££\
Use our IDE CD burner to create ^ JO
CDs for archive and publication - *-«•
also doubles as standard CD re--™I

livama LCD flat screens

• New flicker free TFT LCD technology
• Wide angle viewing

(hor. 110° vert. 90°) „v°vft %
(15"-1024x768) *TECHNNE«0G

1 Tiny footprint «j>
Max resolution 1280 x 1024 *°#alo^
16 million colours

• 3 year on-site warranty —

Code Description
MON21 livama 15" LCD
MON23 livama 17"LCD

.Qreeano,

Offer price

£349

£549

Upgrade to KINETIC
New SDRAM processor card for all RISC PCs

* 4x faster than equivalent _.&l «.
StrongARM card i,

* Free 64Mb SDRAM

* Free RISCOS 4 V"bRAM,^

# 40x read, 24x write, 10x rew
• FREE - ICDBurn software

FREE - Internal fitting kit
* SCSI and faster drives als

Code Description Previous price Offer price

Prices from £351.32 (trading up from R04and StrongARM)CDR25 CD re-writer £179 £149

flftEHE colour scanner SONY CD digital camera
A4 flatbed scanner

30-bit ,

Parallel port scanner K
Printer through connector
ImageMaster & Twain and
PC software

1200 dpi and SCSI versions also available

SAVE <£,

°> NEW
TECHNOLOGY

Digital still camera with mini
integrated CD burner

• 2.1 Mega Super HAD CDD
• 3 x Zoom (6x precision digital Zoom)._"

*/ALO<*
MPEG Movie mode/voice

Up to 1080 pictures per 156Mb CD
100% compatible with Rise PC

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

SCA22 Mustek 600CP £116 £95 NEW from £759

SALES OFFICE OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY

9am-5pm Tel: 01728 723200

24 HOUR ORDERING Fax: 01728 727427

E-mail: sales@castle.uk.co Web: www.castle.uk.co

Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate, Woodbridge Road, Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9LL UK
Offers valid until 1st December 2002 or whilst stocks last. Prices include vat but exclude delivery

which is £15 per order, Full terms and conditions available on request. Official education orders

accepted. Payment by credit/debit card, cheque, postal order. E&OE
"FREE 15" CRT Monitor or FREE 600dpi Mustek scanner Ino Imagemaster and Twain. CASTLE
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Editor's Comment

The Wakefield Show fast approaches once more - these shows never
seem to creep up on us. They storm in demanding attention. And this time
I think we really are in for a treat. Most companies now fight shy of
premature promises that never reach fulfilment and for that we can
actually be grateful.

Riscstation has a gem for us this time, the portable will have finally arrived,
in fact there is a reasonable probability that those people who put down
their deposits will receive it before the Wakefield Show itself.

Which is nice.

On top of that we have the 99.9% probability of the appearance of the
USB port, admittedly that was announced slightly early but no one has
been advertising it so they can be forgiven for getting a little bit ahead of
themselves. You can thank Simtec for this nice present, and companies
such as Photodesk and ExpLAN for working closely with Simtec to bring
the design to completion. Once the full card interface is released you can
expect a whole host of product drivers appearing which will give the RISC
OS dealers more products to offer.

Which is also nice.

All in all I think we are in for a very nice show indeed.

Rob Donaldson

Editor
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and power computing
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comms technology for RISC OS
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very best typographic selection
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One of the most important shows of the

year is almost upon us - what's in store?
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If you can program in BASIC but have

feared to explore the Wimp, the Doctor

provides the medicine you need

49 S-Base

Steve Turnbull continues his detailed

investigation of how to make the most of

this amazing programming package

55 Education

Free resources? Pam Turnbull finds the

Web sites that will help you plan your

school trip for this term

60 Keyhole

Whose desktop is it this month?

62 Subscriptions

Stay up-to-date with Acorn User

64 Free Ads

Find out what you can get for very little
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Find out what others think about the most

important RISC OS issues
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CTA Direct f> windows Acorn 9 • Computer Hospital
J

168 Elliott Street

Tyldesley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

United Kingdom
Tel:+44(0)1942 797777

Fax :+44(0)1942 797711

^<w aM you* camfutfitui tteedb. I^fsflp At RiscStation
5>^Jj .;» &lm RISC Based Technologies

www.ctadirect.co.uk / sales@ctadirect.co.uk

It's time to upgrade to a
modern computer

Jl* RiscStation
'S&m RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation Special Deal

I can't upgrade to RISCOS 4
because my Acorn is too old!

SOLUTION

A Modern R7500 + Computer
System from only £21.72* per

month and your old Acorn #
taken as full deposit.

* APR 19.9 % #Any working RISCOS ni/c.

"The R7500 series are currently the most highly featured machines
available in the RISCOS world."

50 mip ARM7500FE system with 64Mb of fast 50ns Ram Memory,
The only machine with BUILTIN ZIP drive support, Midi support. 3D sound, & sampler.
(including FREE Audio Sampling and mixing software). KlbaseTport as standard.
RISC OS 4 as standard. High speed serial. High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb.

Systems include Over £500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

1

MOHMN 1
., • • 1-

The enhanced R75(K) Plus with 50ns 64MB/ 10.2G hard Drive

Plus base only £549 +VAT £645.08 only £23.89 /month

Plus 15"System £649 +VAT £762.58 only £28.24 /month

Plus 17"System £689 +VAT £809.58 only £29.98 /month

Plus 19"System £749 +VAT £880.08 only £32.60 /month

Claim your
FREE Midi

cable with

this Advert

The R7500 + Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/
ReWriter and media, providing a brilliant

CD mastering platform for home & business.

Tworx1

from £399 +Vat (£468.83) £15.32/monih

HD fr'm £449 +Vat (£527.57) £17.24/mth
50 mip Arm7500 system with 16Mb memory.
(HD version & Hard Drive), built in ZIP

drive support, Midi support, 3D sound. &
sampler , lObascT port as standard. RISCOS
4 as standard, High speed serial , High speed
parallel, expandable to 256Mb memory &
hard drive / CD-ROM etc.

Kodak LCD Camera

Only

£99.00

inc Vat

(£84.26)

Resolution 1152x864

Built in Flash c-flash exp.
LCD monitor X2 Zoom

from£669 + Vat(£786.08)
only £29.11 / month
Twindeck base

from £699 + Vat (£821.33)
only £30.43/month

Claim your FREE 14" monitor with any Base Unit

RiscStation Palmtop

From only £143.83 +VAT

(£169.00 inc. VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00
With Plus Pack £ 169.36 £ 199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £720.00 £846.00
8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Compatable.

Lowest cost Camera

Only
£59.00

inc Vat

(£50.21)

Resolution 640x480

Takes Smartmedia to

64Mb , 8Mb inc.

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 yr optional warranties (min. deposit 10%)

RiscStation Portable

Taking Orders NOW

Place your £100 deposit
ASAP to ensure you will
receive a portable when

manufactured

**NEW PRODUCT**

NET100 Network Card
IOObaseT network card (nic) with 16K

buffering and additional user
programmable 512K EEprom.

NET100R ISA card for RiscStation

NET100A NIC card for A7000/ RPC.

Only

£69.00 + VAT

(£81.08 inc.)

Full productioncards will ship beginningof April.

\com(|

300Mhz Kinetic RPC
Latest Acorn StrongARM seriesmachine

70MB, 10GBHD,52xCD

from£935 + VAT (£1099) £34.51/month

Internet RPC 138MB, 30GB HD, 52xCD

£1,199+VAT (£41.42/month)
(includes internet puck)

Camera Accessories
Smart Media

32MB £13.00 £15.27

64MB £24.00 £28.20

128MB £52.00 £61.10

SMC reader ine S/W £79 + Vat

Compact Flash
32MB E16.00 CI 8.00

64MB £25.00 £20.37

128MB

256MB

£•13.00

£91.00

£50.52

£106.92

CF reader ine S/W £79 + Vat

Specification
Magnesium Alloy Casing, WeighsOnly
1.3Kg !, As small as 242 x 190 x 30mm!.
8.4" TFT 800x600 Colour Screen, 64Mb

RAM Onboard., 10Gb IDE HD,

Touchscreen, OlidePointTouchpad,
PCMCIA Onboard. USB Onboard.

lOObaseT Ethernet Onboard.TV out
VGA Output with DDC support. Audio
Input, Audio Output, Onboard Stereo
Speakers, 20W 3 cell LiFc battery,
RISCOS4 and Utilities.

Optional Extras Include :
Docking Station with CD. Floppy. Serial,
Parallel. VGA and PS2 Ports. Car Power

Adapter. High Capacity 40W Battery
Specifications maybe subject to change.

CD-ROM WRITERS

24xl0x 40x

CD ROM

Writer/

Rewnter.

"ScorchlT" CD Writer Pack
Upgrade your Acorn or KiscStution 7500 withu

home CD authoring package as round in the
RiscStation SCORCHER machine.This package
contains the latest version of CD Hum, Writable
and Rewritable media to gel you Marledand one
powerful! 20x10* 40* CD ROM Writer/Rewriter.

Only £149 +Vat (£175.08)
SCSI I2xl0x32x Re-Writer

•»

only £189* Vat(£222)

Removable media & CD's

CDR 80 min Branded

CDR80min 10pkB'd

CDR 80min 50 pk B'd

CDR80min 100pkUB

CDR/W CD-ROM

CDRW 10 pack

5.2Gb DVD RAM

LS120 Media

Zip 100 Media

Zip 100 Media 5 pk

Zip 250 Media

Zip 250 Media 5 pk

650MB PD Media

750Mb Nomai

2 GB Jaz Media

2.2 GB ORB Media

ex VAT

£0.68

£5.95

£21.28

£21.28

£1.00

£8.00

£25.00

£4.00

£7.65

£34.03

£9.40

£45.00

£19.00

£38.00

£68.00

£32.00

CD-ROMS

inc VAT

£0.80

£6.99

£25.00

£25.00

£1.17

£9.40

£29.37

£4.70

£8.99

£39.99

£11.05

£52.87

£22.32

£44.65

£79.90

£37.60

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanger

£75.00 + vat

(£88.13)

52xlDE £30.00 £35.25 40x SCSI £65.00 £76.37

56x IDE £35.00 £41.12 32x SCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs

52x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
40x SCSI l(wilh cable) .£115 + VAT
40x SCSI ll(with cable) £120 + VAT
6x 40x CD Tower cm.>,.„«•> £449 + VAT

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem



Machine upgrades
Acorn Style Mouse

1-4 MB memory (A310)

2-4 MB memory (A420/1)

4-8 MBmemory

A540 S MB memeory

RISCOS 3.1

RISCOS 3.1 Carrier

MEMC1A upgrade kit

replacement VIDC or IOC

ARM3 (33MHZ) upgrade

ARM3(25MHZ)8FPA10

FPA10I25MHZ)

A310 800K Floppy(old style)

A4x0/1 BOOK Floppy

AXXO keyboards

A310 MOO PSU's (referb)

MFM 20MB hard drive

ide Interface(Simtec)
IDE 200 MB hard drive

IDE 500 MB hard drive

IDE 1 GB hard drive

A3000 upgrades

Acorn Style Mouse

1-2 MB memory a

1-4 MB memory

RISCOS 3.1

A3000 800K Floppy drive 0

A30X0keyboards I

A30X0 analogue / user card tt

A3000 PSU's (new)

A3000 PSU's (relerb) #

A30X0 analogue / user card tt

A30X0 midi / user card #

170MB IDE hard drive Si/I

340MB IDE hard drive 8 l/l

500MB IDE hard drive & i/l

810MB IDE hard drive & l/l

A3010 upgrades

Acorn Style Mouse

1-2 MB memory #

1-4 MBmemory

A3010 1.6MFloppy drivo R

A3010 1.6M Floppy drive

A3010 keyboards (green) #

A30X0 analogue / user card tt

A30X0 midi / user card tt

170MB IDE hard drive 8 i/l

340MB IDE hard drive 8 i/l

500MB IDE hard drive 8 i/f

810MB IDE hard drive 8 i/l

Hem marked U are

relerbished

£17.01

£35.00

£50.00

£35.00

£45.00

£25.00

£19.00

£20.00

£20.00

£45.00

£85.00

£45.00

£12.00

£12.00

£49.00

£15.00

£35.00

£45.00

£20.00

£30.00

£30.00

exc VAT

£17.01

£8.50

£35.00

£29.79

£12.00

£20.00

£15.00

£20.00

£15.00

£15.00

£20.00

£85.00

£95.00

£100.00

£105.00

exc VAT

£17.01

£15.00

£45.00

£12.00

£20.00

£20.00

£15.00

£20.00

£85.00

£95.00

£100.00

£105.00

£19.99

£41.12

£58.75

£41.12

£52.87

£29.37

£22.32

£23.50

£23.50

£52.87

£99.87

£52.87

£14.10

£14.10

£57.58

£17.62

£41.12

£52.87

£23.50

£35.25

£35.25

inc VAT

£19.99

£9.99

£41.12

£35.00

£14.10

£23.50

£17.62

£23.50

£17.62

£17.62

£23.50

£99.87

£111.62

£117.50

£123.37

inc VAT

£19.99

£17.62

£52.87

£14.10

£23.50

£23.50

£17.62

£23.50

£99.87

£111.62

£117.50

£123.37

Machine upgrad es

A3020 upgrades exc VAT inc VAT

Acorn Style Mouse £17.01 £19 99

2-4 MB memory £40.00 £47.00

A3020 1,6M Floppy drive R £12.00 £14.10

A3020 1.6M Floppy drive £20.00 £23.50

A30X0 keyboards tt £20.00 £23.50

A30X0 analogue / user card « £15.00 £17.62

A30X0 midi / user card » £20.00 £2350

170MB IDE hard drive £35.00 £41.12

340MB IDE hard drive £45.00 £52.87

500MB IDE hard drivo £55.00 £64.62

A4000 upgrades oxc VAT inc VAT

Acorn Style Mouse £17.01 £19.99

2-4 MB memory £40.00 £47.00

A4000 1,6M Floppy drivo R £12.00 £14.10

A4000 1.6M Floppy drivo £20.00 £23.50

A4000 keyboards # £49.00 £57.58

A4000 analogue / user card tt £15.00 £17.62

A4000 midi / user card tt £20.00 £23.50

IDE 200 MB hard drivo I £20.00 £23.50

IDE 500 MB hard drive I £30.00 £35.25

A5000 upgrades exc VAT Inc VAT

Acorn Style Mouse £17.01 £19.99

2-4 MB memory £45.00 £52.87

4-8 MB memory £55.00 £64.62

FPA10(25MHZ) £45.00 £52.87

A5000 1.6M Floppy drive R £12.00 £14.10

A5000 1.6M Floppy drive £20.00 £23.50

A5000 keyboards # £49.00 £57.58

IDE 200 MB hard drive I £20.00 £23.50

IDE 500 MB hard drive I £30.00 £35.25

A4 upgrades exc VAT inc VAT

Acorn Style Mouse £17.01 £19.99

2-4 MB memory £40.00 £47.00

A4 1,6M Floppy drive £25.00 £29.37

170MB IDE hard drive £35.00 £41.12

340MB IDE hard drive £45.00 £52.87

500MB IDE hard drive £55.00 £64.62

Monitors for above Ex VAT Inc VAT

AKF12PAL 14'relurb It £45,00 £52.87

AKF52/53 M/sync relurb tt £65.00 £76.37

AKF52/53 M/sync NEW £127.00 £149.22

Multisync A300/A3000 cable £8.50 £9.99

If you can 't see

what you want

please aisk.

PRINTERS

•3.

Ml' lavrt iliMers Mom one shtmn

Mega-Deal
COLOUR

HP Laserjet 5
only £399.00 inc.
B/W Lasers from

£85 inc VAT

units are refurbished

with 90 days wty

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Postscript colour Inkjettrom A4 £199.00 £233.83

Postscriptcolour Laser from A4 £1025.00 £1204.37

Postscript B/W Laser A4 £245.00 £287.87

Canon BJC 2100 colour (€] A4 £50.21 £59.00

Canon BJC S400 colour € A4 £67.23 £79.00

Canon BJC S450 colour €« A4 £85.11 £100.00

Canon BJC S800 Pholo » A4 £285.00 £334.87

Epson Stylus 1520 colour A3 £340.00 £399.50

HP 940 inc RO driver A4 £92.00 £108.10

HP 1220 inc. RO driver A4 £288.51 £339.00

«Photo Drivers lor £58.72 £69.00

€ Noofls Enhanced Drivers £29.79 £35.00

Refurbished HP LaserJet 4 A4 £70.00 £82.25

Refurbished HP LaserJet 5 A4 £85.00 £99.87

Refurbished HP LaserJet 6 A4 £99.00 £116.32

Refurbished HP ColorJet 5 A4 £340.00 £399.50

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

2 fOAto <*•"*>

500MB/1GB

10.2GB'

20.1GB*

40.0GB *

60.0GB *

80.0GB *

100 GB*

120 GB*

160 GB"

Ex VAT

£15.00

£38.00

£55.00

£60.00

£70.00

£83.00

£100.00

£120.00

£150.00

£200.00

Inc VAT

£17.62

£44.65

£64.62

£70.50

£82.25

£97.53

£117.50

£141.00

£176.25

£235.00

SCSI HARD DRIVES

1.0 Gb limited supply £35.00 £41.12

2.0 Gb limitedsupply £50.00 £58.75

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200) £60.00 £70.50

9.1Gb (7200 rpm) £75.00 £88.12

18.6Gb (7200 rpm) £110.00 £129.25

36.4Gb (10K/7200 rpm) £235.00 £276.12

73.4Gb (7200 rpm) £575.00 £675.62

SEE September Issue for ;
Cooling fans
InkJet Refills
Network Products

SEE March Issue for ;
CD MP3 player for only £79.00 inc

Please riny for Prices

No More Balls !
Optical Wheel Mouse RSM330

RS7500/A7000 etc.

only £19.95 inc
(£16.98 +VAT)

RPC Version

£38.50 inc.

Optical RF Wheel Mouse RSM400

RS7500 /A7000 etc. ^^,
only £39.95 inc

(£34 + VAT)

RPC Version

£58.95 inc.

s£N

UPS's

^^j 500 VA

£49.00

+ VAT

Spike protection. RF1 filter and
modem protector, Power boost
function to correct low mains voltage

More models available.

MEMORY

8Mb SIMM EDO/FPM

16MbSIMMED0/FPM

32Mb SIMMEDO'FPM

64Mb SIMMEDOFPM

64Mb SIMM R5 50ns

128Mb SIMM trom

1Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

Ex VAT

£6.49

£12.00

£17.00

£35.00

£45.00

£85.00

£20.00

£69.00

Inc VAT

£7.63

£14.10

£19.98

£41.12

£52.87

£99.87

£23.50

£81.08

(All Prices below include VAT) THE Software BARGAIN BASEMENT (ifyou don't see it please ask)

(James (a ,£5.00 or less (incvat)

Boxing Manaoat £5.00

E-type designer £5.00

Jahangir Khan Squash £5.00

Quest (or GOLD C3.00

(James @ £10.00 or less (inc vat)

Ankh £10.00

Destiny £10.00

FIRE and ICE £10.00

Ground Hog £9.99

Galactic Dan £10.00

HERO QUEST £10.00

Pacmania £10.00

: Pandoras Box £10.00

: Saloon cars £10.00

Trivial Pusuit £10 00

' Wavelength £1000

World Class Leaderboard (GOLF) £10 00

Zool(HD) £10.00

iGames @ £15.00 or less (incvat)

B rds ol War £15.00

E-Type II (RPC) £15.00

High RISC racing £15.00

Rick Dangerous £15.00

Speedball £15.00

Virtual Golt (not SA) £15.00

Abuse (CD) £22.00

Chaos Engine £18.00

Descent (CD) £20.00

Doom* Trilogy (CD) £30.00

Drifter £23.00

Heroes ol Mightand Magic II(CD) £30.00

Hexen, Heritic Triple Pack (3 CD's) £28.00

Quake Resuroction Pack (3 CD's) £21.00

Syndicate + £26.00

Utilities @ £5.(10 or less (incvat)
Arm Tech Labeller £5.00

Arm Tech ClipArt (various per pack) £5.00

£4 00

£4.00

ColourSep (Colour Separation Software)

Condense (Armtech sprite compressor)

D'File Font Pack (Academy) £4.00

D'File Font Pack (FrooStyle Script) £4.00

D'File Font Pack (Manhattan) £4.00

D'File Font Pack (Mastercard) £4.00

D'File Font Pack (Old Towne 536) £4.00

Digital Symphony Masiorpolcos Collodion £5.00

DrawWorks2 £4.00

Outline font (BookM) £4.00

Termite £5.00

£5.00Vivid 5000

Utilities @ £10.00 or less (incvat)

A3010 Joystick Controller Software £10.00

Arm Tech Labeller £8.00

ICompression (SA aware) £10.00

DiskKnight £10.00

Genisis Plus £10 00

PlayBack £10.00

Speech £10.00

Termite £10.00

Vivid 5000 £10.00

Utilities (prices incvat)
100 Monotype Typefaces £25.00

Arcshare (PC to Access networking) £29.95

CD Scribe 2 £30.00

Eesox CD drivr for SCSI ? £15.00

EasiWriter Pro £110

FastSpool + £17.50

Imagery £15.00

Occasion -Diary and personal organiser £49.00

Revelation 2 £25.00

Webspider £35.00

Education all Discounted titles (inc vat)

10 out ol 10 all 18 titles £69.00

10 out ol 10 any title £7.99

Bodywise £-10.00

IBrowse Site Licence £1-19.00

Electricity & Magnetism (CD) Primary £10.00

Electricity S Magnetism (CD) Secondary

Elements (CD) Science S Nature

£10.00

£10.00

Elements (CD) Teaching Science £10.00

Elements II £14.95

En Marcha (CD) £10.00

Explorer £49.00

Exploring Maps (CD) £10.00

Fun school 3 5-7 year olds £14.95

Fun school 4 5-7 year olds £14.95

Growing up Together 1 & 2 (CD) £14.95

Growing up Together 1 (CD) £10.00

Growing up Together 2 (CD) £10.00

L'ensouleiado Graded tests Level 1 £10.00

Kudlian Primary Software CD (site)

James Pond Underware Agent (Water)

£69.00

£20.00*
Materials (CD) £10.00

Maths Frames (CD) £10.00

Max and the Machines (CD) £10.00

Maxiniania (CD £10.00

My World 2 +2 £49.00

My World Support Disc Ancient Egypt £10.00

My World Support Disc Ancient Greece £10.00

My World Support Disc - Me £20.00

My World Support Disc - Maths £20.00

£10.00"My World Support Disc - Christmas

Nuclides II £14.95

Nuclides II and Elements II (save es.oo) £25.00

Pages (Talking) (CD) £10.00

Practise Science for national tests (CD £10.00

£25.00Secondary Science Triple pack (CD)

Spelling Book £25.00

TOPCAT (Site Licence) | £275.00

Education all Discounted titles

Tots TV (RiscOS.PC, MAC) (CD) _
Water (CD) Science & Nature

Worksheets for 10/10

World War II -Global Conflict

Resource Tides

550 RISCOS outline fonts

Arm Tech ClipArt (various per pack)

Artworks Clipart 2

Datafile PD 4 (CD)

Digital Symphony Collection

Robert Duncan Cartoon kit (CD)

TopicArt (CD)

New Discount Titles (this month)

Darryl the dragon

FireworkZ

Hutchinsons Encyclopedia

Math Computation (5-7)

My world support disks (various)

Rhapsody 2

Taskforce Clipart

The Big picture

Tiny Art

(incvat)_
£15.00

£5.00

£7.00

£5.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£25.00

£25.00

£25.00

HOW TO ORDER
I)Y MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'OTA DIRECT.
CREDITCARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, let. no, Card RO, expiry date, issue no.
iiy EMAIL!sales@ctadirect.co.uk
OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAILor FAXplease
Carriage charges inc. ins. & packaging charged al cost
Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg...£6.50 + vat
Computersystems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval.
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The Engineering and Technology Board
(formerly the Engineering Council), have
handed over the reins of the prestigious
Young Engineers for Britaincompetition to
Young Engineers clubs. Over the past two
years of this long running and immensely
popular competition, approximately two
thirds of the entries at the national final

have come from schools who are

registered Young Engineers clubs.
This is an exciting development and the

merger brings together two of the UK's
largest educational engineering
programmes which will result in a more
coordinated approach to the challenge of
increasing the number of young people
entering the engineering and technology
professions.

The Young Engineers network, which
consists of over 1,500 clubs in primary,
secondary and FE colleges throughout the

Win a domain
Acorn User and Spellings Computer
Services Ltd are offering readers the
chance to win a number of domain

registration and Web hosting packages.
The main prize is a two year

registration of any available .com, .net,
.biz or .info domain, 5Mb Web space
and two years professional hosting with
PHP4 and cgi-bin, and five POP3
mailboxes hosted with your domain.

There are five runners up prizes of
free .co.uk, or .org.uk domain
registrations with e-mail and URL

forwarding. All prizes can be used for a

personal, family, company or organi
sation domain and Web site.

To enter, decide on a domain name,

check its availability on:
www.spellings.net

then e-mail:

competitions@acornuser.com

with your details including chosen
domain name and e-mail address and

answer the question on page 11.
Spellings Computer Services Ltd are

also offering 1Mb free Web space and
six months free hosting with all domains
purchased during May, including those
at the Wakefield show.

To claim your free Web space,

complete the order form on the main
competition page, or place your order

online at www.spellings.net stating

"Acorn User Competition" in the "how
did you find us" field on the order form.

<6>

Young Engineers
UK, has a current membership of over
13,000 students, whilst the Young
Engineers for Britain competition attracts
many thousands of entries from students
who compete for the various prize
categories that total over £50,000 plus
visits to top engineering companies.

Many previous winners have seen their
exciting inventions developed further,
either by themselves or through the
support of venture capitalists. In fact this
can lead to the start up of a new business
and the initial steps to that first £million!

An importantelement of the Young
Engineers for Britain competition is the
Junior K'Nex Challenge entered by
numerous primary schools that compete
locally, regionally and nationally. Year 5
and 6 pupils are set a task to develop a
model of an engineering product; it could
be a space station, fairground ride or even

••ENGI#HENGINEERS^
TOMORROW'S IDEAS TODAY

their practical ideas for a future
transportation system.

This element of the competition is
supported by the Neighbourhood
Engineers programme. All the competing
schools receive K'Nex kits to keep, with
the hope that this experience has made
them look at science, technology and
engineering in a different light.

For more details and to obtain entry
forms, contact: Joanne Phillips YEB
project manager,

Tel: 01428 727825.

E-mail: joanne-phillips@youngeng.org

Pace take a knock

Pace Micro Technology, the holders of RISC
OS and Europe's biggest television set-top
box maker slashed sales forecasts for the

third time in six months this month sending
its shares plunging.

Investors dumped the stock after Pace
Micro, which makes boxes that allow

standard TV sets to receive cable and digital
channels, said reduced spending in the UK
cable market and a slower-than-expected
take-up in the UnitedStates would hit sales.

By the start of April, the stock had lost
almost 90% of its value and was trading at
70p, compared to £4.80 at the start of the
year, its lowest since April 1998.

Pace said the decline in sales would have

a substantial impact on second-half earnings
for 2002, but itstill expected to make a profit
for this period. But dealers said the market
had little faith in this happening.

Revenue for the year ending Maywould
be around £350 million a significant shortfall
on the £500 million the market expected as
cable companies spent less money. The
firm's major customers include loss-making
digital terrestrial service ITV Digital, debt-
laden cable operators NTLand Telewest
Communications and pay TVoperator
BSkyB.

"In particular, the UK cable market has
seen a recent substantial reduction in capital
expenditure," Pace said.

Telewest and NTL, wrestling with bulging
debts have seen their shares slide recently
while ITV Digital is in administration to try
and stem its huge losses. Analysts said the
warning called into question the credibility of
management. "They have got cash and are

not going bust but nobody is buying set top
boxes and they do not have a monopoly,"
said one UK analyst, who declined to be
named.

Pace, the world's third largest set-top box
supplier behind Motorola and US-based
Scientific-Atlanta, has said in the past it
aimed to win 15% of the U.S. cable market

over the next two years. It turned to this
market as its key UK customers were finding
it difficult to convince analogue television
viewers to switch to digital — a situation now
made worse by the ITV Digital fiasco. But in
the UnitedStates, deployment had been
slower than expected, said Pace.

Pace Micro added to such worries by
saying a shipment of 300,000 boxes to NTL
had been halted because Pace could not get
credit insurance until after NTL resolved its

debt problems.
"We cannot ship them and we are not

prepared to take on the risk ourselves. The
situation gets resolved when they can
restructure their debt," Pace Chief Executive
Malcolm Miller said, while warning of a
shortfall in group sales and knocking almost
two-thirds off Pace shares.

Pace also said first-half orders to Telewest

were down 20%, and Telewest shares fell to
a new record low of 11 pence.

Pace have recently "gone it alone" and
released a non-subscription-based set to box
to allowviewers to receive digital terrestrial
broadcasts of the "free to air" channels.

www.pace.co.uk
www.pacefreetoview.co.uk



RaspSoft have announced the latest
version of HardCash — v5.00 2002/3.

This version of the RISC OS payroll
system is now compliant with all the new
tax and N.I. rules for the year starting 6th
April 2002.
Features are as follows:

• Weekly, Fortnightly, 4 weekly,
Monthly periods.

• Calculates P.A.Y.E. and Directors.

• Vehicle Taxes, Fuel allowances
including C02 emission bands.

• Loan repayment (Good for
compulsory deductions such as
Council Tax).

• Full Pension calculations including
stakeholder.

• Global Tax Code updates.
• Exports user defined CSV files and

CSV into Apricotes Prophet.
• P35 and SC35 records and tracking.
• Cash breakdown.

• Labour can be entered as Hours &

Minutes or Hours & Decimal.

• Wage slips can be standard TAS,
SAGE, HARDCASH or User defined
format.

Derbyshire Area Rise Club (DARC)
May meeting on Monday, May 13th will
be a question & answer session. The
meeting starts at 7.30pm at the Parish
Hall, St. Alkmunds Church Duffield,
(just off the A6 north of Derby)
Derbyshire. Tea, coffee and biscuits
are available during the evening and
you are welcome to come to the pub
after the meeting and there is ample
free car parking. Visitors welcome (£2
entrance, students £1). Meetings are
free to members.

A map is available from the Web site:

www.darc-comp.org.uk

darc@aaug.net

Blackpool Computer Clubs' May
meeting topic is a demo of Virtual
A5000 and RISC OS Select. Contact

Maureen for meeting location and time.
Details at:

blackpool@aaug.net

The May meeting of the ICENI RISC
OS User Group (Ipswich) will take
place on the evening of Wednesday

c News

Cash on demand
• Screen layouts as standard P.A.Y.E.

and N.I. documents.

•Prints out P14, P60, SC11,
Employee details, I.R. monthly
returns.

• Prints out Bank giro, B.A.C.S. slips,
P45s.

• Prints out Pension payments,
Pension details, Archive sheets.

• Built-in user guide/manual (Also 96
page printed manual).

• Browsing feature.
• Automatic backup feature.
• Automatic SMP calculations.

• Automatic SSP calculations including
linkage periods.

• Time card calculator.

• Rota sheet compiler and printout.
• Working Family Tax Credit payments

and claims.

• Automatic collection of

student/Company loans.
• Electronic Data Interchange (EDI),

end of year returns on magnetic
media, (requires EDI module).

• Holiday tracking for employees with
auto reminding.

• Statutory holiday tracking.
• Attachment of memo's for each

employees file.
• Separate department feature

allowing the subtotals for each
department.

• All printouts can be viewed on
screen.

• All printouts can be exported as
DRAW files.

• Business mileage tracking for use
with Class 1A setup.

• User defined calculations/headings.
Registered users can upgrade to version
5.00 for £30.00 and new customers can

purchase the current version for £99.00
for the Advanced and £149.00 for the

Professional.

RaspSoft Business Software
42 Springfield Lane
Morley
Leeds

LS27 9PH

Tel: 0113 252 1767

sales@raspsoft.co.uk
www.raspsoft.co.uk

Club news
1st May 2002, at the Co-Op Education
Centre, Fore Steet, Ipswich IP4 1JW.
The topic will be using different printers
on RISC OS, possibly also with a look
at the new RiscStation portable (if
production versions have reached
members by the meeting date).
Admission for new visitors is free, and
everyone is welcome. More details
available at:

www.archipel.demon.co.uk/ICENI/

The May meeting of the M25E RISC
OS User Group (East London and
West Essex) will take place on the
evening of Tuesday 21st May, at
Harold Court School, Church Road,
Harold Wood, RM3 OSP. The topic has
yet to be confirmed, however
admittance is free, there is ample free
parking, and tea, coffee and biscuits
are available in return for a small

contribution. Visit their site at:

www.m25eroug.riscos.org.uk

The RISC OS North West User

Group (RONWUG) meets on the third
Wednesday evening of every month at

the Trafford Metrovick Rugby and
Cricket Club, Finnybank Road, Sale,
Cheshire, M33 6LR (a few hundred
yards from the M60 ring road).
Admittance is free, there is ample free
parking, and everyone is welcome. The
May meeting will be 15th May 2002.
For further details go to:

www.ronwug.org

The RISC OS User Group of London
(ROUGOL) has no events planned in
the immediate future, but welcomes
enquiries from those who wish to be
added to the announcements list for

future meetings. More details at:

www.jellybaby.net/rougol/

The Bottisham Acorn User Group
have two meetings in May. 14th May
will be a general Question and Answer
Session whilst 28th May sees Jack
Lillingston, Managing Director of Castle
Technology talking about the current
range of Acorn machines, and offering
a few pointers to the future.

http://come.to/baug

0
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Robot can recognise you

Asian toy maker Bandai has created a
prototype of a home entertainment robot
that recognizes human faces and
voices. The BN-7 can recognize people
and hold conversations using its voice
and ability to gesture. The robot can
also express its emotions. Its face will
flush with joy and turn pale with
embarrassment.

The robot has wheels so it can move

by itself. Eventually it will obtain
information via the Internet, and even
engage in teaching and other activities.
The toy maker plans to bring the robot
to market in about three years. It will
cost about as much as a car.

BN-7 has a built-in CCD camera with

300,000 pixels, and can recognize up to
seven human faces. It can listen to and

identify 100 words and reply in a
maximum 65,000 phrases by combining
them with 1,000 words previously
recorded in it. BN-7 runs on a Pentium

III and uses an embedded version of the

Microsoft Windows 2000 operating
system.

All very well as an executive toy, but
what else will these robots do when

they're done with the housework and
entertaining the children? At MIT's
Media Lab, a professor has built a
prototype robot reporter for uses in
dangerous places like Afghanistan.
Going back to the wheel, people have
always used machines to augment
human effort. And everyone's
comfortable with the idea that there are

a lot of dangerous and boring jobs
around that can be handed off to

robots.

But these new robots are pushing
closer to the realm of thinking on their
own. In the thinking professions, we're
very comfortable when a robot replaces
a manual laborer. Soon it may be
possible to provide machines with the
judgment and mobility that we
associate with purely human
capabilities, and it will be our turn to be
displaced. A toy company is developing
these new machines, but eventually
they won't be toys.

Books by RISC OS
Learning Partners / Polemic Books,
the RISC OS based publishing
company are withdrawing RISC OS
versions of their products when
current stocks are exhausted.

Remaining stocks may be purchased
at a substantial discount.

Careers Workshop: PC price £85
plus VAT (£99.98) — RISC OS offer
price £50 plus VAT (£58.75) — Only
two remaining

British Parliamentary Constituencies
on CD-Rom: PC price £50 with 10
user licence — RISC OS offer price
£12.76 plus VAT (£14.99) — Only
twelve remaining

Careers Workshop is written by
Robert Werry (also RISC OS based) in
Australia where this is the leading
careers software product. The
approach is a lot less formal than
comparable British Software, but it is
based on the same sort of research on

personality, interest and career choice.
It offers good reporting and

database facilities to teachers. We

have had good sales to people
working with young offenders and non-
academic FE and sixth form

provisions. The only difference
between this and the PC product is
that due to the more compact code
this is supplied on disk with a printed

manual, rather than on CD-Rom with
on-line manual.

British Parliamentary Constituencies
on CD-Rom is written by Tony Fox
(Senior Research Fellow University
College Worcester) and Professor Ivor
Crewe (Professor of Politics and Vice
Chancellor, Essex University). It
provides data sets for the 1992,1997
and 2001 elections and a social and

economic profile of each constituency
at the 1997 election.

One RISC OS user on the staff of a

Welsh university said "I am impressed
with the quality of the software and the
extent of the data". The only difference
between this and the PC product is
that the updated 2001 data is supplied
in HTML rather than as an Excel file.

Full documentation is supplied with this
product in the form of several booklets.

Prices include postage. Send a
cheque or official order on headed
paper with your name and address to:

Learning Partners
Marquis House
2 North Street

Winchcombe

Glos

GL54 5LH

lp.books@argonet.co.uk

Exhibitions

abroad

The Big Ben Club are holding their
annual RISC OS show : the RISCOS

Expo 2002 The Big Ben Club is the
nationwide Dutch Acorn User Group.

The show will be held on Saturday,
June 22th, 2002 from 10.00 a.m. to 5.00
p.m at Expohall, Hotel Mercure,
Buizerdlaan 10, Nieuwegein (near the
city of Utrecht)

The location boasts excellent facilities,
a restaurant, and free parking.
Admission is free to members, EUR 7 to
non-members.

The Show offers

exhibitions/promotions by various
companies, including Dutch, German
and British Acorn dealers,
demonstrations by club members, and
so on. A theatre is also provided for
demonstrations.

Participation is free of charge for
dealers and publishers from the UK to
minimise the costs of travelling to
Holland.

www.bigbenclub.nl

www.bigbenclub.org

Web of C

A new Web site devoted to C

Programming on RISC OS has been
launched, under the new .info top level
domain.

The Web site is still work in progress
and new information is being added
regularly, and submissions are
welcomed.

The site hopes to cover all aspects of
C programming on RISC OS, from
discussion of the various compilers
through to tutorials for performing
specific kinds of tasks.

www.riscos.info

ARM in top 10
ARM Holdings Ltd has been listed in the
FTSE top 10 of worst performing stocks
for Q1 2002.

ARM stocks are down 21.5% of their

value over the first quarter. ARM joins
the likes of Cable & Wireless and

Vodafone who have also suffered

dramatic falls due the downturn in the

telecoms and IT sectors.
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Liquid Silicon
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Call us for your nearest UK

dealer for the POSum point of
sale systems and the EBMS

business management
solutions.

Authorised
Installer

Microdigital Computers
Mi co £715.50

Omega £1179.0"
and PSU upgrades/Expansion cards £C

cStation Computers
7500 Lite £598!

R7500 Lite+ £656.75
R7500 NetWorx £480.50

R7500 NetWorx HD £539.30

R7500 Scorcher £797.50

R7500 Scorcher Twindeck k £833.00

Osaris £180.00
Osaris Plus pack £210.00
Osarls Classroom pack £857.50
Portable £1173.00
Portable with docking station £1465.00
Games pack (with a system) £47.00

Rise PC Kinetic 300 series
Kinetic Ek (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1105.00
Kinetic DVD (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, DVD) £1179.00
Kinetic (128+4+2Mb, 30Gb HD, CD R/W) £1299.00
Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 48x, 56K) £1409.00
Kinetic CD Writer (70Mb, 30Gb, CD R/W, 17") £1505.00

Rise PC StrongARM series
Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Rise PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 48x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00

Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Rise PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 48x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00

'-*i Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD, CD, speakers,
et pack with Oregano & 56K modem £1179.00

onitors

iiyama 1352 (15" FST) £122.75

iiyama Vision Master 1401 (17" SF) ^^ £210.00
iiyama Vision Master 1402 (17" FST) ;U M £165.50
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) -^ -jf £241.20
iiyama Vision Master 407 (17" SF) ^W £241.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1411 (17" NF) £188.25
iiyama Vision Master Pro 413 (17" HBNF) £226.25

iiyama Vision Master 1451 (19" FST) £206.00
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19" SF) £300.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF) £375.75
iiyama Vision Master Pro 453 (19" NF) £321.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 454 (19" HBNF) £486.00

iiyama Vision Master 505 (21" FST) £606.75
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF) £588.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 512 (22" NF) & £669.75

iiyama Pro-Lite 3817 (15" LCD) ^B IL- £384.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 3819 (15" LCD) WjF^ £431.75
iiyama Pro-Lite 3835 (15" LCD) ~ £475.25
iiyama Pro-Lite 4314 (17" LCD) £573.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4315 (17" LCD) £657.50
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4332 (17" LCD) £771.50
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4611 (18" LCD) £782.50
iiyama Pro-Lite 4636(18.1" LCD) £894.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 4637 (18.1" LCD) £975.50
iiyama Pro-Lite 4831 (19" LCD) £1445.00

Registered

&TDK
Discs (e.g.20x black discs - £6.28)

Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £2.14)
Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,

CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage rT
http://www.liquid-silicon.com Official orders, foreign orders and callers welcome. *•£„
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Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Rise PC/A70007RlscStation/Mlco SIMMs:

16MbFPM £28.20

32Mb EDO (HC, works In Rise PCs) £26.75
64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs) £39.00
128Mb EDO £77.55

2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items

MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II internal 1 x1 x1 £93.95

Parallel Port 1x1x1 (back in stock) £92.95
RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable £17.95

RiscStation XG card & cable £116.95

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £245.95
Sibelius 6 £99.95

Sibelius 7 Student £319.95

Sibelius 7 £520.95

Sibelius for PC/Mac is also available

Sound module serial driver £37.95

Other Hardware
Mouse (Genius/STD Acorn-compatible) £19.95
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £14.99
PS2MouseMinl adaptor for older machines £18.95
Printers ECall

Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £95.00
RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £109.95
RiscStation second serial port £10.95
Scanners £Call

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 £269.00
StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £299.00
ViewFlnder card (8Mb) £195.00
ViewFlnder card (32Mb) £240.00

Other Software
Abuse £20.00

CD Burn £55.95

Chaos Engine £19.50
DataPower2 £165.00

Doom* CDs £30.00

Descent CDs £25.00

Desktop Repton 3 CD £15.95
DialUp & Messenger Pro £54.95
EaslWriter Pro* £139.95

Exodus £22.00

FastSpool* £17.50
Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £32.00
Kirsalls Collection Gold CD £25.95

OHP 2 £37.95

Oregano CD £57.50
Other Worlds CD £17.95

Ovation Pro £138.95
PC Pro 3 £70.00

Personal Accounts £44.00

Photodesk Olympic £127.95
Prophet 3+ Pro £160.00
Quake £22.00

R-Comp Internet Suite £68.95
Schema 2 £121.50
SlteWrlter £58.95

Sleuth 3 £65.95

Sound Plugln £11.50
SVG Plugln £11.50
Syndicate* £26.50
TBA Games CD £20.00

TechWriter Pro+ £209.95
WebFX3D £24.50

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD £29.95

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.

wrrm
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RComp have released a new version of
their RISC OS Web browser software

"Webster XL" to customers who have

purchased their priority support and
upgrades.

Version 1.99f contains many
enhancements, most notably support for
cascading style sheets (CSS) which are
used by many Web sites to alter font
faces, sizes, colours and other attributes.
CSS can also be used to size other

objects (text areas for example).
This new version includes a totally

Better browsing
revised text area input "gadget" which has
been designed to be much more pleasant
to use with features like wordwrap, text
highlighting (forcopy, paste, and global
clipboardoperations) and easy clearing.
This makes using message boards and
the like much more user friendly.

RComp have expanded Bookmaker
support for people using that program as a
"central" hotlist between programs and
support is also included for the HTML
hotlistformats used by Browse and
Fresco.

Meet the portable
The Wakefield RISC OS Computer Club will
have Roy Heslop as their guest speaker at
their meeting in May. The meeting takes
place on Wednesday May1st 2002 and
should be an interestingevent. Bythis time,
Royshould have a working RISC OS
version of the new portable and will
hopefully be able to demonstrate it liveas a
special previewto Wakefield members and
any visitors before the Wakefield Show.

Doors open at around 7:15pm and the

Meeting starts at 7:45pm at the usual
venue of the West Yorkshire Sports &
Social Club in Sandal, Wakefield, visitors
are always welcome (small fee of £1.50)

You can find more information about the

meetings and how to get there on the the
club web site:

www.wrocc.org.uk

stevepotts@wrocc.org.uk

The right paper for your work
Digital cameras have made the job of
getting great quality photographs into
RISC OS computers so easy. With
Photodesk and other software, retouching,
to remove those little natural blemishes,
that used to be the sole territory of studio
professionals, is now within the reach of
most of us. When it comes to printing
these masterpieces modern inkjet printers
can produce excellent results, but in many
cases the finished product is let down
because of the paper it is printed on.

PHR Computers has the answer to this
dilemma, a range of specialist inkjet
papers to suit every need. All are coated
to suit the inks used in modern printers

and the finishes range from matt to high
gloss in a range of paper weights, and to
give your pictures even more impact there
are watercolour and canvas textured

papers and even a real canvas for those
very special works of art. Ifyour interest
lies in self-decoration there are non-

permanent instant tattoo kits or T-shirt
printingtransfer papers. For further details
and prices you should contact:

PHR Computers
55 Walcot Walk, Netherton
Peterborough, PE3 9QF
Telephone: 01733 754814
preid@enterprise.net

Real advantage
Cerilica have released details of a

significant upgrade to their ground
breaking graphics package Vantage. Due
to be released in April, the upgrade is the
culmination of six months work since the

release of Vantage and will be shipped
free of charge to all existing customers.

The upgrade contains many important
new tools and enhancements to aid both

the design and production process from

®(lO)@ ® ® @ ® @ ® ®

deep alpha blending to SVG export.
.To accompany the software upgrade, a

number of new comprehensive tutorials
(in the Vantage interactive Drawfile
document format) will be released
simultaneously along with the new
original example files.

www.cerilica.com/vantage/

® ©

JavaScript, table and frame issues have
also received attention as usual. You can

now choose what level of JavaScript the
software will attempt to execute (up to
version 1.4)

The JavaScript handling has also been
improved. Webster XL 1.99f opens up a
number of sites which have caused

problems for RISC OS users in the past.
And of course, RComp reminds us,

ongoing development continues!

www.websterxl.com

Special
Techwriter for

VA

Icon Technology have released special
versions of both EasiWriter and

TechWriter for Virtual Acorn. The

versions come with a Microsoft Windows

installer that will install them into

VirtualA5000 and come with a new

licence allowing their use on VirtualAcorn
products. For more details please see
the Icon Technology Web site at:

www.icontechnology.net

VirtualAcorn are also asking other
commercial software developers who are
interested in following Icon Technologys'
lead and would like to be able to supply
their own products in a form suitable for
installation on a Windows PC with

VirtualA5000 to contact them. They are
offering to make Windows installers for
third party products, and test the
products in question on VirtualA5000,
free of charge.

Liquid goes
secure

Liquid Silicon are now able to take
orders via a secure 128-bit SSL ordering
page at their Web site www.liquid-
silicon.com

They are continuing to offer the non
secure service for those without the 128-

bit SSL support in their browsers.

® ® ©
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Tel. 07785 935497

Purley

Domain name competition

First prize
2 year registration of any available -COM, .NET, .BIZ or .INFO domain name

PLUS 5 Mb webspace and 2 years professional hosting

PLUS 5 POP3 mailboxes hosted on your domain

Runners up prizes
3 x .co.uk or .org.uk 2 year domain registration packages
Includes : Domain registration fees, DNS Hosting, Email forwarding, URL forwarding

Reader offer
1Mb free webspace and 6 months free hosting with all domains ordered

by Acorn User readers during May!
Professional hosting for FREE! includes free cgi-scripts, PHP4, SSI etc.

How to enter
1. Decide on a domain name you would like

2. Check its availble on our website : www.spellings.net ^ choose three alternatives beiow)

3. Email competitions@acornuser.com with your details, domain name
and the answer to the following question :

"What is our usual price for a 2 year .co.uk domain registration?
or post answer to : Acorn User Competition, 28a Middle Hillgate, Stockport, SK1 3AY. England

For the reader offer, order online and state "Acorn User Offer" in your order
or complete and post the form below to the address at the top of the page

I would like to Order the following domain name : (no spaces, min 3 chars, hyphen allowed)

1st choice: co.uk / .org.uk*'ndlcalechoico

2nd choice : .co.uk / .orq.uk*'ndlcaIocholco
3rdchoice : .co.uk / .orq.uk*indlcalechoice

I enclose a cheque payable to Spellings Computer Services Ltd for £23.50/please debit my
MastercardA/isa/Amex/Switch/Solo*de,oleapplicable

Domain registration

* Web hosting *

* Web design *

* Bespoke online applications & databases *

The Number 1 RISC OS domain registrar

and web hosting company

C3 91 Bl
See us on

m

Card number:

Name:

Address:
Postcode: Email address :

Expiry :

Send completed form (o : Spellings Computer Services Ltd, 45 Hillview Close, Purley, Surrey. England. CR8 1AU

Show sponsor

any U
Stand 29 Sis The Acorn RISC OS Show
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It knows the way you want it
The single most irritating omission from
the RISC OS Filer, for some, is its
inability to remember how to display a
directory.

Some directories you want displayed
with just their icons in alphabetic order,
others might need to be Full info in date
order. Both PCs and Macs can have

separate settings for every directory, we

can't. But SmartOpenDir, by Tony
Houghton, is an "intelligent directory
opener" for RISC OS 3 and 4.

It intercepts calls to open directories in
Filer windows and sets the display/sort
options based on patterns in the directory
name and/or number of files it contains

and so on.

Tony has recently updated this program

Strap-on shark-repellent for surfers
SeaChange, an Australian company, is
launching an electronic device that
swimmers can wear to repel sharks.

The company says that Shark Shield
has worked in all its tests, including those
on a human. The paperback book-sized
device straps on to the thigh. It trails an

antenna that emits shark-repelling signals.
"I'd be in the water and when the

sharks came in to attack they'd hit the
electrical current and turn away," said Ian
Gordon, a marine biologist who's been
testing the device.

Very fishy.

Definitely in characters
Alex Waugh has announced an exciting
addition to Oregano, the powerful Web
Browserfrom Castle Technology. His
explicitly but unenlighteningly titled "K0I8-
R/Windows-1251 viewer" extends the

character display facilities of the
application.

Oregano is far ahead of any other
browser on the RISC OS platform with
regards to being able to display interna
tional characters, such as Japanese or
Cyrillic. However, the number of character
encodings (basically, a table that matches
each byte (or series of bytes) with a
character) it knows is limited and there is
no way to expand them. This means that
ifyou visit a Web page using an
unsupported character encoding, even
though Oregano could support the
characters used if written in a different

encoding such as Unicode, it appears as
gibberish.

To deal with this problem Alex has
written a PHP script, which runs in
Oregano, to convert K0I8-R or Windows-
1251 Web pages (common Russian
character encodings) on the fly to
Unicode, so that Oregano can display
them — apparently, perfectly.

To run the program you need Oregano,
of course, plus WebJames and PHP
needed to actually run the PHP script.
These last two are available from Alex's

Web site:

www.alexwaugh.com/internet/

K0I8R itself is available at:

www.dracos.co.uk/riscos/programs/koi8r/

Give generously
With only a short time to go, the
Wakefield 2002 Acorn RISC OS Show is

nearly upon us. With this in mind, we are
asking for donations to the Bring and Buy
Charitystall. If you have any items that
you would like to donate but are unable to
bring them to the show, we are pleased to
announce that goods can be sent prior to
the show to the following address:

Wakefield Hospice (FundRaising) Ltd
Hemingway House Thornes Moor
Business Park Thornes Moor Road

Wakefield WF2 8PG
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Please note that The Wakefield Hospice
fund-raising department can accept
deliveries direct by hand between 8:30
am and 4:00 pm Monday to Friday.

Please ensure you mark the parcel:

"FOR THE ATTENTION OF TERRY RIGG

- WAKEFIELD 2002 SHOW"

All donations are gratefully received,
please keep them coming. Thank you.

and the new version, 1.20 is available
from:

www.realh.co.uk/downloads/smart120.zip

While the application is not quite the one
that provides independent settings for
any directory, it does go long way to
alleviating the problem and is, in some
ways, cleverer.

Wall of fog
creates virtual

film screen

A Finnish inventor has designed a virtual
movie screen made of a wall of fog.
Images are projected on to the fog,
which is kept in place by two fast moving
streams of air on either side. Ismo

Rakkolainen creates the fog wall with a
one-centimeter thick layer of dry ice that
he says could replace the fragile screens
currently used in simulators. "Youcan
get good effects, images just float in the
air. You can touch them, but you don't
feel anything," Rakkolainen said.

British "silver

surfers" are

rushing online
The Internet is becoming increasingly
popular among British over-55s. Asurvey
by NetValue says the population of
"silver surfers" has doubled since the

beginning of 2001. It says the group —
about two million people — now
accounts for 13% of the UK online

population.
Britain now has one of the highest

percentages of silver surfers, surpassed
only by Sweden with 17% and Denmark
with 16.3%. Banking is one of the
biggest attractions for the age group.
NetValue estimates that nearly a quarter
of all people now e-banking are aged 50
or above.

news@acomuser.com



Make the right choice for the future with

RISC OS Select
Keep up to date with every new

version of RISC OS as it appears!

In future, new updates to RISC OS will be soft-loaded over the
existing RISC OS 4 ROM. Distribution will be on CD
and via the Internet, making regular updates and
the widespread testing of new features far more
practical. Join Select to be a part of the new
scheme and receive up to three RISC OS
update CDs per year. All you will need is
one or more RISC OS 4 machines on

which to install new versions of RISC

OS 4.

What does the Select scheme

RISC OS fans! Join the

RISC OS

Foundation
and receive our ground

breaking quarterly CD magazine

FOUN DATION

Now in volume 21

Foundation RISC User isa truly innovative publication from RISCOS Ltd that
supports theheartof theRISC OS market. Themagazine articles combine useful
informationwith softwareresources that can be launchedwith a simpleclickon
a link. Every issue ispacked with a wide rangeof substantialand authoritative
features from respected writers,along with a comprehensive and fully integrated
database of current RISC OS products, developers and usergroups. Altogether,
it'sarguably the mostinnovative and highquality CDmagazine on anyplatform.

provide?
By joining Select you will receive the following benefits:

1. Up to three CDs per year, containing the latest
version of RISC OS plus optional beta-test copies of

software components in development. Every CD will
also be bootable and contain a full, working disc image

at allows the easy selection of different boot sequences.
. Access to interim updates via a private Web site.
The ability to upgrade up to ten machines at a single site.

Select is a personal scheme: you only need one subscription even if
you own several computers. However, RISC OS 4 is needed for
each machine: Select cannot be used with RISC OS 3-7 or earlier.

4. Affiliate RegisteredDeveloper status: if you are a programmer,
joining Select entitles you to become a Registered Developer for
no extra charge, and have your products included in the Database
section of FoundationRISC User magazine (see below).

RISC OS 4 upgrades and Select scheme prices
Subscriptions to Select are available on an annual basis, and may
be purchased in combination with a RISC OS 4 upgrade.

RISC OS 4 upgrade plus Select subscription:
RISC OS 4 upgrade only (new low price!):

Select subscription only:
(for existing RISC OS 4 users)

Select subscription only:
(for Foundation members)

Select group subscription: £300
(for sites with more than ten machines)
All prices above include VAT.
Please see our Web site for further

pricing details, overseas prices etc.

£179

£109

£105

£99

Testimonials from readers

of Foundation RISC User

I •"The interface isvery friendly andbetter
than my perception of what a CD-based

magazine would be like!"—Andrew Weston
"Thewhole CDisa joy, andsomething our

platform can beproud of."—Geoff Steeper
"The Foundation CDhascontradicted my opinion

that I wouldn't beableto reada CDmagazine happily,
t'svery nicely laid out."-—Fred Bambrough

"Congratulations on Foundation RISC User... it works smoothly, looks
good and has masses of useful and interesting content."—Gavin Wraith
•"Keep upthe excellent work! (And what 1REALLY appreciate issomeone who
can write, spell, talksense, and knows hisits-es and it's-es!)"—Jeremy Roberts
•"Its a really excellent job."—David Pilling

Sample Foundation RISC User Online!
Visit oursampler edition, Foundation RISC User Online,at
http://foundation.riscos.com/frii.htm

FOUNDATION

\msctsm

New Foundation

membership or
annual renewal:

£15*25
(£30 ex. VAT)

Membershipalso includes
regularemail newsletters

andspecial offers

iriscM
3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 02920 492324
Fax 02920 492326
www.rlscos.com

sales@riscos.com



'M£ %$«>ViewFinder Pro
Now using 32MB Rage Pro Cards with up to:-

2048xl536x32Kx72Hz & 1920xl440xl6Mx74Hz

Can now runSibelius & Games etc without rebooting.
Dual input monitorpreferred

£240
Original 8MB 'Classic' ViewFinders £195

^Lexmark Laser Printe^f^
Hi Spec Robust units at bargain prices^^ojo^

600DPI, 12ppm, 4MB, Postscript3 and HP PCL6 tray fed, straight
paper path option, 20,000 ppm duty cycle, 5000 page toner/drum.

£260t+£iop&p
Network version £310t+£10p&p

LCDsl5"£340, 17 M

1280x1024 JtjoO, 19 1600x1200 £,15 20
S/H StrongARMs

from £120

Refurbished hi-spec monitors

15" £60t +£iop&p

17" from £110t +£15p&p
20"/21" from£260t +£20p&p

Phone for full specifications.
3 month warranty

Offers from @4D S/H RiscPCs from £180t
RiscPC, RO 3.60, 32MB, IMBvram & HD £200t

StrongARM Mk3 RiscPC, RO 3.7, 32MB
IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £430f

A7000+ RO 3.71, 8MB DRAM & HD £110t
AKF60 (£40t with system) £60t

t Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

HP LaSerS (Refurbished)

HP6L 600dpi 6ppm
£130t + £ioP&p

Price Drop!

MyHopper2 KVM Switch inc. Cables Now! £90

£20 OFF S/H Ethernet Interfaces

10base2 or T Access+ podules £551
10base2 & T Access* podules £651
10base2&T Access* mini podules £401
10base2 or T A3020/A4000 NIC £401

Paradise Paint Pal graphics tablet £691

Videodesk S/H £700t

Epson Perfection 1200S SCSI Scanner inc s/w £1701

Osaris (Psion Revo) £1151

Nikon Coolscan3 SCSI Slide scanner £510
Lastfew!

IDE CD ReWriter 161032 with Acorn S/W £150

20GB IDE Hard Disc £110

Canon S450 (open Box) inc Driver £145t

HP960 inc Driver £200

586 PC card for RPC Special offer £120

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables
& Lanman98 £185

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £185

RAM A7000/+/RS7500 32MB £40, 64MB £55

RiscPC 64MB £70 & 128MB £130

2350+ Product pricelist at
http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/prices/

ADSL
£22.95pm
+ initial cost.

No PC required!

Up to 512K/Sec Downloads (3.5+MB a minute)
Always on! NO call charges!

Everything you need to connect to the Internet
by ADSL, with full instructions and up to an

hour of technical support.
Uses a BT phone line, not yet available in all

areas.

Please phone for full details or see:-
http://www. cjemicros. co. uk/adsl/

Initial ISP costs from £65, cost of Router &
everything for RISC OS from £180* to £300*

dependant on your existing hardware/software.
Compatible with stand alone RISC OS

computer or a network which may or may not
include PCs.

Firewall option available.

*Pricing to be confirmed

& (l

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

cjEveee Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/



Full of Far-Eastern promise
I recently received an e-mail from the

intriguingly named Dragon Lee, technical
representative of Draytek Corporation of

HsinChu,Taiwan listing the features of their
latest Draytek Vigor series of ADSL
Modem/Routers. Afew months ago we had a
look at the Vigor USB solution, but the new
Vigor 2600 TSP ADSL Modem/Router
promises to be the must-have box of 2002 for
the new breed of affordable-ADSL users

coming into the market. This unit also contains
a Samsung ARM processor, so we like it a lot
already.

This product is designed to slot into the
requirement of "Wires-only" and small-
business ADSL subscribers who are going to
connect two or three computers, whether
Acorn, PC, Macor Linux to a single ADSL
Internet connection. Unlike most other budget-
priced modems, the Vigor 2600 will contain a
comprehensive hardware/software firewall,
using "Stateful Packet Inspection".

This technique analyses individual data
packets as they pass though the router. As
well as monitoring the packet headers, SPI
also assesses the packet's contents and looks
at the internal application protocol. The
router's SPI firewall then makes decisions on

whether to pass on the data using the
information it has discovered about the

source, destination and service wanted by the
packet.

Having made a policy decision about the
specific data connection, the SPI firewall can
remember the status of each stream of data,
which allows more complex but flexible rules
to be created than can a simple router. SPI
can block unwanted or malicious streams

while allowing though data from more esoteric
but valid applications. The Vigor 2600 will also
feature NAT port blocking by default and
protection against Denial Of Service (DOS)
attacks, with real-time attack alerting.

PC users have previously had problems
running applications like NetMeeting and ICQ
with simple NAT (Network Address
Translation) routers, but the Vigor 2600 will
have special facilities to allow these programs
to be used transparently. Support will be
included for Dynamic DNS web hosting, which
regularly updates a domain name server with
the currently-allocated IP address of the
router, which can allow a web server on your
LAN to be addressed by name even with
dynamically-assigned IP addressing.

A four-port speed-sensing switch hub allows

Reset Onloff

Even the back looks good

Add more to your elbow with another ARM

you to connect a mixture of 10Mbit/s and
100Mbit/s PCs, and it will auto-detect an
uplink connection to another router which
means you can still make use of that old
crossover cable you bought for your first
interconnection.

The Vigor 2600 TSP range is expected to
retail at around £180 + VAT but you will have
to check the SEG Web site for the latest

prices. SEG have created a mailing list for
interested prospective customers; details on
their Web site. Shipping of the Vigor 2600 is
expected from mid-April; it's March as I write
this. I'd give my rightARM to try one out
sooner.

Vigor 2600 TSP ADSL Modem/4 port Router

www.seg.co.uk/draytek/products/vigor2600.html

You wanted it, now .eu got it
Those mandarins in the European Union's
Council of Telecommunications Ministers of

the Regulation have agreed to fuel yet
another domain name bonanza by
implementing the European Commission's
proposal to introduce another top-level
Internet domain name ".eu".

This will "will create a truly European
identity in cyberspace" according to the
Commission. They also hope it will "lead to a
higher visibility of the European 'brand' in the
virtual marketplace based on the Internet".
Maybe they should have gone the whole
commercial hog and called it ".euro"?

As you might expect getting these decisions
finalised is likeswimming through treacle, so
you will have to wait until "early next year" to
actually register a ".eu" domain name. You
can read all about the progression of the
proposal made in December 2000 through to
the adoption in March 2002 on Europa, The
European Union On-Line Web site. Search for
document IP/02/468.

European Commission Press Room

http://europa.eu.int/rapid/start/cgi/guesten.ksh

David Dade

comms@acornuser.com

( Comms
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Give me the facts
Ifyou're wonderingwhether it's the righttime
to consider moving to Broadband, the OFTEL
Web site has some interesting informationon
the BT and Kingston Communications ADSL
rollout. OFTEL publishes a monthly ADSL
Factsheet which shows progress in enabling
exchanges and the percentage of UK
households covered, as well as actual take-
up from the two operators.

Ifyou compare the latest wholesale prices
shown for each product with the retail
charges published by individual ISPs, you
will still be confused. For instance a 12

month contract for the IPStream Home 500

service from Demon Internet will cost you
£28.99 inc VAT per month with a £50
connection charge, while Pipex Internet only
charge £23.44 in VAT with no connection
charge for their first 40,000 customers.

The OFTEL ADSL Factsheet also briefly
explains the technology and history of ADSL.
You can find reports of OFTEL investigations
into allegations of anti-competitive behaviour,
including their own investigative coverage of
the most recent BTWholesale price cuts
which may antagonise other Local Loop
Unbundling operators.

Oftel ADSL Factsheet

www.oftel.gov.uk/publications/local_loop/adsl
sheet/

One and One makes 4.99

Slough in West London is the UK
headquarters of 1&1 Webhosting, a telecom
munications company founded 12 years ago
in Germany. After operating a Teletext-like
online service to German consumers, 1&1
started hosting services in 1995 and reckon
they now have a commanding position in the
European Web hosting market.

Their Home hosting package costs £4.99
ex. VAT per month and offers 100Mb Web
space and 50 POP3 e-mail accounts with e-
mail aliasing to allow up to 200 addresses to
be created. Bells and whistles include catch

all e-mail forwarding and unknown address
capture, Web-based e-mail access, graphical
site statistics and their online WebsiteCreator

feature.

This is a browser-based system that I
haven't tested with RISC OS browsers, and
other software supplied with the package is
definitely PC only and will cost another £3.49
+ VAT for shipping. You may want to register
a domain name for 1&1 to host, which will
cost £2.89 a year for a co.uk/org.uk domain
name and £8.99 a year for .com/.org, all ex.
VAT. Allsettings are configured using a
secure Web-based control panel, and 1&1
offer a 60 day trial money-back guarantee.

1&1 webHosting

http://oneandone.co.uk

is



Giving you more

/

Choice
Stationery Supplies

These cartridges are made to ISO9000 standards and are
guaranteed to be equal to, if not better quality, and have the

Vsame amount of ink as the manufacturer's original.

Eoson ComDatibles r.
Multi-packs available for most of the Epson Stylus range
including:200/400/440/460/480/500/580/600/640/660/PhotoEX
/700/740/750/760/800/860/880/900/980/1160/1200/SCAN 2000
& 2500 & lots more! . . _*<•"! \

Twin
Pack

1 Black &
1 Colour

£5.29

Quad
Pack

2 Black &
2 Colour

£9.75

Double
Quad

4 Black &
4 Colour

£18.75

Mono
Pack

5 Black
Cartridges

Epson Stylus
C60/680/790/810/

870/890/1270/12901
Now On Sale -

Call for Price Details.'

Mega
Pack

8 Black &
8 Colour

£36.99

Colour
Pack

5 Colour
Cartridges

£17.50 ^_

' choice

Canon Compatibles m
Cartridge Ref. Suitable for Use in

BC01 Black BJ10E/BJ10EX/BJ20 £ 9.35

BC02 Black BJC150/BJ200/BJ220EX/BJC1000 £9.35
BC05 Colour BJC150/BJ210/BJ220EX/BJC1000 £12.75

BC06 Photo BJC240/BJC250/BJC1000 £13.75
BC20 Black BJC2000/BJC4000 £10.45
BX02 Black FAX B320/3410 £ 9.45
BX03 Black FAX B100/110/MP10 £9.45

BJC4000Twin 2000/4000/5000 (BCJ21B & BCi21C)£ 4.39
BJC3000/6000 Black £ 4.49
BJC3000/6000 Each Individual Colour £ 4.49

HP Compatibles y
Cartridge Ref. Suitable for Use in

51626A Black 500/510/520/540/550C/560C £10.25

51625A Colour 310/320/340/540/550/560 £12.99
51629A Black 600/660/690C/695C £10.45

51649A Colour 600/610C/612C/660C/690C/695C £14.99
51645A Black 710C/720C/820CXI/850CXI/870CXI £9.95
51633A Black 310/320/340 £10.45
C6614ABIack 610C/612C £10.75
C6615ABIack 810C/840C/843C £11.75

C1823AColour 710C/720C/810C/815C/820C/895C £15.49
C6578AColour 970CXI/930C/950C/1220C/P1000 £16.99
C6625AColour 840C/843C £16.99

Lexmark Compatibles
Cartridge Ref. Suitable for Use in

13619HC Colour 1000/1020/1100/2030/2050/3000

13400HC Black 1000/1020/1100/2030/2050/3000
12A1980 Colour 3200/5000/5700/7000/Z11/Z31

12A1970 Black 3200/5000/5700/7000/Z11/Z31/Z51
15M0120 Colour Z42/Z51/Z52

17G0050 Black Z12/Z22/Z32

17G0060 Colour Z12/Z22/Z32

£15.29

£13.89

£15.29

£13.89

£17.50

£13.89

£15.29

All Trademarks recognised. E & OE.

The price
you see is

Inc. VAT
FREE

DELIVERY

"We constantly monitor our
prices to ensure we offer you
the best value, should you
happen to find any of our
cartridges cheaper elsewhere,
we will beat it by up to 10%!"
Terms & conditions apply.

High Quality CD-R
80 minute 24 speed 25 x CD-R £ 9.99 50 x CD-R £18.99 100 x CD-R £34.99

Specialist Inkjet Papers
A4 Gloss Range

Photo Gloss 140gsm 20 sheets £4.49
Photo Gloss 140gsm 50 sheets £10.99
Instant Dry Satin 150gsm 20 sheets £ 5.99
Instant Dry Gloss 160gsm 20 sheets £ 5.49
Instant Dry Gloss 180gsm 50 sheets £12.99
Instant Dry Gloss 210gsm 50 sheets £18.99
Instant Dry Gloss 254gsm 20 sheets £ 9.99
Instant Dry Gloss Self Adhesive 20 sheets £ 4.99
Double Sided Gloss 20 sheets £10.99
7x5 Photo Cards £ 4.99

M Matt Range

Coated Matt 100gsm 100 Sheets £ 5.99
Coated Matt 100gsm 200 Sheets £11.75
Coated Matt 140gsm 100 Sheets £7.49
Coated Matt 160gsm 100 Sheets £ 9.75
Coated Matt 210gsm 100 Sheets £11.45
Others

Business Card Pack 250 Cards £ 3.99
Clear OHP Film 10 Sheets £ 4.99
A6 Greeting Cards &Envelopes Pack 25 £ 5.49
A5 Greeting Cards & Envelopes Pack 25 £ 6.99

Others

T Shirt Transfer Pack 10 Sheets & Instructions £ 5.99
Dark T Shirt Transfer Pack 10 Sheets & Instructions £ 5.99
CD Labels MattCoated Pack 20 (2 per Sheet) £ 2.99
CD Labels Gloss Coated Pack 20 (2 per Sheet) £ 6.20
Day Bright Paper 5x Green 5x Yellow 5x Orange (pack 15) £ 3.99

Try Our
Sample . Selection of listed
'aper specialist papers.Paper

Pack
£4.49

All Our Inkjet Specialist Papers
ire 2880 dpi Quality!

NEW! Funiine Range
TATTOO JET Designand
print your tattoo onto the
special transfer film and stick
it to a clean area of skin!
That's all there is to it. Now
you can have the body art you
always wanted without the
pain and with no regrets.

3 sheets

PUZZLE JET Make
professional looking jigsaw
puzzles with the picture of
your choice. The ideal gift for
family or friends. Make a
jigsaw with your favourite
football team, your boyfriend
or girlfriend - the possibilities
are endless.

STICKY JET Crsytalclear
self adhesive Injet film, for all
Inkjet printers. Suitable for
up to 1440 dpi, for stickers,
name plates, window and
document labels, etc.

CD CASE JET Special
coated paper to produce
personalised CD-ROM Case
inserts. Performated and
perforated paper.
Instructions and template
available.
10 sheets.

Visit web site for more details NEW! Funiine Range
GLOW IN THE DARK
T SHIRT TRANSFER....
.Design, print and transfer
your image to a T Shirt, cap,
etc. and achieve an amazing
glow in the dark effect.
T Shirt not included.

3 sheets

MOUSE PAD JET
Create your very own
personalised mouse mat with
this special kit. The kit
contains a special textured
film that aids mouse
movement and is resistant to
scratching, plus an adhesive
foam base.

'CLING JET.

Sticks to any glass like
surface and leaves no
residue!

FLOOR JET For floor
graphics. Highly scratch and
chemical resistant anti-reflective
fine textured surface with the

J reverse side inkjet coated. Print
HVOUr image in reverse and
" laminate to the supplied double

sided white adhesive. Apply to
floors, table tops, etc.

A4 3 Sets

All Our Prices Include VAT! - FREE Delivery - Same Day Despatch!
No Minimum Order! - Free Technical Advice!

All Major Credit Cards Accepted - No Surcharges!

100% No Quibble Guarantee On All Our Products!

FREEPHONE 0800 093 3231
Telephone 0870 44 22 460 Fax 0870 44 22 461

Choice Stationery Supplies Ltd, Unit 2 Mart Road Industrial Estate.
Minehead, Somerset, TA24 5BJ. Personal Callers Welcome.

Secure Online Shopping
www.choicestationery.com



c Graphics

Graphics Resources on the Internet
Graphics is one area where RISC OS

excels. Users also benefit by the fact
that many graphics resources and

utilities can be freely downloaded from the
Internet. There are roughly three main areas
of interest to users; image viewers, converters
and general purpose utilities.

Of the image viewers available, perhaps the
two most widely known are ChangeFSI and
Translatr. ChangeFSI was written byAcorn
and is supplied with each computer. Although
itcan be slow at times, it will allow you to view
most types of image file that other users may
send you, such as JPEGs and GIFs. Later
versions will also read PNG images, which are
starting to become popular on Web sites as
an alternative to the copyright GIF format.

Newer versions of ChangeFSI are available
from RISCOS Ltd (www.riscos.com).

Translatr is Shareware, and written by John
Kortink, who also happens to be the inventorof
the superb ViewFinder graphics cards — so he
knowsa thingor two about graphic formats.

As well as viewing a multitude of different
graphics formats, Translatr will also convert to
different formats, and offers more choice than
ChangeFSI— which will onlysave in JPEG
and Sprite formats.

Translatr will let you convert to a number of
popular graphics formats including the
creationof interlaced GIFand PNG images.
Like ChangeFSI it also boasts an impressive
range of processing and effects options.

Dacha's Domain

The next 'must stop' location on the Web must
be the JPEG utilities section of Dacha's Web

Site at www.dacha.freeuk.com/free/

Ideal for Web designers, digital photog
raphers and anyonewho handles JPEG
images, this collection of utilities are invaluable.

Jcut
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An image ready for cropping by JCut and the same image with the contrast altered by JCIean

Jack is a utility for repairing broken JPEG
images or extracting JPEGs from within other
files. This will be most useful where the JPEG

has come from a PC or a digital camera that
adds additional 'garbage' at the beginning of the
file. Jack can also repair broken headers or
encryption that some PC software adds in order
to prevent unauthorisedviewing of the images.

Jcut will give you the facility to cut, paste,
crop, rotate and flip JPEG images, but without
any degradation that would occur from re-
encoding the processed image, due to JPEGs
losing some of the original quality each time
you encode them. The latest version of Jcut
even allows you to alter the contrast and
colour adjustment of the original image.

Jess is another utility for extracting JPEG
images from other files, but unlike Jack is
capable of scanning its way through a large
file and extracting multiple images from a
single source file. The most common source
of single-file, multiple JPEG images is in
Windows screensavers and PowerPoint

presentations — neitherof which have RISC
OS versions available. Jess will provide the
next best thing, ifyou need to extract all those
JPEG images from a PowerPoint presen
tation, in order to view them under RISC OS
— and possibly even re-display them using
Photodesk Ltd'sown presentation tool, OHP.

Jsize is a simple little utility which will
provide information about JPEG files.

One of the most useful of Dacha's JPEG

suite of utilities is JCIean, which allows RISC
OS users to add/remove comments from

JPEG images and also create progressive
JPEGs, which speed up viewing time on Web
pages, letting you see the image gradually
build up as it is downloaded. I find this utility
essential in itself and far easier and more

flexible than anything I've found on either the
Windows or MacOS platforms. Indeed, every
photo on myfriend's photo gallery Web site at
http://home.clara.net/lucypringle/photos/ was pre-
processed using JCIean.

GIFs Galore!

Anotheressential utility is InterGIF from
Fresco author Peter Hartley. Available from

http://utter.chaos.org.uk/-pdh/software/intergif.htm
This is the first, and still the best, GIF

encoder for RISC OS and as such has pretty
much become the definitive tool for creating GIF
images from Spritefiles. Not only can itdo a
straightforward conversion from a RISC OS
sprite file to create a GIF image, but itcan also
take a file containing multiple sprite images and
turn them intoan animated GIFimage.

As a bonus it will also convert Draw files into

GIF images foryou, which make it ideal for
putting diagrams and other sketches on Web
pages. An additional feature of InterGIF is the
ability to convert RISC OS colourpalettes into
'net safe' versions, so that your images will still
view with the correct colours on Windows

machines which can only cope with 216 colours
(instead of 256 colours) on Web sites.

Other goodies
No look at graphics resources would be
complete without mentioning Rob Davison's
Variations, available from
http://compo.iconbar.com/variation.htm. I
mentioned this in full in the PD column, but it's

one of the best utilities I've yet seen which
gives you an interactive and comparative view
of various effects applied to your image. It
seems to be under continuous development
too, so do check Rob's web site periodically.

Another useful stopping point is Rosemary
Miskin's Web site at

www.argonet.co.uk/users/miskin/ which contains
a number of Draw utilities as well as graphics
ones. Two worthyof mention are SplitDraw,
which can split large Draw files into
manageable pages so that you can
conveniently print them out. This is idealwhen
you've saved a large Web page as a Draw file
and want to print it out using yourA4 printer.

Next is DrawLots which will create a huge
variety of geometric shapes and curves as
Draw files for you. This helps enormously if
you want to create regular (even even
irregular) shapes for use in diagrams or
desktop publishing.

Michael Stubbs

graphics@acornuser.com
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clean air

clean technologies
natural energy futures
supporting & developing green solutions

Support your energy-efficient technologies with renewable power.

We supply and install renewable energy systems to meet your
specific requirements for electricity, heat and hot water - from
lighting your garden to full project management of integrated
combined systems for commercial and community applications.

• solar electric (photo-voltaics) • wind turbines
' biomass (combined heat and power)

' solar hot water •

Grants are available for renewable energy
installations for schools and

small businesses - contact

us for details.

commercial identity

promotional literature

24-track audio facility

fully featured MIDI suite

*

ecovision

Our Ecoworks department has been powered by 100% solar
energy since June 5, 2001 (World Environment Day). We offer a
full design service, from concept to finished output if required, and
present the opportunity for you to make a commitment to clean,
renewable energy. Together we can make light work.

less energy - more RISCOS •$• smaller footprints - bigger steps

Arcania - 01267 267899 • http://www.arcania.co.uk • email: ecoworks@arcania.co.uk

this page was designed using 100% solar power



c
Variations on a theme...

Public Domain

Variations is the latest release

from Compo author Rob
Davison and, as one would

expect, is a high quality graphics utility
application. The amazing thing is
though, that Rob has released it as
freeware so you can grab a copy gratis
from his Web site at

http://compo.iconbar.com/variation.htm
I can honestly say that this is one of

the best software releases of the year,
and the fact it's freeware makes it even

more impressive, or shows the gen
erosity of some RISC OS developers.

Put simply, it's a graphics effects
processor that can perform a variety of
image processing functions on any
JPEG image or 16 million colour sprite
dragged to its icon. What makes it dif
ferent though is that you are presented
with a grid of miniature thumbnail ver
sions of your original image, each with
a graduated effect applied to them,
thus instantly showing various levels of
the current effect. Simply click on one

of the thumbnails and that

one will become the focus

of attention, and all the
surrounding ones will then
become variations (ged-
dit?) of the new one.

Although there are lots
of powerful, and weird,
effects, even novice users
will find Variations easy to
use with its straightforward
and intuitive user inter

face.

Effects include Hue,
Gamma correction, fade,
sharpness, saturation,
contrast, shape, emboss,
brightness, sepia/tint and
borders, each with a step
size which can be varied

by the user by sliding a
graphical bar up and
down.

Each thumbnail can be

any size you require. Just by draggihg

id

Action

(• Encode

^J Decode

Process

Adjusting the saturation of an image using Variations

PhotoSteg

input

1

• . 1

Save

Hidden OK |
..

the main window to the chosen size,
each thumbnail will automatically
redraw itself so that its relative to the

size of the main window.

Variations is designed to run in a
high colour mode so is only really of
use to people with more than 256
colour screen modes. However, it will
be invaluable to Web designers, graph
ic artists, anyone with a digital camera
and just about everyone who likes
playing around with their images.

Once you're happy with the effect
you have on screen, you can resave
the new image as a sprite or JPEG.
The beauty of Variations is that you
can immediately see the effect of differ
ent intensities of effect, which can
allow you to quickly and effectively find
the right effect to enhance your image.

Although the version I examined is
quite an early one and a number of
effects are currently unavailable, the
sheer range and scope of the program
rivals a number of commercial offerings
I've seen, making this a must have
application. Well done Rob!

PhotoSteg
People who know me will be aware of
my campaigning for free speech, online
privacy and widespread use of strong
encryption. PhotoSteg is another appli
cation which will enable RISC OS

users to swap confidential data files,
not only secure from prying eyes and
the reach of Echelon - the covert e-mail

filtering system set up by the govern
ment, but also cunningly concealed
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< Public Domaiin 3
within innocent looking photographic
images.

Some critics argue that by using
secure encryption methods such as
PGP

(http://web.bham.ac.uk/N.M.Queen/pgp/acorn.
html) and GnuPG
(www.sbellon.de/gnupg.html) you are draw
ing attention to yourself by virtue of the
message being in code form. By using
Steganography techniques a data file
(text or otherwise) can be concealed
within the redundant bytes inside an
innocent-looking image file.

PhotoSteg is the first RISC OS appli
cation which will take your data file
(which can be PGP encoded in the first
place, for additional protection) and
hide it inside a true-colour sprite file.

Usage is very straightforward via a
standard interface. Drag the file you
wish to hide into the 'input' icon and
then drag your container sprite file to
the 'sprite' icon. You can optionally add
blowfish encryption to your file giving
even further security. Then drag the
'hidden' spritefile to a Filer window to
create your final image file containing
your secret file.

This can then be e-mailed to other

RISC OS users who can subsequently
extract the original file by reversing the
process on their own copy of
PhotoSteg.

It's a pity that the current version
cannot embed data into standard JPEG

images, as you could then swap secret
data with users of other operating sys

tems, but I may have a go at porting
OutGuess 2 to RISC OS if I get
enough spare time.

PhotoSteg is written by David
Thompson and can be downloaded from
his Web site at

http://web.ukonline.co.uk/david.thomson/riscos/
software.html

Delirium

Delirium is, quite simply, the best
graphical effects Screensaver I've yet

A 'bllircP and (above right) a 'star'. Images created using Delirium

•Uol

seen on RISC OS computers.
Development had been on hold for the
past year, but a new version has just
been released, at a new location of
www.kulture.org.uk

It requires a high spec computer, so
don't try running it on anything less
than an A7000 (and even then some of
the effects are likely to be sluggish).
However, give it a StrongARM Rise PC
and the effects will impress even your
PC-owning friends.

Even though RISC OS 4 has a built-
in screen saver, it's a pale comparison
to the graphical wonder of Delirium.
Indeed, the screenshots here can hard

ly do it justice as the effects fade and
swirl around the screen. Highly config
urable and featuring password protec
tion if you require it, Delirium is fully
multi-tasking, which allows the comput
er to continue processing once the
effects switch on after a user selec

table delay of not using the keyboard
or mouse.

Delirium has been mainly developed
by Joe Oldak, with help from some
friends. For that reason, Delirium
allows third-party plug-in savers — and
there are a number of additional ones

provided on the Web site.
Programmers are encouraged to add
their own so, ilf you do create any
effective ones, I'm sure Joe will be only
too pleased to hear from you.

Paul Vigay
pd@acornuser.com
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Web Authoring
HTMLEdit 5 Studio (Whole Suite) . . .£115
Next-generation Web authoringtools for RISC OS
HTMLEdit Studio is the solution to all your Web authoring
needs, whether large or small.Available either as a complete
suite or piece by pieceas a series of components:

HTMLEditV5 £55

Award-winning HTML editor with many powerful features. V5
includes massively updated support for JavaScript, Cascading
Style Sheets andfont handling, plusmany smaller updates.
Upgrade from v3orlater - £20 &return old(+WDT2) discs.
WebsterXL £30

Fully-featured Web browser, tuned to work with HTMLEdit
Web Designer's Toolkit v2+ £30
Visual editing of frames, tables, animation, image maps etc.
Nowincludes WebThumbs photo gallery creator!
WebSpell (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15

Also Available:

SiteMaster 2+ £35

Site management tools for checking, moving, publishing and
uploading whole orpartial websites.

Utilities

EasyClip 2+ £25
Graphicalresource management system
Store and manage your clip-art and photograph collections with
great ease. Now includes WebThumbs gallery creator!
Upgrade from 2.10 or later for £5.85 by returning disc.

•

Internet Utilities
R-Comp Internet Suite £69
Firstclass software to get you online!
Consists of DialUp, MessengerPro 2 &WebsterXL (described
below). Available with a 56k Modem and Account for £115.

Messenger Pro 2 £37
Comprehensive email and news reader software
• Easy to set up and use, yet extremely powerful
• Flexible viewoptions, such as a powerful threading mode
• Offline and Network (£45) and Server (£100) versions.
WebsterXL £30

Browser with support foradvanced Web technologies
• Supports frames, tables, JavaScript, 128-bit SSL, CSS etc.
• Flexible printing, saving, exporting, cut/paste facilities
DialUp £23
Internet connection utility; supports multiple ISPaccounts
NB. £ 18 toMessenger Pro owners, or £12 if youown WXL

Also Available:

SiteSeer £25

Web site grabbing utility for offline viewing

Messenger Pro 2
The leading RISC OS Email system is now easier to use, yet
packs inmany newfeatures including message deferring,
improved threading, "Hotlisting" of links for whenyou go online
and much more. Includesa new 48 page printed manual.
Contact us for upgrade prices andmore information . ..£37
Server version for home networks OUT NOW!
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100Mbit Network Card - NEW! Games
High speed 10 and 100Mbit card .... £89

Price includes VAT and delivery. Available NOW.
Thisexciting new product allows RiscPC/A7000 machines to
takeadvantage of higher speed networking, and co-exist more
easily with other machineson high speed networks. What's
more, the new cards are more cost effective too!

The cards can operate at the old 10Mbit speed if necessary, as
well as at the higher speed, and work happily inan existing
network. Phone us for moreinfo - westocka variety of other
network gear, including for printer and broadband sharing.

Network-in-a-Box New Product!

Network-in-a-Box gives you all you need to network up
RISC OS and Windows computers, and share printers/internet.
Containing 2 network cards, cables, the Internet/Print sharing
box, software and 5 printed, step-by-step manuals
covering both RISC OS and Windows. £299

Abuse £25-00

The Chaos Engine £20-00
Descent 1 & 2 Double Pack £35-00

Descent 2 for existing owners £15.00

Doom+ Trilogy £32-50
Final Doom £15-00

Heretic and Hexen £30-00

Heroes of Might and Magic II .... £35-00
The Price of Loyalty (for HoMM2) £22-00

Quake £23-00

Spheres of Chaos version 2 £15-00
Syndicate+ £29-00
TBA Classics (six-game collection) . . . £22-00
Krisalis Gold CD £26.00

RISC User in a Nutshell CD £32-00

Artex
Ankh £10-00

Exodus .... £20-00

Watch this Space!



Switching Solutions from,

Use your RiscPC or PC
keyboard or our NEW
click multimedia

keyboard inc RISC OS
drivers only £34.95

Keyboard controlled switch allows the
use of a single monitor, keyboard and
mouse with two machines.

Only £99.95 inc
Pack with PS2MouseMini only £113.90
Manual and other switches available

We are able to supply a range
of custom high specification PC
base units, eg:

Duron 1000 /128MB memory /
40GB hard drive/ CD / modem

speakers /keyboard /mouse
£499 inc VAT

Athlon XP 1600+ / 256MB DDR

memory / 40GB hard drive /
DVD player /12 x 10 x 32 burn
proof CD-rewriter / 64MB
Geforce2MX 400 graphics /
periphs as above £799 inc VAT

Windows ME / MS Works bundle, installed, add £100 inc

Keyboard controlled switch pack inc PS2MouseMini only
£100 inc when purchased with PC.

3-button Genius mouse

(as used in STD standard
mouse) FREE with switch
or £10 Inc as A7.000 spare

PS2MouseMini allows the use of

PC-style PS/2 mice with all RISC OS
machines which do not already have
a PS/2 port (ie all but A7000/RiscStation)
Use PC mice (or switches) Only £18.95

IStuart Tyrrell Dovalopments

A7000, RiscStation and Omega machines may
also be switched and do not require a PS2MouseMini

interface

PamFS PARAFS i9 a parallel port networking system tor machines fitted
with a bi-directional parallel port (A30x0 / A4000 / A5000 / A4/
A7000 / RiscStation / Mico / Omega / RiscPC)

It Is Implemented as a (Ming system and so provides transparent
tile sharing across machines without the need for cumbersome and
slow transfer programs. Flics and directories which are stored on the
remote machine appear as if they arc local

ParaFS typically achieves access speeds of well above lOOK/scc,
making It an ideal solution for most file-sharing applications.

£29.95 inc easy-to-find red transfer cable. £22.95 software only.

Standard mouse
A quality, branded 3-button mouse for
machines fitted with a standard Acorn

(9 pin connector) mouse port. Adapted
for Acorn machines using our

PS2MouseMini technology.

Only £19.95

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

Stuart Tyrrell Developments

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600
Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a
5e product information flyer!

All prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.
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ArtWorks and beyond

ArtWorks

This is not only the title of this article
but also the title of a theatre

presentation I will be giving at the
Wakefield 2002 Show on the 18/19 May. In
contrast to that presentation, which will
include a demonstration of the key
features of ArtWorks, this article does not
focus on the features of this well-known

application.
Instead, I would like to tell you the story

of its development, a story that started
1991 and is still continuing today: New
features and bug-fixes for ArtWorks are
released almost every fortnight. As I am
typing this, the latest major addition, the
Crystal module, which finally adds
transparency to the program, is just in its
final beta testing stages and is about to be
released to the public.

ArtWorks—The history
Just a couple of years ago I would not
have dreamt of ever giving a theatre
presentation at a major RISC OS show. I
well remember the time when I stood at

the back and watched presentations by
Computer Concepts (CC for short)
demonstrating their flagship programs
Impression and ArtWorks.

My first encounter with ArtWorks was
1991 in Dortmund, Germany, which was

also the first major exhibition I attended as
an exhibitor: Guido Klein and other

German dealers had invited me to be on

their stand at the HobbyTronic Show and
demonstrate the MouseRecorder, my first
commercial application for RISC OS.

In those days, being at a computer
exhibition meant meeting Gordon Taylor,
marketing manager of CC. Although he
has not been seen at exhibitions for

several years, I still remember him well, as
will many Acorn enthusiasts. My software
developments, most importantly those
related to ArtWorks, owe a lot to his
enthusiasm and support. Gordon was with
us on the stand at Dortmund, busy
demonstrating Impression and, in a quiet
moment, he showed me a very early
version of ArtWorks.

As most people who saw ArtWorks for
the first time, I was very excited: Radial
and linear fills, dynamic blends, envelopes,
on-screen anti-aliasing at an incredible
speed—faster than CorelDraw on the
fastest PC that was available at the time.

This had to be the most exciting piece of
RISC OS software.

However, again as most people, I then
had to have a lot of patience. While CC
showed off ArtWorks at exhibitions (the
first official demonstration I saw was at
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The complete selection of plug-in modules available forArtWorks

the Acorn User Show 1991 and all I

remember is that I was very impressed but
that it crashed very often) and handed out
leaflets to people, the announced release
date kept changing (as rumours have it,
this is a situation not entirely unheard of
even today).

Apparently, the task of writing a fully
stable application of such a huge size
entirely in ARM code turned out to be
more complex than initially reckoned. CC
decided to cut some of the planned
features, for example an integrated, fully
featured sprite editor and some other
goodies like being able to directly edit text
flowing around a curve.

A star is born

Even so, the public still had to wait until
autumn 1992 for the first release version of

ArtWorks. Together with Thomas Goseberg
(of Formulix fame) I bought one of the first
two copies that were sold at that year's
Acorn User Show: We just could not wait,
so we went to the CC stand while

everyone was still setting up their stands
on the day before the show opened.

Considering the fact that they had only
started developing the main ArtWorks
application in February 1991, the first
public release in 1992 was still a major
achievement, even though version 1.00
could not exactly be called the most stable
of applications. Every application, and an
application with the ambitious aim to be the
ultimate graphics design solution for RISC
OS, is bound to have its problems.

So it was only natural that soon after I
had started using ArtWorks I wrote a fax to
Gordon Taylor reporting bugs and
requesting additional features. Several
faxes followed, but while most of the bugs
were ironed out in release 1.1, nobody
seemed to pay attention to my requests for
new features.

For example, one of the first things that
annoyed me was the fact that text lines
could not be aligned and distributed
properly. You could align and distribute the
top, bottom and centre of objects but as
soon as only some of the text lines had
ascenders or descenders you could not
create evenly spaced paragraphs using the
alignment feature.

I thought that it should have been
relatively easy to modify the alignment
routines to take the base line of text

objects into account but, alas, this was
never changed. Not surprisingly, this is one
of the features I later added myself (in
AlignPlus, 1997).

Admittedly, some of my other

<§>
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suggestions would have been a lot more
costly to implement: For example, I only
had a monochrome 300dpi laser printer at
that time, which did not print grey scales
too well. If, for instance, I wanted to allow
the bars in a bar chart to be mapped to the
legend, I had no choice but to use different
colours. When printed, these resulted in
halftoned grey scales, which, apart from
looking ugly, also made photocopying
difficult.

I asked whether we could have hatching
and vector fill patterns in ArtWorks. Again,
CC never took up the idea. I guess that
they wanted to put more emphasis on the
full-colour features and commercial colour

printing, so probably this was not a priority
for them. However, the overwhelming
success of my Hatch module, which was
first released in 1997 and which adds

exactly those features, shows that I was
not alone in wanting them.

ArtWorks and its modules

Fortunately, users were not confined to
waiting for CC to add new features to
ArtWorks because of the very clever way in
which it had been designed: It is a modular
program. To understand what this means, I
invite you to join me on a short excursion
into the worldof software engineering (I
spent two and a half years working for a
software engineering research institute, so
I just cannot resist).

Modularity is a standard engineering
paradigm that is commonly used when
designing large hardware or software
systems. It basically means that the overall
system is decomposed into modules —
independent parts that are as self-
contained as possible and that
communicate through well-defined
interfaces only. This makes it easy to
develop and test each module in isolation,
increases the potential for parallel
development and finally leads to a more
robust system that can more quickly be
adapted to future requirements.

As I wrote above, modularity had been
common practice for quite some time, so
what was so special about it in ArtWorks?
The answer is that ArtWorks was the first

RISC OS application to make its modularity
available to the outside world. What does

this mean?

Normally, one is not able to tell from the
outside whether an application is modular
because in order to create the final

program, the individual modules are
irrevocably linked together by the
developer at build-time. All the end-user
gets to see is the final IRunlmage file.

ArtWorks is different in that its modules

are linked together at run-time, that is,
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each time when it starts up. This property
actually means that ArtWorks is
component-based, a far more advanced
development paradigm, which became very
popular in the software engineering scene
only a couple of years ago. In that sense,
ArtWorks was far ahead of its time.

Of course, all this software engineering
is going on behind the scenes and is not
normally of interest to the user. However,
having now returned from our excursion,
you will see in a moment that there is a
genuine, tangible benefit: For what this all
means in practical terms is that anybody
with the knowledge of the module interface
can write an additional module, install it
into ArtWorks (in the famous Auto
directory) and the module is automatically
integrated into the application when it
starts up.

This all happens without the need to
know the main program's source code and,
most importantly, without the need to
change it in any way! Contrast this with
traditional software development where full
source code access is required to add
more features to an application.

Plug-in interfaces
ArtWorks is not the only application with a
plug-in interface. Web browsers spring to
mind, both for RISC OS (Fresco, Browse,
and so on) and for other platforms
(Netscape and Internet Explorer). However,
many plug-in interfaces are limited to very
specific application areas. For example,
you can only write browser plug-ins that
display specific file types referenced in
Web pages, you cannot write plug-ins that
enhance other aspects of the browser.

In contrast, the ArtWorks plug-in
interface is very extensive. It had to be
because there is one more thing that is
special: In most applications, the basic
application functionality (loading, saving,
editing) will work without any plug-ins. In
ArtWorks, almost all user-level functionality
resides in one of the standard plug-in
modules that come with the application.
Basically, if you de-install all those
modules, ArtWorks becomes useless:
Without modules, you cannot load, save or
draw a single line. You are literally left with
an empty page—you cannot even zoom in!

The ArtWorks plug-in interface
So, after all that talk about plug-in
interfaces in general, you are probably
curious to know how the ArtWorks plug-in
interface works. Unfortunately (or should I
say fortunately?) I am not going to tell you
in this article. The main reason is that a full

description of the interface takes roughly
500(!) A4 pages, which happens to be the
amount of documentation that comes with

the ArtWorks Software Development Kit
(SDK).

However, in a nutshell, there are two
ways in which a module interacts with the
rest of the application: Methods, which are
messages that a module receives from the
ArtWorks kernel or from other modules and

Utils, which are routines in the kernel that a
module can call. In RISC OS programming
terms Methods roughly correspond to
Service Calls and Utils correspond to SWI
calls.

There is a total of about 120 different

Methods and about 850 Utils that a module

can make use of. In essence, this means
that writing an ArtWorks module is like
programmingfor an entirely new operating
system: There are new events to respond
to and new "system" calls to use. There are
also new data structures to understand,
most notably the structure of an ArtWorks
document. For example, there are dozens
of Utils just to traverse the objects in a
document and manipulate them, not to
speak of Utils for advanced features such
as Undo and memory management.

This overall complexity was probably the
reason why so few developers succeeded
in writing ArtWorks modules: Apart from the
modules by CC (including the free Splatter
tool) and my own 23 modules, only three
modules have ever been released: Mirko

Raner, another German, wrote the first
third-party modules Arranger and Precision,
and Eesox produced the Pressure tool for
their pressure-sensitive graphics tablet.

The diagram shows an abstract view of
ArtWorks. In addition to the kernel and the

modules it also shows system extension
modules (one of those is the GDraw
relocatable module, CC's enhanced
replacement for the RISC OS Draw
module). In practice, every module can
send methods to every other module, so
there should be a lot more method call

arrows. Likewise, every module can call
system extensions.

How it all began
I started writing my first ArtWorks module
in September 1993, shortly after I had
become a proud owner of the ArtWorks
SDK. Of course, the first thing I had to do
was to print (and read) the 500 pages of
documentation—I was soon overwhelmed

by the sheer amount of information to be
digested. In addition, the SDK also
contained the source code to most of the

standard modules, which I found quite
generous and most helpful.

Nevertheless, my first attempt at writing
an ArtWorks module was not very
successful. Initially, it was relatively
straightforward to create a module that
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added a new tool to the Tool Box and

displayed its tool-specific Info Bar when
selected. Then, however, I hit a serious
problem: All the icons in the Info Bar, even
the text labels, had a white background,
which looked rather silly.

Trywhat I might, the problem would not
go away. At the Acorn World Show I then
showed my first attempt to a CC employee.
He was delighted to see a module being
developed, but he had no idea what could
be causing my problem. As the problem
could not be resolved, I decided to stop
wasting my time on ArtWorks modules and
forgot about them for a while.

This "while" eventually turned out to be
three years! During this time I was busy
studying computer science (at the
Universitat Stuttgart and at Edinburgh
University) and most of my programming
time was devoted to developing HolyBible
in conjunction with ExpLAN Computers.

By the time I finally started developing
my first working module, CC had already
released their successor to ArtWorks that

would run on Windows PCs only. Xara
Studio, as it was called, was much more
powerful than ArtWorks, most notably it
offered transparency (as it happens it
offered the very types Mix, Stained glass
and Bleach that you can now find in the
first version of the Crystal module).

One feature caught my eyes in particular,
and that was Xara Studio's ability to draw
regular polygons and stars. I thought that
this was a nice feature that ArtWorks

should have too, so in September 1996, I
dug out the old source code and had
another go at solving the problem that had
stopped my initial attempts three years
before. I finally discovered that the problem
was caused by a bug in ABIEdit, the CC
template editor, which was part of the SDK
and I found a work-around that I am still

using to this day.
Having mastered this hurdle, the

development of the Polygon module went
relatively smoothly, and I released it as
shareware in October 1996. In those days,
releasing software meant submitting it to
the HENSA FTP server. Very soon,
Polygon became the most popular
download of the Acorn section for quite
some time. I expected lots of Shareware
registrations, but the number was very low.
So, I developed Intersect (shape clipping)
and released it to registered users of
Polygon only, which boosted registrations
significantly. Later modules likeAlignPlus,
MRotate, MScale, Filter, Hatch (dynamic
hatching and pattern fills) and Replicate
(dynamic replications) were then released
as commercial software followed by
another attempt at Shareware (QuickCopy,
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A superb picture by Henk Heinen demonstrating the capabilities of the new transparency module

AutoSave and ZoomPlus).
By that time, I had graduated and got a

position at a software engineering research
institute. Despite my full-time job, I
developed HatchPro (user-defined pattern
fills), and started work on BMExport
(Sprite/GIF export), but in November 1998,
I had to stop developing ArtWorks modules
due to lack of time.

This situation did not change until July
2000, when I decided to leave the institute
and become a self-employed software
developer. The release of BMExport shortly
afterwards marked my return to the RISC
OS market. It sold surprisingly well, so it
was followed by the Grids module
(isometric and circular grids).

In mid-September, I decided that it was
time for the most ambitious project for
ArtWorks, for a module I had always
wanted to write:Afully-featured text area
module with rotatable multi-column text

frames. This development was a real
challenge because due to its complexity, I
wrote substantial parts of the module in C
instead of using pure ARM code and
designing the interaction between the
ARM-coded base module and the C parts
proved to be very tricky.

After two months of full-time

development work, I was proud to release
the most sophisticated ArtWorks module

ever written: With TextArea, the text
handling capabilities of ArtWorks are far
beyond those of any other graphics
program under RISC OS, surpassed only
by dedicated word processors and DTP
programs.

By that time, I decided that I would also
try and fix any existing ArtWorks bug
because it became clear that nobody else
would do it and that my success was
dependent on the overall quality of
ArtWorks, not only of that of my modules.

So I released bug-fixed versions of
various standard modules and I took some

time to analyze and fix GDraw to allow it to
work in large screen modes provided by
the ViewFinder card. As time went by, I
seized control of other parts of ArtWorks as
well, but the kernel, the very heart of the
application, remained a largely unknown
area. It was only recently that I decided to
finally tackle it. The result of this work is
Crystal, the ArtWorks transparency module.
This only works because Crystal actually
replaces parts of the kernel with its own
routines. Having control over the kernel
opens up a whole new world of opportu
nities for new modules in the future. So,
the long story of ArtWorks development is
far from being finished.

Martin Wuerthner

martin @mw-software.com
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Logitech

Mice
LogitGch Optical Mica

WheelMouse Optical PS2/USB
Wheel Mouse Optical with BTD PS2 Adapter
MoussManWheel Optical PS2/USB
MouseMan WheelOptical withSTD PS2Adapter
Pilot Wheel Mouse Optical PS2/USB
PilotWheel MouseOpticalwith STDPS2 Adapter

exc VAT inc VAT

27.00 31.72

33.00 45.92

42.00 49.35

54.00 B3.45

1B.00 21.15

30.00 35.25

Cordless Optical Mdusb Cordless MouseMan Pilot Wheel M

exc VAT

ouseOptical

LagitBch Carded Mice inc VAT

Mini Wheel Mouse PS2/USB 17.00 19.97

MiniWheelMousewithSTD PS2Adapter 29.00 34.07

Pilot Wheel Mouse PS2/USB 17.00 19.97

Pilot WheelMousewithSTD PS2Adaptor 29.00 34.07

Lagiiech Cordless Mice exc VAT inc VAT
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Cordless MouseMan PS2/USB 4B.00 54.05
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Logitech Cordless Optical Mice exc VAT inc VAT
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Cordless Optical Mouse withSTD PS2Adaptor *NEW* 50.00 58.75
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BMB
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32MB

64MB
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CompactFlash Media
BMB
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64MB

12BMB

256MB

340MB IBM MicroDrive

lBBIBMMicroDrive

exc VAT inc VAT

79.00 92.02

79.00 92.B2

20.00 23.50

25.00 29.37

exc VAT inc VAT

B.40 9.87

10.B0 12.69

16.20 19.03
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63.60 74.73

exc VAT inc VAT

15.60 1B.33

18.00 21.15
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50.40 59.22
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160.B5 1B9.00

2BB.51 339.00
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Epson Inkjet Printers
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StylusColour CB0 (2BB0dpi)
StylusColour C70(2B80dpi)
Stylus ColourCB0 (2BB0dpl)
Stylus Colour 1160 A3+ (1440dpi)
Stylus Colour1520 A2 (1440dpi)

Stylus Photo B10 (28B0dpl)
Stylus PhotoB90 (2BB0dpl)
Stylus PhotoB95 (28B0dpl) - With Print Image Matching
Stylus Photo 1290 A3+ (2BB0dpi)

exc VAT inc VAT

50.21 59.00

5B.72 B9.00

75.74 B9.00

11B.30 139.00

143.83 169.00

220.43 259.00

425.00 499.37

101.2B 119.00

143.B3 169.00

152.34 179.00

297.02 231.50

Epson Colour Laser Printers exc VAT inc VAT
AcuLaserC1000(5ppmCol/20ppm Mono) 1BMB/USB From B99.00 1,056.32
AcuLaserC2000As Above, 32MB/Network From 1,599.00 1,B7B.B2

y
Buy the Epson AcuLaser CIDOO

before 15th March 2002 and receive:

PhotoPC2100Z

epson Projectors
Epson SVGA Projectors
EMP-50 SVGA 1000 ANSI Lumens

EMP-51 SVGA 1200 ANSI Lumens

EMP-600 SVGA 1700 ANSI Lumens

EMP-5B00 SVGA 2200 ANSI Lumens

Epson XGA Projectors
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EMP-713 XGA 1200 ANSI Lumens

epson Scanners
Epson SCSI Scanners
Perfection 1B40SU (1600dpi) USB/SCSI
GT7000(ex-demo) SCSI

6 Free Elack Toners

exc VAT inc VAT

1,599.00 1,B7B.0B2

1,749.00 2055.07

2,949.00 3,465.07

3,B99.00 4,5B1.32

exc VAT inc VAT

1,799.00 2,113.B2

2,149.00 2,525.07
3,299.00 3,B76.32

exc VAT inc VAT

211.91 24B.99

70.00 B2.25

epson Digital Cameras
Epson Digital Cameras exc VAT inc VAT
PhotoPC 2100Z (3.1 Megapixel) - CompactFlash 305.53 359.00
PhotoPC 3100Z (4.B MegaPlxel) - CompactFlash 467.23 549.00
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How many fonts have you got
loaded into your Fonts Directory?
Perhaps, more importantly, how

many fonts do you normally reckon on
using reasonably regularly? I have been
adding fonts to my font manager for
years, its partition was getting huge and
the list of fonts displayed was getting
ridiculously long.

So I decided to rationalise, based on
having a permanently loaded set of fonts
and CD's to support them. The choice
was based on which fonts I could

remember using from time to time over
the last few years.

Read a book on typography and it will
probably recommend that you never use
more than two fonts per page. Yet when I
boughtOffice 95, it came with a fonts
folder containing 44 fonts. Office2000
now comes with 158 fonts and Serif Draw

Plus 6 comes with 417

fonts. Using the above
rule, you could type
more than 200 pages
in Page Plus before
you had to repeat any
fonts, and some
documents look as if

the author has done

just that.
But is this a realistic

approach? Of course it
isn't. After all, Times
New Roman is the

default font in Microsoft

Word, so why ever
change? We managed
fine on a typewriter
with just Courier, so
why not just enjoy
having a more profes
sional lookingdefault
font and save those extra mouse clicks?

We all have different attitudes to the

use of fonts. Even those of us who stick
to one main font tend to change from time
to time. Looking back, I find that two
years ago I was using LucidaCasual
most of the time, and before that it was
Souvenir, But now I frequently use
Optima. Ina year's time, what will it be?

I read of one font designer who always
gave his fonts a name starting with the
letter A, because he found that the list of
font names displayed in a drop down
menu always required the use of the
scroll bar unless the font you wanted was
near the start of the alphabetical list. So
he reasoned that his would see more

frequent use if they were in that portion of
the menu that appeared first.

ic Font Set
This also suggests that, there are

benefits to keeping your list of active fonts
short! Hence the attraction of a font

manager that allows you to have a small
selection of "always loaded" fonts but also
lets you select additional fonts for short
term, instant use.

So let us look at how we can put
together a modest sized font directory
which has a bit of something for every
occasion, but does not need a vast array
of sample files to draw our attention to
the fact that the one we have just chosen
is really inappropriate for what we are
about to type.

To start off with, have you noticed the
howler in the second paragraph. Yes, I've
used the word "Font" in two different

ways. The rule about no more than two
per page refers to no more than two Font
Families. For example, I often use Bodoni

c Fonts

host of other types of document, each
with a different typographical requirement.

In this description of my selection, I am
going to need to classify different fonts in
some more discrete way than the old
printer who had three different typefaces,
one for text, one for posters and one for
jobbing. I am, therefore, going to split
them up into the usual groups, Serif,
Sans Serif, Script, Display, Blackletter,
and so on, and then put together a
suggested set of fonts from each group,
after discussing the principle uses of that
group.

I do not intend to go into the detail of
how these groups can be further broken
down into sub-groups—there are plenty
of books that do that well. I will also be

omitting certain groups, such as Eastern,
Digital, Grunge and Western. While these
are valid groups which some people may

use frequently, my aim
is to put together a
basic font collection,
not to guide the
specialist.

Clearly, having set
myself the task of
choosing a selection
from a number of

different groups of font
types, I am going to
end up with what some
people would think of.
as a moderately large
collection. Well, it
turned out that I

selected 44 font

families, which I think
is reasonable if you
have a font manager
that can give you a
small default list and

the rest available on demand.

A word of warning about font names.
Spurred on by the great American desire
to avoid licence fees, re-naming of fonts
is rife. I have the font Fette Fractur under

18 different names, 16 of them being
otherwise identical True Type format
fonts. As a result of this, I will be using
the name that is most familiar to me. You

may already have some of my
recommended fonts under different

names, so don't despair ifvery few of my
names correspond with yours. Look at
the examples given, and try to find a
match. Even if this is not possible, you
may have something very similar. The
emphasis should not be on finding
exactly the same set of fonts, but on
using the ones chosen as a guide to

Trinity Bembo Centaur

Souvenir Aillenium

Catanao.Ligfit Bodoni.Poster

University Adrian Honest

Saphire. Heavy

as a display font when using Optima as a
text font.

However, the software mentioned
above comes with the given number of
actual fonts, where the word "Font" is
used to denote a single weight, width and
slope within a family. In this sense,
Bodoni Italic and Bodoni Poster are two

separate fonts within the Bodoni family.
Throughout this document, the word Font
is normally to be interpreted as meaning
Font Family.

Setting the Scene
One of the problems of this sort of
exercise is that everyone's needs are
different. Some people just want to type
letters, while others wish to prepare fliers,
newsletters, instruction manuals and a

©©©©©©©©©©©I©©©©©®©©©©©©©©©©©©©® ©(29)d
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making your own selection of a set that
suits you.

Many of the fonts chosen are from
standard Acorn sources, such as iSV and
EFF. Others are PC fonts that have been

translated using the True Type Translator
from EFF or the TIToFont conversion

utility that comes in the RISC OS
Accessories folder. Whichever is the

case, the list of selected fonts in the
appendix also gives a complete list of
sources. Where the fonts are ones that I

have generated myself, a floppy disc in
the post will see a copy on its way to
you.

In Robin Williams' Design Workshop
book, she contrasts the informal look of
Clearface with the more sophisticated
look of Galliard. Yes, I can see what she
means, but, turning to an early edition of
the manual for a PC presentation
program called Bravo, there is a whole
page of suggested images conveyed by
different fonts.

Ifwe take this approach, our list of
suggested fonts will be never ending. So
we will have perhaps six fonts from each
main group to give a good basic font
selection, which can be
built upon as the
individual user finds the

need arises. One of the

first books that I read

on the subject of
Typography advocated
that newcomers to the

subject should stick to a
small selection of about

half a dozen fonts, in
each of which were a

number of weights, and
learn to use them well

before expanding the
number. Well, my target
may be a little up on
that starting point, but
let's try it.

Several times in the ensuing text I will
be using the description "Display Font."
So what does it mean? Well, it covers a
whole range of typographic uses, from
posters to book titles and chapter
headings. There is a general rule that if
you are typing at 16 point or less, you
are typing text, and ifyou are typing at
20 point or more you should be using a
displayfont. Don't ask me where 18 point
fits in that definition. The distinction is

useful because graphic design guidelines
suggest that there ought to be a strong
contrast between such items as text and

display; for example, my frequent use of
Optima and Bodoni.Poster—one of my .
favourite combinations.

Also, don't be confused by the use of
the word display to describe the use of a
font and a font group. Afont from the
Display group will mostly be used for
display purposes, whereas fonts from
other groups can sometimes be used for
display purposes, particularly if the
heavier weights are used at large point
size.

At this point most typographers would
expect me to start discussing the
standard text fonts, leaving the confusing
mass of display fonts to a future edition
of this document, which, hopefully, will
never get written. Yes, I will be looking at
the serif and sans serif fonts first, not
from any question of priority, but just to
get them out of the way before I tackle
the more interesting groups of fonts.

Serif Fonts

Is there anyone who has never heard of
Times New Roman, or to give it its Acorn
name, Trinity? It is said to be the most
widely used book font of the twentieth
century, so why ignore it? It comes free.

Yes, serif fonts are the main text font in
the UK. But they are widelyused in other

a display font, I will have to include
Bodoni, but the text weights should be
used with care. One of the new, large x-
height, serifs that I use for more sophis
ticated titling is Millenium, but University
is perhaps more generally appropriate.

I would gladly leave slab serifs off my
list, but ifyou must have one, Adrian from
EFF is my least unloved, with Honest,
from the same source, close behind. This
latter is unusual in having some contrast
in stroke width associated with a

reasonably thick slab. Corpus ought to be
buried.

Sans Serif Fonts

Helvetica has taken a lot of stick recently
in typographic circles—"it gives a 1960's
look to everything." But how many of us
can tell the difference between Helvetica

and some of its more modern

competitors?
What, then, is the main use of sans

serif fonts? They make reasonably good.
text fonts, though they are more
popularly used in this way in the US than
in the UK. They are also the main font for
giving information. Look at all our road

signs and see ifyou
can spot one that isn't
a sans serif.

They are also
widely used in
advertising, and really
come into their own

when you wish for a
legible white on black
panel. So, since it's
there, and free, and
we might want to use
it a lot, let's keep
Homerton. However, it
is worth expanding the
four font family to add
light and black
versions, and Hull or

one like it can easily be re-named ifyou
cannot find one actually called Helvetica.

So, do we need any more? I like to
have a slightly quirky one like
Benguiat.Gothic for more informal use,
and Coliseo for where a heavy sans is
wanted as display. For really informal
use, how about Comic.Sans or
Tempus.Sans. Oh, and of course, I would
always include Optima.

And already I have used up my
allocation for this issue so having got
these standard workhorses of the

typographical world out of the way we
can look forward next time to an exciting
selection of display fonts.

Optima Homerton. Light

Benguiat.Gothic foliseo

ComlcSans Teropus.S^ns

®(30)© © © © © ©

areas as well. Look at any newspaper
advert or almost any other printed matter
and you will see serif fonts being used at
large points sizes as well as for blocks of
text. So stick a version of Times New

Roman on the list.

However, I think that a lighter font looks
cleaner and more attractive for text use,
and prefer Bembo or Centaur. For
informal use I would choose Souvenir,
and for use where startling quirks are
appropriate, Saphire (ITCTiffany).

Another favourite of mine, for situations
where an italiccould be appropriate, is
Cataneo.Light. This has a set of lower
case letters that are more script-like than
a normal italic.

Since I so often use Bodoni.Poster as

© © © © © ©



Coming soon....

...a major new RISC OS application

ISorte - a multimedia database authoring system
Createdatabases and presentations with ease.

Output data as reports, CSV or HTML.
Applications include FamilyTrees, SchoolProjects,

Learning Aids, Presentations and more.
(check webpagefor development news)

Supporting Acorn computers from
1982 to 1999

Proud to support RISC OS
computers from 2000 to the future

*3* h e n o m e n a

RISC OS Software for work and entertainment

104 Manners Road, Southsea, Hampshire P04 0BG
Tel. (02392) 871530 - Fax (02392) 871531

info@digitalphenomena.co.uk
www.digitalphenomena.co.uk/software.html

AntUtils £5.00

The popular enhancement utility to the Ant Internet
Suite.

- Automatic timed fetches of email and news.

- Auto launch up to 20 internet search engines.
- Allow Frescoto 'pretend' to be Microsoft Explorer or Netscape.
- plus many more features.

Disc Commander £29.95
Disc Editor and Toolkit Utility
- Edit virtually all known disc formats
- Use as an aid to recover lost or accidentally deleted data
- Powerful virus checking.
- Fast byte search

- compatible with most popular filing systems including parallel zip
drives, SCSI drives and 'large' discs.
- Fully RISC OS 4 compatible, including new format discs.

FresUtils £5.00

Special 'Fresco only' version of AntUtils, for Argo
Voyager Users.

NetReader £20.00

Easy to use offline Email reader, specially designed for
novice users and schools.

- Multi-user and Network compatible
- Auto text censoring for school networks
- Marcel and CIX Conferencing compatible
- System admin control such as 'forced replies' and
'open/closed' email times/days.

Classic Games Compilation £10.00
A compilation of classic games including:
SuperSnake - an addictive version of the old favourite
arcade game, featuring configurable keys, one or two
player games, computer controlled snake and over 20
increasingly difficult levels.
Runeseeker - An arcade adventure. Can you explore the
maze to locate all the hidden coins and escape with your
lives intact? Features 12 fiendishly difficult levels,
teleports, locked doors, bombs and even an unfriendly
yeti intent on hunting you down!
Shanghai - A desktop version of the classic Chinese
strategy game. Can you remove all the matching tiles in
the quickest time? Featuring different tile sets, board
styles and difficulty levels.
Blackjack - A desktop version of the popular casino
card game, featuring full casino rules.
Nightmare Park - A bonus RISC OS version of the
original BBC B classic featuring the original 'mode 7'
graphics but now RISC OS 4 and StrongArm
compatible.

VZap £10.00
The original Acorn virus scanner.
- Free support as and when new viruses are discovered
- Easy use. Start scan with only two mouse clicks.
- Network compatible for schools and colleges.

These and more shareware applications and utilities are
available to download for free evaluation from:

www.digitalphenomena.co.uk/software.html

Web design and general Acorn/RISC OS consultancy
and help available. Please email for details.



Artworks
transparent!

The best-selling advanced vector graphics package
for RISC OS just got even better!

Crystal example file, created by Henk Huinen

ArtWorks plug-in modules

(•) Enhance your copy of ArtWorks

-y#) Enjoy the latest features, bug-fixes and
improvements!

-y#) Enter awhole new world of design
opportunities with transparency!

-, •) Finally you can enter and edit text in
rotatable, multi-column text areas.

-x#j Pattern-fills, hatching, dynamic replications,
native JPEG support, Sprite/GIF export, ...

"Full Set Collection" (19 modules)

All plug-in modules and the Updater utility.
inc. Crystal!

All prices include 16% German VAT.

*Free e-mail delivery. Please add £2.50 for p&p. ** Please add £7.50 for

Transparency in ArtWorks

-y#) Three different kinds oftransparency:
Mix, Stained glass, Bleach.

-^#) Apply a transparency kind and percentage to
any ArtWorks object.

-,#) Unique group transparency feature to make
whole groups transparent.

"Crystal module"

Requires RISC OS 3.5 or higher
and ArtWorks 1.5 or higher.

[New:) Order online with your credit card from Co-Comp!
More details: http://www.mw-software.com/paying.html

[Tn^f^aster^orksjEditioTTr

(•) The complete solution

\m) Includes ArtWorks 1.7 (developed by
Computer Concepts).

-, •) Plus the full set ofplug-ins, enhancements
and bug-fixes published by MW Software.

-, •) Features include transparency, multi-column
text areas, Sprite/GIF export, pattern fills, ...

-\Qj Standard ArtWorks features: dynamic blends,
perspectives, envelopes, Draw/EPS export,...

"The ArtWorks MasterWorks Edition"

ArtWorks 1.7 and all 19 plug-in modules.
inc. Crystal!

MW Software

Martin Wuerthner

Mannheimer Str. 18

67655 Kaiserslautern

Germany

martin@mw-software.com
http://www.mw-software.com

Please include payment (bank
notes or cheques payable to

Martin Wuerthner) with order.



WAKEFIELD SHOWC
RISC OS Show time

aytime is show time in the RISC
OS world and Saturday and
Sunday, May 18th/19th are this

year's unmissable dates. The Wakefield
Show is exactly the right place to catch
up on new products, upgrades and old
favourites, and all the gossip! Once again
the event is being held at the Thornes
Park Athletic Stadium, Wakefield and the
opening times are Saturday 18th May:
10:30am to 5:30pm. Sunday 19th May:
10:30am to 4:30pm.

With everything keenly priced it could

M

Exhibitor List

50 Acorn User (Tau Press)
With the very latest, June, issue of the
magazine plus recent back issues. The
June issue will feature exciting reviews of
new products as well as the regulars
articles from our expert writers.

5 Akalat Publishing
The very latest issue of Acorn Publisher
will be on sale with part eight in our
popular series on Photodesk, the next
instalment in our tutorial on the use of

EasiWriter, and the first in a new series on
web page design.

Then there is a full review of the new

Crystal module for ArtWorks. All part of our
ongoing support for users on dtp, graphics
and web design. Look out for special offers
for new subscribers and on back issues.

We will also have an extensive range of
relevant books on sale.

40 APDL

APDL will have their full range of hardware
products, including hard drives CD ROM
drives, IDE interfaces (including the ultra-
fast Blitz interface) and some very special
offers on CD writers. Don't miss the

incredible APDL Special Edition Mico
computer. The lowest price RISC OS

be right time to treat yourself to a
larger, gentler on the eyesight,
LCD monitor or, for those who
don't like to miss a thing, a new
sound card or speaker system.
For would-be artists and

designers MW Software
continues its very successful
mission to bring ArtWorks into the
21st Century. Also strong on
development is Cerilica's Vantage
package and their recently released
Insignia program.

computer ever at under £340 + VAT, and
that includes hard drive, CD ROM and RISC
OS 4.

On the software side there's a massive

range of items, including the APDL-
ProAction collection with products such as
Sleuth OCR, Studio24 Pro and Hard Disc
Companion, plus the complete iSV
Products range. We hope to have updated
versions of some programs available for
the show, including new versions of
Repton and Masterfile.

We will also have printed manuals for
many of iSV Products programs.
Previously these were supplied in on
screen versions only, but now APDL can
supply printed manuals for DrawWorks 3rd
Millennium, Easy Font Pro and Font Fiend.

If you want a chat come on Sunday,
because past experience shows that on
Saturday it can get rather busy at the APDL
stand as there always seem to be lots of
people looking for (and finding) bargains.
20 Archive Publications

Archive Publications have announced that

they will be using the Wakefield RISC OS
2002 Show to launch their latest

publication. Founding Editor Paul Beverley
said, "Our hope is that the first issue will
actually be on sale at the show, but if we
don't make any promises... well, you know
how it is!" Well worthwhile visiting the
Archive stand anyway for the latest issue
of Archive magazine and the Archive CD,
one of the 'best buys' at the show.

Show Theatre Programme 2002
Saturday

Speaker
R-Comp/R-Comp Interactive
Cerilica Ltd

MW Software

Brian Jacques
NetBSD/ARM

Not booked at time of going to

Title

Latest from R-Comp
Graphically speaking
Artworks & beyond
Writing JavaScript
Of course it runs NetBSD!

Time

11:00 to 11:30

12:00 to 12:30

13:00 to 13:30

14:00 to 14:30

15:00 to 15:30

16:00 to 16:30

Sunday
Time

11:00 to 11:30

12:00 to 12:30

13:00 to 13:30

14:00 to 14:30

15:00 to 15:30

press

Speaker
R-Comp/R-Comp Interactive
Cerilica Ltd

MW Software

Brian Jacques
Not booked at time of going to press

Title

Latest from R-Comp
Graphically speaking
Artworks & beyond
Using Web Style rules

So without further ado let's see what's in

store:

4 The ARM Club

The club stand will be distributing the
traditional selection of advice and

information, along with offers on Club
Membership and copies of software
including DiscKnight the hard disc
checking software.
29 Association of Acorn User Groups
All the details of the worldwide usergroups,
as on the AAUG Web site, will be available
on their stand. On offer will be a 25%

discount off domain registration and web
hosting services for all domains ordered at
the show. AAUG will also be selling hard
discs at very special prices.

I Castle Technology Ltd
Castle look forward to seeing their
customers, old and new, at the show where
they will be demonstrating an exciting
range of products for the RISC OS (Acorn)
platform, including:

NEW PRODUCT - 32-BIT 100BaseD

NETWORK CARD

A new 32-bit, 10/100BaseD networking
expansion card from Castle's stable of
products for the RiscPC and A7000 range
of computers. Featuring unbeatable
performance this is the first and only 32-bit
100BaseT card for the platform. It offers
up-to-date connectivity, fastest possible
network throughput with a host of
supporting features ensuring ease of
installation and use.

The KINETIC RiscPC which features SD

RAM, and is therefore up to 4x faster than
an original StrongARM Rise PC. With full
compatibility for all current software, the
Kinetic RiscPC leads the way forward for
ultra fast RISC computing.

OREGANO the new fast, fully featured
Web Browser for the RISC OS platform.
Compatible with all RISC computers
running RISC OS 3.5 and above, Oregano
supports the widest range of WWW
features, it is also fast and easy to use.

CD WRITERS Fast CD re-writers both IDE

and SCSI including ICDBurn software.
LCD IIYAMA MONITOR A fantastic range

of LCD monitors at an unbelievable price.
Some models come with dual input so that
you can connect a PC and Acorn up at the
same time. Come and see us and take one

away from the stand.

>©<



WWW.datacable.co.uk

Freephone 0500 - 69 00 70

aspects
Acorns
Avantis CD server

Laptops
PC's

Servers

Network Cabling
Network Hardware

Network Audit / Consultancy
Computer Benching
Wireless Networks

Projectors
Whiteboards

Printers

Education software

On-site support and training
(West Yorkshire only)

Music PCs

Music Suites

Software -

Winsuite / Textease / NetOp Schools

CALL KHADAM

0500-690070 for further

information

SMART U PHILIPS

Projector and
Whiteboard Bundle

Philips cSmart + 60" Smart Board

£2695Call for quantity pricing

Installation kit £295 Installation £450
For use with standard PC's



DIGITAL CAMERAS Castle offer the

excellent SONY Mavica range of cameras.
These fantastic Floppy Drive camera are
100% compatible with RISC OS.
48 Cerilica Ltd

Show sponsor's Cerilica are keeping up
their previous record of displaying exciting
new products. This year Cerilica Insignia
joins the companies impressive profes
sional graphics product line-up that
includes: Vantage, R-Script, The
Publishing Pack and Batch EPS. All
products will be on display, demonstrated
and available "over the counter".

9 Charity Stall/Wakefield Hospice

31 CJE Micro's

47 Clares Micro Supplies

43 Clic Educational

Software/Softease
Clic, an acronym in Welsh for 'Colourful
support for the curriculum' produces a
range of curricular based resource screens
which may be accessed by the My World
and Textease applications. Suitable for
class teaching using interactive
whiteboards or for individual/group work
with standard computers, they include the
nine pack 'Science series' covering the
main topics in the National Science
Curriculum and the QCA Schemes of Work

for ages 5-11, 'Click and Choose' — a
collection of screens for Early Years to
practice size, colour and shape
recognition, 'The body' and 'Houses and
their contents' providing information
screens, labelling activities and cause
/effect activities for ages 4-7.

Clic is representing Softease at the
Wakefield Show and will be demonstrating
their products too.

There will be special show offers on all
products.

65 Electronic Font Foundry

ExpLAN
ExpLAN will we showing the latest
versions of the Solo computers being
designed for use in Third World countries.
These prototypes will be configured to use
an optional hi-tech wireless communi
cations system which is currently
undergoing development.

There will also be a demonstration of

USB printing and a range of LCD monitors
to suit a range of budgets and technical
requirements.

66 Fortran Friends

Having recently taken up the fascinating
hobby of learning to ring church bells we
found that there was little software to help
complete beginners and have written
ICallChnge with animated bellringers so
that we can practice our listening skills
without annoying the neighbours.

For those who are just starting to learn
change ringing we are working on another
product, '.Methods, which will be first
released at Wakefield. These programs are
freely available from our web site, if you
like them, we ask for a donation to be used
for restoration of bells in our area.

We will also demonstrate other

bellringing programs for RISC OS. They all
run on PCs using the 'VirtualAcorn'
package.

In addition, at this year's Wakefield
show, Fortran Friends plan to demonstrate
their old established wares:

• Use of Fortran programs on RISCOS,
demonstrating compilers, libraries,
applications and Desktop user interfaces
— and our other hobby, using RISCOS for
family history.

• The popular Polyhedra display
programs IPolyDraw, IPolyNet and
IStellate, which can be used in schools for
Design and ICT as well as mathematics.
Come to see our 'Wakefield Tulips' and
other polyhedral models made up from the
kits available to download from our web

site. Free copies of the dodecahedral
calendar will be available while they last.

Come and see the new IPolySymm
which should be

ready for release
in May.

.-.-

iCcrilica fe
64 ITC

Now a leading
company in the
RISC OS world

for machine and

monitor repairs,
ITC also stock a

wide range of
Acorn original
spares. So don't
give up on your
favourite

computer, talk
first to ITC about

their part
exchange,
refurbishment or

repair options

c WAKEFIELD SHOW

that are available at very reasonable
prices.

60 Brian Jaques
The 'Web Writing' CD (formerly Basic
HTML) has changed its name because of
the addition of a section on Style Rules
and a section on JavaScript. Learn how to
write Web pages properly!
26 MW Software

Come and see the latest version of

ArtWorks, the best-selling advanced vector
graphics application for RISC OS. Discover
a new world of graphics design with MW
Software's enhancements and plug-in
modules.

The Wakefield Show will be the first

public appearance of the Crystal module
(released in early April) that finally adds
the long-awaited transparency feature to
ArtWorks.

If you have a copy of ArtWorks already,
you will be able to purchase the easy to
use updated utility to upgrade to the latest
version including Crystal. If you have not
bought ArtWorks yet, this is your chance
to buy the all-inclusive ArtWorks
MasterWorks Edition package — high-end
vector graphics at an affordable price!

6 NetBSD/ARM

NetBSD is a free, secure and highly
portable UNIX-like operating system
available for many platforms, from Rise
PCs and desktop systems to handheld
(IPAQ) and embedded (xscale) devices. Its
clean design and advanced features make
it excellent in both production and
research environments, and it is user-
supported with complete source.

2 Photodesk Ltd

The studio quality art and photo package,
Photodesk is available with some very
special hardware bundle offers. A range of
digital cameras will be demonstrated with
PhotoShow software as well as the new

USB solution for using digital cameras
with RISC OS.

Tony Still, the author of the RISC OS
presentation package OHP is taking it
through its paces. Purchasers of the new
laptop will be particularly interested in this.
The new range of Canon printers for 2002
will be demonstrated with PhotoReal

drivers

42 PHR Computers / Really
Good Software

PHR will be offering a good selection of
coated ink-jet papers with a variety of
surfaces to suit any printing job, including
real canvas for that special picture, and of
course replacement ink cartridges for most
ink-jet printers. New for the show will be a
product to give black and white documents
real impact using coloured metallic foils
and your laser printer. PHR are also
expecting to have some interesting
hardware on show.

Really Good Software are showing, on
the joint PHR/RGSC stand, their popular

35



c WAKEFIELD SHOW 3
NoticeBoard Professional presentation
program, now in version 1.62, that allows
running displays or fully controllable slide
programs to be created, set up and run
easily. Picture Book 2, a six-program fun
and educational pack for pre- and primary
school children. Also Kids Keys keyboard
overlay for any computer.

32/33 R-Comp/R-Comp
Interactive

R-Comp will be showing the new Server
edition of Messenger Pro, as well as
various other versions of the Messenger
Pro, email family. The latest version of
WebsterXL will be available with (amongst
other things) support for Cascading Style
Sheets.

R-Comp's web authoring suite —

National Train Services

The main railway station is Wakefield
Westgate which is well served by the
Great North Eastern Railway with
frequent services from London and
Leeds. In addition Virgin Cross Country
trains from Sheffield, Derby, Birmingham,
Bristol and the South West call at

Westgate.

Frequent Trans Pennine Express
services linking Liverpool, Manchester
(Piccadilly), Manchester Airport and
Huddersfield with York, Newcastle, Hull &
Scarborough pass through Leeds which
is less than 15 minutes from Westgate by
either local MetroTrain or InterCity
services.

In many cases Trans Pennine Express
services from the North West connect

with First North Western local MetroTrain

services from Manchester (Victoria) at
Huddersfield. These local services run

through to Wakefield Westgate after
reversing at Wakefield Kirkgate. See
below.

Full details of all these connecting
services are on the Metro Web site.

Local Train Services

Very frequent MetroTrain services link
Leeds, Wakefield Westgate and
Doncaster from where there are

connections to North Lincolnshire and

Sheffield.

36

HTMLEdit Studio — will be shown, now in
it's v5 incarnation. R-Comp will also have a
major new Internet-related release at the
show, but are keeping details firmly under
wraps.

On the R-Comp Interactive front, you
can expect to see and purchase the new
100 Mbit network cards, as well as the
various networking packs that we have to
offer covering internet (modem, ISDN,
cable, ADSL) and printer sharing.

See also the powerful, new, audio-
sample editing software demonstrated. For
gamers, the highly anticipated TEK
strategy game should be available.
61 Serious Statistical Software

25 Stuart Tyrrell
Developments

There is a second smaller station

Wakefield Kirkgate which is served by
local services from Sheffield and

Bamsley. These continue to Leeds.
There are also First North Western

MetroTrain services from Manchester

(Victoria) via Huddersfield which reverse
at Wakefield Kirkgate and terminate at
Westgate.

Full details of all these services are on

the Metro website.

You may also find the National Rail
Enquiry Service useful. They can be
contacted on 08457 48 49 50

This services is supported by all the
railway operating companies and can
give you exact times, routes and
changes.

Individual Rail Companies who serve
Wakefield can be contacted at:

GNER:(www.gner.co.uk) 0845 225 225
Virgin Trains:(www.virgin.com/trains) 08457
44 33 66

Arriva Trains (www.northern-spirit.co.uk)
08457 484 950

West Yorkshire Metro: (www.metro-
wyorks.co.uk) 0113 245 7676

Wakefield Kirkgate is an unmanned
station about 1 mile from the show and

not on a direct bus route so Westgate
should be your first choice. The show
venue is only 10 minutes walk from

45 Telewest Broadband

Telewest Communications, the broadband
communications and media group,
provides TV, telephone and internet
services to 1.7 million UK households, and
voice, data and Internet services to around
73,000 UK businesses. Visit the Telewest
stand for full information on the services

they provide for private and business
applications.

44 Virtual Acorn

Virtual Acorn will be demonstrating their
ground-breaking VirtualA5000 software.
This turns a Windows PC into an Acorn

compatible running a modified version of
RISCOS 3.11. VirtualA5000 comes complete
with the Universal !Boot sequence and
hundreds of full RISC OS applications.

Westgate station, or a short bus or taxi
ride.

Coaches and buses

Wakefield has a busy bus station in
Union Street, served by buses from
around the area and also by National
Expres and other coach services from
other major towns and cities, including
London. For detailed information on

services and timetables, contact your
local bus station, or call 'Metro' on 0113-
245-7676 (Minicom line on 0113-242-
8888 for the hard of hearing) between
8am and 7pm Monday to Saturday, and
9am to 5:30pm on Sundays and bank
holidays.

Local buses

The show venue on Horbury Road is
extremely well served by buses travelling
from Wakefield Union Street bus station

via Wakefield Westgate railway station.
The frequency of service, and the
number of different routes, ensure that
you should not have to wait more than 15
minutes even on Sunday (as long as you
are travelling after 9:30am). The most
frequent services on Saturday are on
those routes which also have a Sunday
service.

From Westgate railway station, cross the
main road to the opposite side from the
station, turn right and walk down
Westgate towards the railway bridge.
There is a bus stop just before the
bridge.

The following route numbers are all
suitable:

From bus station via Westgate:
116 Dewsbury (no Sunday service)
126 & 127 Dewsbury



RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies

Limited Acorn User Offers

AU-R7500 Plus and Scorcher Deals

FREE UPGRADE to 20Gb Hard Disk

FREE UPGRADE to 128Mb Fast Memory
FREE Optical OR Wireless Scroll Mouse

AU-R7500 Lite Deals

FREE UPGRADE to 10Gb Hard Disk

FREE UPGfRADE to 32Mb Fast Memory
FREE Optical OR Wireless Scroll Mouse

From ONLY £499 * vat

The NEW RiscStation Portable RISC OS Computer

&

64 Mhz ARM7500FPE Processor

(with floating point co-processor)
RISC OS 4 Operating System
64Mb 50ns System Memory
10Gb 2.5" EIDE Hard Drive

Luxury Magnesium Alloy Casing
8.4" TFT Touchscreen Display
Concealed Heavyweight Metal Pen
77 Key Quality Black Keyboard
2 Button Glidepoint Touchpad
Built-in Stereo Speakers
Internal Hands Free Microphone
16Bit Sound Sampler & Mixer

1 x 3.5mm Mic In Jack Socket

1 x 3.5mm Headphone & Speaker Out
2 x USB Connections

1 x Mini Serial Connector

1 x Mini Midi Port

1 x 10/100base Network Port

1 x 15Pin VGA Connector

1 x SVHS TV Output
1 x PCMCIA Slot
1 x IRDA Infrared Transceiver

1 x 20v DC Power Connection

1 x Docking Station Connection Port
Mains Power Supply Included
Software Bundle (to be announced)

Have yoo got your deposit <lowi\ yef?

RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation Ltd.

168 Elliott Street, TyIdes ley
Manchester, M29 8DS

Tel: 01942 797766

Fax: 01942 797711

info@riscstation.co.uk
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128 + 129 Dewsbury (no Sunday

service)
263 Huddersfield

264 Huddersfield (no Sunday service)
265 Netherton

In all cases, tell the driver you wish to
alight at Thornes Park Athletics Stadium.
The bus stop is outside the Parklands
Hotel, and the park entrance is
immediately adjacent to the righthand
side of the hotel.

For detailed bus timetables, call 'Metro'
on 0113-245-7676 (Minicom line on 0113-
242-8888 for the hard of hearing) and
ask them to post you the appropriate
timetable leaflets; all of the above
services are listed on only 3 separate
leaflets. There is no charge for this
service, and the lines are manned from
8am to 7pm Monday to Saturday, and
9am to 5:30pm on Sundays and bank
holidays.

Walking from city centre
The show venue is only 15 minutes walk
from Wakefield Union Street bus station,
and 10 minutes from Wakefield Westgate
railway station.

From bus station to Westgate Station -
Turn right out of the bus station into
Union Street, and go straight over the
Bullring traffic junction, passing Queen
Victoria's statue and the pedestrian
precinct on your left. Proceed through
Marygate, past Barclays Bank on your
right, continuing into Westgate, and down
the slope towards the railway station.

From Westgate Station to the Show -
Cross the road to the opposite side from
the station, turn right and walk down
Westgate towards the railway bridge.
Continue down Westgate (which
becomes Westgate End) for about half a
mile, and then bear very slightly left
towards Horbury and Huddersfield as you
pass St Michael's church on your right.
The park entrance is on the left,
immediately after the Parklands Hotel.

Driving to the event
Route A from M1 Junction 40

Exit following A638 towards Wakefield. In
200 yards keep Straight On at Traffic
Lights. In 500 yards, directly after Pelican
crossing, turn Right off A638 following
sign to National Mining Museum on to
'Broadway' Continue down 'Broadway'
through housing estate to T Junction with
The Lupset hotel on your Right.

Turn Left on to main road (A642) and
follow it for 1/2 mile towards Wakefield.
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Keep Straight On and pass The Whinney
Moor public house on Left. In about 1/2
mile, immediately after Pelican Crossing
and The Union Public House turn Right
into Park Gates to show.

Route B from M1 Junction 39

Leave the M1 at Junction 39 on A636

towards Wakefield on dual carriageway.
Keep Straight On at roundabout still on
A636 and over river and canal bridges.
Zigzag under railway bridge, keeping on
dual carriageway (A636) to small
roundabout. Keep Straight On with The
Holmfield Arms (Travel Inn) on your Left.

Keep in Left Hand lane to next
roundabout where turn Left with B&Q on

your Right. Keep in Left Hand lane to
next roundabout where Straight On, still
in Left lane, to traffic lights. Turn Left
following signs A638 Dewsbury. Keep
Left into main road and follow A638,
keeping in Left Hand lane for 400 yards
to Junction where fork Left on to A642

towards Huddersfield. In approx 300
yards and immediately after The
Parklands Hotel on Left, turn Left into
Park Gates to Show.

Admission Prices

Advance Tickets

One day ticket
Adults £4.00

Juniors (5-16) £2.00

Foundation/OAP £4.00

Weekend (2 day) Ticket
Adults £6.00

Juniors (5-16) £4.00

Advance Tickets available online or by
post to: Chris Hughes 95 Cumbrian Way,
Lupset Park, WAKEFIELD WF2 8JT

At the door, on the day:
Adults £5.00

Juniors (5-16) £3.00

Foundation/OAP £4.00

Weekend (2 day) Ticket
Adults £8.00

Juniors (5-16) £6.00
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Order your Portable now for
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Order your Omega now (from £1179.00) and choose any of
the following offers :

Abuse £20.00

Chaos Engine £15.00
Descent 1 & 2 £28.00

Heretic & Hexen £25.00

Quake £18.00

No deposit required.
Games offer subject to stock levels.
Exact price and configuration will be
agreed before shipping.

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com Allprices INCLUDE VAT &UKcarriage <
http://www.liquid-SiliCOn.COm Official orders, foreign orders andcallers welcome.
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DrWimp in practice

This is the first of a short series of

articles on howto use the DrWimp
freeware wimp-programming package.

Dr Wimp assumes that you are reasonably
familiar with BASIC—but not with

programming the Wimp.
Each articlewill be written to allowyou to

follow it 'hands on' while sitting at the
keyboard and it is hoped that each time you
will end up with an application, however small,
ina fully-working state.

This first article will show you what is in the
package, introduce you to some wimp-
programming termsand then focus on how to
start using DrWimp in practice.

Short history
Dr Wimp was first released inApril 1995 by
Andrew Ayre. Regular upgrades were issued
over the years—many as a resultof offerings
from enthusiastic users, including me—until
Andrew realised that he would soon be

departing these shores and would not be able
to continue with the support. That's when I
hesitantly suggested that I would be willing to
take iton, which happened in May 1999.
There have been ten upgrades since then.

The nature of the package—which is a
complete wimp-programming package—is
such that there is always going to be room for
additional features and improvements and a
typical year sees three or four upgrades.

The latest release is always availableon my
Web site and this series will start with the

assumption that you have just downloaded the
four zip-files which make up the complete
package of HVersion 3.62 (1st March 2002).
Figure I shows the four files you need.

Unpacking & initial browse
Starting with the above files, unzip them all
(with, say, SparkPlug) into a single directory in
a safe place. The resulting directory will look
like Figure II.

It's not important, but ifyou have the Dr
Wimp package on disc from me directly, there
will be a slight difference from Figure II. The
text file Upgrading will then only be in the
Documents folder.)

Now have a browse around to see what

you've got. Most of the folder names are self-
explanatoryand the IIReadMel! file lists the
contents of each folder.

The key item in Figure II is the IMyApp
application—and we will be looking at that in

EH
Docs/zip DW362/zip

Figure I - the four Dr Wimp zip files you need

[ft

* Fl
!ReadMe!! IMyApp

t. \r

n n
Documents Examples

n
I Utils

Figure II - the unpacked DrWimpfiles
Tutorials Upgrading

more detail below. If you try to start it up (and
I know you probably will) you will find that,
apparently, nothing happens. You're wrong-
but let's wait until later.

The Documents folder is quite large
because it holds the main Manual of over 200

pages (in Impression Publisher and text
formats) and a couple of important reference
material aids called Fnc'n'Prc and the

StrongHelp-formatted FuncProc. You do not
need to look at anything indetail quiteyet-
but it is worth taking a quick peek at Section 3
of the Manual and, while looking at that, start
up either Fnc'n'Prcor FuncProc. This will
show you that Fnc'n'Prcand FuncProcboth
contain exactly the same information as
Section 3 of the Manual but present the
information in different ways. We will re-visit
Section 3 a little later below.

The Utils folder contains a number of useful

supplementaryutility applications. Some are
for use after you have completed your main
programming, forexample to compact and
protect your masterpiece. Others, likeTempEd
and Fabricate are useful at the very start of
program development and we will be looking
at these two fairly soon.

The Examples folder contains a couple of
dozen or so fully-working Wimp applications
made with Dr Wimp. Each is usually limited in
scope to demonstrate one particular
programming aspect and all are well-
commentedforyou to see exactly howit is
done. Try one or two.

You can ignore the Tutorials folder for the
moment: it contains material relevant to the

tutorial sections of the Manual.

It is worth noting at this point that the
contents of all the items in Figure II usually
undergo change with each new DrWimp
release. So they need to be considered as a
matched set for each release and you could
easily get into difficulties if you tried to mix

Exampl/zip Utils/zip

similarly-named items from different releases.
Having broadly familiarised yourself with

what is in the package the best practice is to
regard this as yourmaster copyand use it
strictly for 'read-only'. For our current
purposes, copyjust the MyApp application to
a new working directory at a convenient
location on your hard disc. It is very important
that you keep an untouched version of
IMyApp somewhere.

Handles & window templates
Before getting to grips with DrWimp there are
a couple of important practical aspects of
wimp-programming in general which are best
introduced early. They are the conceptof
'handles' and the use of 'window templates'—
and they apply to any type of wimp-
programming. Introductory notes on these are
contained in separate panels with this article
and you need to have taken these on board
for what follows.

The MyApp application
We are now able to examine the MyApp
application in more detail. So, let's assume
you have your working copy of MyApp visible
in a suitable directory on the screen.

The MyApp application is a skeleton Wimp
application which is used as the starting point
for each Dr Wimp application. Each new
release of Dr Wimp contains a new completely
new version of MyApp.

MyApp is actually a fully-working Wimp
application—but it doesn't do much, other
than register itself with the Wimp. Toconfirm
this for yourself, run the application in the
usual way by double-clicking on the MyApp
filer icon. Nothing apparently happens, but
now have a look at the Task Display (from the
Task Manager iconbar menu) and you will see
that MyApp is indeed running. At this stage,
however, you can onlyquit from MyApp from
the Task window: Click Menu over the words

MyApp in the Application tasks list and select
Quit from the Task 'MyApp' submenu.

So, let's investigate further. Do a
Shift+double-click on the MyApp application
iconand you will see something like Figure III.

Open any other application in the same way
and you'll see that Figure III is a reasonably
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:\ IDEFS::BigDisc.$.TEMP.!MyApp start off 'empty'.
The relationship

between the user-

functions and the wimp-
functions is the crucial

part of the DrWimp
philosophy and it is also
the feature that lifts the

DrWimp library well
above being 'just another

Wimp library'.
What happens is that each user-function is

called from within at least one wimp-function
definition. So, in practice, the user-functions
(all in the IRunlmage) are called automatically
and as necessary by the wimp-functions (all in
the DrWimp library).

Consequently, if you put some coding ofyour
own choice into a user-function, that coding will
be faithfully carried out whenever the DrWimp

ically called from somewhere within the SDrWimp
library.

Moreover, this user-function has several
parameters:

DEF PROCuserjnouseclick(window!,
icon!, button!, workx!, worky!)

So, when itis automatically called, these
parametersneed to be properly completed by
DrWimp—and theyare.

Forexample, when the user clicks with Select
on, say, icon number6 in the window whose
handle is Main% DrWimp will automatically call
DEF PROCuser_mouseclick with the
parameters:

window% = Main% handle of window

in which the mouse-click occurred)
icon% = 6 handle/number of icon over

which the mouse-click occurred)
button% = 4 the Wimp's mouse-button

IBoot !Run IRunlmage

!Sprites22 DrWimp Templates

Figure III - the IMyApp application

standard simpleWimp application folder, with
only the DrWimp file being the odd-one-out.
Note that it includes a templates file as
descibed in one of the panels—here named
Templates.

DrWimp's functions
We are going to concentrate on the
IRunlmage and DrWimp files, which are both
Basic. So load both of them into separate
windows of yourfavourite Basic editor and
you'll see that:

• the DrWimp file is simply a long file of Basic
DEF PROC/FNs - it is a Basic 'library' file.
Note also that each DEF PROC/FN name starts

with wimp_ and these are DrWimp's "wimp-
functions". Most of the wimp-functions are
available for the programmer's use and these
are always listed in the Manual, Section 3 and
in Fnc'n'Prc and FuncProc. We'll call these the

public wimp-functions'. Someofthe wimp-
functions are 'internal' to the package and these
are not listed—although they are not hidden
from yourexamination.

• IRunlmage has a (very) small main program
in its first ten lines, as in Figure IV.

You can see that these lines contain ordinary
Basic statements, within which there are four

wimp-function calls—as described above. They
are, briefly:

PROCwimp_errora global error trap;
PROCwimp_closedown used to quit inan

orderly fashion;
PROCwimpJnitialise used to register

theapplication with the Wimp and manyother
internal setting up tasks;

PROCwimp_poll starts the main Wimp
polling mechanism;

There is also a call to PROCuser_error—
which is clearlynot a wimp-function as
described earlier. This is, infact, your first
introduction to "user-functions" which we now

come to.

You may be surprised to know that for the
vast majority of applications, whether big or
small, this part of the listing needs no change.
You can check this by looking at the various
IRunlmages in the Example folder applications:
most are exactly the same as in Figure IV.

• The rest of the IRunlmage comprises
many DEF PROC/FNs with namesall starting
with user_ and these are DrWimp's "user-
functions"—see extract in Figure V.

You'll note that none of these user-functions

do anything at present. Essentially they all

ISprites
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REM>!Runlmage - for DrWimp Library Version

LIBRARY "<MyApp$Dir>.DrWimp"

3.62

appname$=

ver$="0.1

MyApp"

(Ol-Mar-02)

ON ERROR PROCwimp_error(appname?,REPORT?+" at line "+
STR?(ERL),1,1):PROCuser_error:PROCwimp_closedown:END

task%=FNwimp_initialise(appname?,7000,300,0)
PROCwimp_poll

END

Figure IV

library calls that user-function.
Atypical example will betterexplain the

process—and demonstrate how easily DrWimp
makesthings happen.

In Figure 5 again, have a look at DEF
PROCuser_mouseclick(). Every time the user
presses the Select orAdjust mouse button (when
overa window or the iconbar icon ofyour Dr
Wimp application) thisuser-function is automat-

DEF PROCuser

ENDPROC

DEF PROCuser

ENDPROC

initialise

DEF

= 1

FNuser quit(type*)

value. 4 for Select, 1 for Adjust and so on
workx%,worky% the pointer coordinates at

the time of the click

In otherwords, the DrWimp library passes to
you—the programmer—the current 'live' values
relevant to the user's action. You can then use

these to focus your own coding to make things
happen the way you want.

So, to continue with the same mythical

no
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DEF PROCuser_redraw{window*,minx*,miny*,maxx*,maxy*,printing*,page*)
ENDPROC

DEF PROCusermouseclick(window*,icon*,button*,workx*,worky*)
ENDPROC

DEF

= 0

FNuser_menu(window*,icon*)

DEF PROCuser

ENDPROC

Figure V

openwindow{window*, x«,y%, stack*)
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example, if you want someparticular action to
takeplace when Select is clicked on Icon
number 6 inwindow Main%, you simply place the
Basic coding for thataction inside DEF
PROCuser_mouseclick—perhaps something like:

DEF PROCuserjnouseclick(window!,
icon!, button!, workx!, worky!)

CASE window! OF

WHEN Main!

CASE icon! OF

WHEN 6

VDU7:REM** Make a beep. **

iconwidth!=FNwimp_geticonsize(window!,
icon!,0)

ENDCASE

ENDCASE

ENDPROC

which makesa beep (VDU7) whenyou click
on icon number 6 and then calls one of the

wimp-functions (in thiscase the wimp-function to
find thesize ofan icon). Don't worry aboutabout
these actions yet: just look at the typical
structure.

The use of the CASE construct acts as a 'filter'

to ensure that the required actionswill only
happen when the DrWimp library makes the call
as a result of a mouse-click over icon number 6

in window Main%. You could have equally well
used other Basic filtering constructions such as
IF ...THEN... ELSE ... ENDIF.

Note that this same user-function will be called

for all other mouse-clicks in your application, but
theabove example coding ensures that the
required action only happens when the mouse-
click is in thespecific window/icon combination
required.

Alternatively (or in addition) you could 'filter'
the button% value and/or pointer position
similarly—and in a normal application with
several windows and many icons the routines

| | Fabricate

H
Application Name | 'MyApp

(Best il no more than"' ".7 characters)

Dr Wimp Version;i[~362~l

W«npSk)t | 192 |kilobyles OK

Icortbaricon

\7 Iconbar iconwanted?

Reset to

default iHandle 1 iconbar0.

Reset to Vast
Iconbar text (optional) |

Ma» iconbar text length | 0 | (up to16) OK'

Position on iconbnr. Saw current

j Left <• Right settings

Iconbar menu ' User fries

Figure VI

within DEF PROCuser_mouseclick() could
become quite long, butstill easy to follow with
such a construction.

Hence, programming with the Dr Wimp
package mainly involves 'filling in' the user-
functions with the coding of your choice,
employing the extensive arsenal ofwimp-
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functions wherever possible but 'doing your own
thing' if you want. You can call any of the 'public'
wimp-functions within your own code—but you
nevercall a user-function as Dr Wimp calls those
automatically for you, as and when necessary.

Because of the close relationship between
user-functions and wimp-functions it is vital that
you never delete any ofthe user-function
definitions in the IRunlmage. They need to be
present, even if they remain 'empty', because
they may still be called by a wimp-function from
the definitions within the DrWimp library. Think of
an 'empty' user-function definition as an
instruction to 'do nothing' if/when a wimp-function
calls it.)

Now have a browse through the other user-
functions and you will see thatmostof them
have parameters included and their names will
give you good indications abouthow theyare
used. For example, two more ofthecommonly
used ones are:

DEF PROCuserjnenuselection(menu!,
item!, font$)

which is called each time the user makes a

selection from a menu—and the parameters give
you the menu handle involved and which item
was selected, or the font selected if the menu

was is font menu.

DEF FNuser_keypress(window!, icon!,
key!)

this is automatically called, from the DrWimp
library, each time the user presses a key and the
parameters give you the window and icon
handles involved and the ASCII number of the

key pressed.
Thenhavea browse through Section 3 ofthe

Dr Wimp Manual—and try out Fnc'n'Prc or
FuncProc which give the same information.
These list all the user-functions and public wimp-
functions with theirparameters.Theymay seem
bewildering at the moment but evena short
browse will start to identify some patterns and
their names will give you good hints as to their
uses.

Armed with this introduction it is hoped that
you can now envisage how the IRunlmage of
any new Dr Wimp application is progressively
developed—by 'filling in' the user-functions to
meet your wishes—often using CASE or IF
statements to focus the actions precisely.

In the next article we'll start to 'fill in' some of

the user-functions in earnest. But for now...

Hands on with Fabricate

Thisfirst article has been a bit heavyon the
words—and wehaven't yet met ouraim of
leaving you with a working application. So try
this:

Find the Fabricate application inthe Utils
folder and start itup by double-clicking on it in
the usual way. Then press Select overits iconbar
icon to getthewindow in Figure VI.

Now, without altering anything, click over the
OK button. Thisbrings up a small Save window.

Change the Save as: name to !MyApp2 (just in
case) and then drag the application icon toyour
hard disc.

Afew moments lateryou will see a new
application called !MyApp2 appear.

Now double-click on this newapplication and
you'll see it load to theiconbar. Press Menu over
the iconbar icon and you'll get a two-item menu.
Thefirst leadsyou to a fairly standard Info
window and thesecond item quits the application
in the usual manner.

You have justcreated your first Dr Wimp
application, in seconds. It doesn't do much (yet)
but it has:

• loaded a window template file (containing the
Elnfo window)

• filled the Info window with custom text

• created a menu, with one item showing there
is a submenu/window attached

• displayed thatmenu, with the Info window as
a sub-menu item

• responded correctly to a menu selection (the
Quit item)

• quit tidily.
Not bad for a second or two. Have a look

inside the new

application's
folder to confirm

that it looks pretty
standard.

Fabricate can

go a lot further than this, but thatwill do for this
first time. Keep MyApp2 safe for next time.

Homework

Compare carefully the IRunlmage listing of
MyApp2 with thatofthe original MyApp. This will
show you what has been done (by Fabricate) to
several user-functions to get the results above
and it will also introduce a fewwimp-function
calls.

It will also be helpful to start working through
the Tutorial steps in the Manual. You'll find that
they closely mirror what Fabricate has done
above.

If you still have time afterthat, have a browse
through Section 3 again—looking inparticular at
those user- and wimp-functions featured in the
IRunlmage listing of MyApp2.

Contacts

Download the Dr Wimp package from my Web
site at:

www.argonet.co.uk/users/rayfavre/

Email: rayfavre@argonet.co.uk

If you do not have internet access then a
copy of the latest DrWimp package can
always be obtained bysendinga formatted
(1.6M) floppy disc and return postage stamps
to:

Ray Favre, 26 West Drayton ParkAvenue,
West Drayton, Middlesex, UB7 7QA, U.K.

*—H
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Whose desktop is it this month?
")

Were you able to deduce the
owner of last month's desktop?
It was RISC OS software

author Richard Butler, who writes
EasiFiler, among many other utilities.

So which RISC OS user is behind this

week's desktop? Let's begin by
inspecting the Desktop soon after a
refreshing reboot. This Desktop's vital
statistics are 1280 by 1024 in 256
colours - this user obviously enjoys a
large canvas to work in and is just
itching for a Viewfinder card to further
enhance this.

Immediately, we can't help but get the
impression that this user prefers their
RISC OS computer to be a break from
the norm, to stand above all other
Desktops and proudly insist that RISC
OS can be considered a modern

computering environment. Could it be an
impressively deep and rich digital-
blasphemy.com backdrop that surely
provokes clear, original thought and
motivation?

The backdrop is a prime example of
the excellence expected from Digital
Blasphemy and its evening scene
involving hues of sullen winter blues and
the bewitching silhouettes of fir trees
could hint at a user who prefers working

Q Apps
Cj Programming t

Cjj Internet h
Q Diversions h
Q Design h

j^httpd log
Cj Tools
Cj Graphics
Cj Sources
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Q Net apps
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late nights and into the depths of early
mornings, or a user who simply wishes
to employ a passive backdrop that is
content in being a purely background
piece.

It's interesting to see that in a stark
contrast to this unlit canvas, we witness
a bright, attractive and aesthetic
pleasing set of icons decorating the
mildly textured iconbar and Desktop
windows. Not a hint of the original ROM-
based tools or iconsprites, this Desktop
is dressed to impress.

Readers familiar with Microsoft's

Windows XP operating system will
recognise the toolsprites and iconsprites
as this desktop uses Dave Watson's
WinXP theme to achieve a cool, modern
and cheerful look. It must be noted that

this user goes through desktop themes
faster than linux hackers go through
kernel builds, each month boasts a
different style it seems.

We see the user is the proud owner of
an IDE podule, an APDL Blitz card to be
precise, providing a CD drive and two
oddly named harddiscs that reside
alongside a floppy drive, a 10MB RAM
disc for fast temporary storage, a
postscript printer driver, Director and the
ROM apps. There's a lot that can be
deduced from a user's iconbar, as we
shall see.

The harddisc 'narcosis', a modest 4GB
harddisc, hosts the user's i586 133MHz
second processor card software and
Windows98 partition along with the

user's university work files and reports.
The harddisc, 'wardrobe', considered
narcosis' bigger brother with an 8GB
capacity, hosts just about everything
else.

As the screenshot illustrates,
wardrobe holds the user's applications,
a large amount of design work for
themselves and others, a meek
selection of games, an ample range of
Internet applications with many, many
files and resources downloaded from the

Internet, printing resources, a large
programming area, text file library and
set of standard RISC OS utilities.

This user isn't too obsessed with

organisation although it does appear
that they do appreciate a logically and
practically structured file system. We
also get a glimpse at a rather structured
programming area, with files split into
tools, source and release sections;
clearly we're dealing with a RISC OS
programmer, although it remains to be
seen if they are a commercial developer
or a freeware writer.

Moving swiftly along the iconbar, we
encounter the Director icon, disguised
under a newer icon design from demo
group 'The Xperience'. Director is the
ultimate desktop enhancement and
every user should have it, regardless if
they are a normal user or a developer. It
provides an excellent memoriser facility
for recalling recently used files, directory
tree menus, controls over dynamic and
module areas, open files and sockets
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c Keyhole )
and more.

We doubt this user could live without it

and as a Director user, we can conclude
that this user needs to not only navigate
their highly structured system with speed
and ease but also probe the internals of
RISC OS and third party software to
possibly perform some kind of
debugging? Maybe they are statistics
junkies, we shall see.

On the other side of the desktop is the
applications area and we see that on
startup, StrongED and Playsound are
loaded. We're possibly being a little
controversial here by generalising that
StrongED users tend to prefer more
straightforward, stable applications that
work out of the box, whereas Zap users
are a different breed, prefering
applications that need a good deal of
configuring and playing with before they
become usable.

The Playsound application, written by
Mark Scholes, incidentally plays a
sample from the PC game Team
Fortress Classic, of a computer voice
announcing "Blue security is now
operating". A geeky yet amusing
Desktop welcome, we feel. Finally, we
can't help but notice the StrongED
taskwindow running a little utility,
possibly written by this week's user,
called ps. This is a program nicked from
Unix and displays information about the
currently running applications from the
command line. 'What's the point?' you
might ask, seeing as we have a perfectly
good Taskmanager display.

Consider then that this desktop's
machine is networked; this command
would be very handy if the user needed
to remotely access this desktop's
machine and see what was running on
it, such as from a telnet connection and
Justin Fletcher's telnetd server. We can

broaden this by encompassing the
HTTP Web server and SSH-Proxy
software also running along with the
mysterious wardrobe daemon
application to maybe confirm that this
user is into networking with RISC OS?
Whatever conclusion you may wish to
draw, it is obvious that this month's user

delights in getting in touch with RISC
OS's technical side.

Before we move onto the next

snapshot of this month's Desktop, we
should consider what's powering this
machine. The computer in question,
lovingly called 'wardrobe', is a dual slice
StrongARM Rise PC with 96MB of
system RAM and 2MB of VRAM with
RISC OS 4.27 directing the show. As
well as the Blitz IDE podule mentioned
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above, wardrobe also has a 33K internal
podule modem for DialUp and a 10Mbit
nework card from Design IT.

The Internet software installed on

wardrobe, aside from the usual freeware
Internet suite, also includes Nettle,
LIRC, Talkerd, IRServer, HTTPServer
and Telnetd. This Rise PC clearly isn't
afraid of being deployed as a server on
whatever network is connected to it.

We're told that next on the upgrade list
is a CD-RW drive to replace the noisy
existing CD drive. This will provide an
easy backup solution when installed and
running.

It's time to look at the final desktop
snapshot. Here we see the user getting
busy with some software development,
specifically a C program being
developed with EasyGCC and GCC.

manuals of linked pages, very similar to
HTML and is a RISC OS programmer's
best friend. CVS is John Tygat's port of
the cvs tools, which allow a programmer
to log changes to their source code and
versions of their programs.

This allows more than one developer
to work on the same program without
conflicting with others and also to ensure
that they can step back to the last
working version commited into the cvs
system in case something goes wrong in
the source code. Finally, TemplEd is a
friendly and powerful window editor that
allows developers to design how their
software will look in the desktop.

So here we have a colourful, striking
desktop that's fair well organised and
structured, featuring software tools for a
RISC OS software writer who likes to
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Notice also the change in backdrop to
another darker, technical image, also
from digitalblaspemy.com. Looking
around the Desktop, we see the
EasyGCC project viewer in the top
corner and its pretty toolbar in the
bottom left, a StrongED dominating the
center of the window while flaunting its
syntax coloured C editing mode, a
throwback window listing the functions in
the source file to the ps program we saw
earlier and a build log output window.

On the iconbar, we see old
programmer favourites StrongHelp,
CVS, TemplEd and finally the Web
browser Oregano. StrongHelp provides
a huge amount of programming and
technical information in the form of

hwert TrucTab - - DQQJ O TasfcWindow

digitalblasphemy.con
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dabble in networking and design. It's too
bad we couldn't find the time to mention

further the range of graphic design and
pulishing applications installed such as
ArtWorks, Insignia, OvationPro and
Photodesk, as well as the spreadsheet
Eureka and several graphing
applications to accompany it such as
Equate.

There are also two or three electronic

design packages installed too, including
digital circuit simulator Logix. Clearly this
user requires their Rise PC for a broad
range of tasks, mostly design or
technically oriented, as well as for
Internet access.

So who owns a desktop like this? Find
out next month.
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Manage your finances...
Never know where you stand with your bank accounts, loans and credit cards ?
Forever going overdrawn when you don't really need to ?

Keeping track of your finances can be an awkward task. It's so easy to spend
money, but so much more difficult to keep tabs on where you stand financially.

Well, now you can, with the help of the premier personal accounts package for
RISC OS - Money Manager 2001.

* Keep track of your bank, credit card accounts, payments and income.

* Full support for multiple currencies.

* Advanced transaction filtering system for detailed analysis of your
income and expenditure.

* Pop up calculator for quick and easy data entry.

* Undo/redo facilties.

* Simple and easy to use.

Image Software
48 Hinchliffe Road

Poole

Dorset BH15 4ED

01202 269720

WcbChangc is a support tool for website designers and niaintainers, and is
particularly suited to those who prefer to edit their HTML by hand, rather
than leave the markup to other software.

The primary function of the software is to enable the site maintainer to
effect repetitive changes to a local copy of a website quickly and easily,
often in one fell swoop, rather than having to make the change on a page
by page basis.

Features include:
•wildcarded search and replace across an entire directory tree
•automatic embedding of other files, date stamps, and sizes
•conversion ofall ncwlinc codes between CR, LF, LF/CR & CR/LF
•add and remove Windows and Unix style filename extensions
• automaticaly insert ALT text in image tags if none is present
• script language so that any series of tasks can be dealt with as one
• and of course much more besides.

For more details, please write to the address below, or visit the Soft Rock
Software website at: http://wwW.SOftrock.CO.uk

WebChange for RISC OS costs just £15. and can be ordered online or by
sending a cheque or postal order to:

Soft Rock Software
124 Marissal Road
Henbury,
Bristol,
BS10 7NP

Please supply an email address, as the software is normally supplied online
(you will receive a password/usernamc byemail inorder toaccess thedownload pages)

* t'nlike most previous adverts from Soft Rock Software, this one contains absolutely no
humour whatsoever. This statement of exclusion of humour in no way constitutes humour
itself(honest),and any resemblance it bearsto humour is purelycoincidental. This lackof
humour does not affect your statutory righl to be amused by it if you so wish.

Don't risk missing
your copy of

4C0RNUSER
Hand this form to your local newsagent TODAY

and he '11 make sure you never miss out!

Please reserve a copy of Acorn User magazine
every four weeks until further notice.

Name.

I will collect

I would like it delivered to my home

Address

.Postcode.

A message to the newsagent: Acorn User should be available
from your local wholesaler. If not, contact the

Retail Sales Manager on 0161 429 8902
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Tracking media
We have a slightly shorter space for

the article this time around so we

will just lookat how we get our
control window up and running.

As described in the last issue we are
creating a skelton structureof a program
that has "items" (such as 'control'). This
item registers itself with the main program,
it contains a number of standard routines

such as jnit, _startup, _poststart and
_windup which are calledat the appropriate
moment in the program execution.

But this system of allowing parts of the
program to register with other parts is taken
a stage further as 'control' itself allows other
parts of the program to register with it, I
have called them 'zones' because each of

them has a zone of operation.
In this case 'control' keeps a fair amount

of information about each 'zone' and makes

some assumptions in each case. First it
assumes that each 'zone' will have a main

window that is used as the interface to the

data in that zone, 'control' keeps a track of
the window's handle and also a flag to
show whether it is currently open or closed.

When registering each zone supplies two
names, one is the name to use when

calling the zone's procedures (the internal
name), the other is used as for on-screen
display (external name).

Figure I shows the zone registration

Figure II - the newlycreated window template tor the control card

code, it is similarto the application
registration code but does a fair bit more.
First of all it increments the number of the

zone we're looking at — this is the number
that is returned to the calling procedure and
can be used as a handle.

Then we move on to our first window

command. In S-Base windows are called

"cards" so

commands for

these always
start with 'card'.

The first

command here

is 'card new'

which creates a

new card using
one of the

Format

resources and

puts its handle
in the variable

zh (zone
handle). Notice
that the name

of the Format

resource being
used is the

internal name

of the zone plus
the word

"zone". This

resource must

actually exist
otherwise an

error will be

generated at
this point.

The next step

def proc control_register_zone(zs,zt)
local zh=8
ctrl_curzone+=l
card new zh,Gtolower(zs+" zone")
card set header zh,(?trin proc toupperfirst(zt)

ctrl_zones[ctrl_curzone].handle =zh
ctrl_zonesCctrl_curzone].nane =0trin Gtolower(zs)
ctrl_zones[ctrl_curzone].label =0trin proc toupperfirst(zt)
ctrl_zones[ctrl_curzone].open =FRLSE

return ctrLcurzone
enddef

def proc control_open_zone(zone)
local zh.zs
if (!ctrl_zones[zone].open)

zh=ctrLzonestzone].handle
zs=0trin ctrLzonestzonel.nane
GexecC'proc "+zs+"_zoneopen")
card show zh
card set handle zh
ctrl_zones[zone].open=TRUE

endif
enddef

6ef proc control_close_zone(zone)
local zh,zs
if (ctrlzonesEzonel.open)

zs=0trin ctrl_zones[zone],nafie
OexecC'proc "+zs+" zoneclose")
card hide zh
ctrLzonesCzone].open=FALSE

endif
enddef

Figure I - the zone registration code

is to change the title of the newly created
card — this is not strictly necessary, you
could have this set up in the Template
resource definition itselfbut a Templatecan
be used for more than one Format. So

don't assume anything, the external name
of the zone is used for the name in the

card's title bar.

Next we use the array of zonal structures
and initialise it to hold the handle of the

window, the two names and state that the
window is closed.

We have also introduced two new system
functions: ©tolower and ©trim, the first
takes a string and converts any uppercase
characters to lower case. The second strips
offany trailing spaces from the string. The
routine called "proc to upperfirst" takes a
string, converts it to all lowercase and then
changes the first character to uppercase,
so something like aBcDe will become
Abcde.

The rest of Figure I shows two more
routines, one which shows a zone card, the
other hides it. Notice how in each one a

zone procedure is called, _zoneopen just
before the card is shown and _zoneclose
just before the card is hidden. This allows
the code for the zone to perform last minute
actions before the windows are put on
display.

We cannot currently use these routines
because we don't have any zones defined.
Before we can do that we must have a

control card to allow the zone cards to be

controlled — logical really.

Getting control
Figure II shows the newly created window
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label for each button — and we don't
know in advance what the label will be

or how many there are. So we need a
field, but we set the various options to
ensure it cannot be modified by the
user, and we set the font so it looks like
a prompt.

Choose the select tool (the arrow, top
left of the tools) and click on your first
label, put it in position and then press
Control+C to copy it. move the new
label into position and double-click on
it, edit the expression so the zero is
now a 1. Repeat down to number 9.

Moving to which initialises the control
window. At this point any zone will have
registered with the 'control' item and so
we know how many there are. The first
step is to use 'card new' to create the
card from the control format, the set the

title bar of this window to the name of

the application using the @applinfo()
function.

Then a loop is started which hides
each button and label that isn't being
used. Then the window is shown and,
voila, the names of the zones appear
next to the buttons. If no zones have

been defined no buttons appear. And
that's all there is to it.

Conclusion

We continued our headlong rush into S-
Base and have actually managed to get

f* Top J Middle J Bottom

Cancel OK

Fig III - setting the button options

template for the control card, we have put a
whole series of option buttons down the
side, these will be used to open and close
the zone windows. The buttons are given the
exciting names of zone 0 to zone 9, which
means under this implementation we can
have a maximum of ten zones — which will

be plenty.
Experimentation is actually the best way

of creating Templates, using the supplied
exmaples and just playing around. But
important options are the "TRY OUT" button
which displays the template on screen and
allowsyou to move and resize it. Plus there
is the "About" button which gives you direct
access to the Template's parameters.

Once the Template is designed you move
to the Format resource window and following
the usual patternpress Control+N which
allowsyou to add a new Format and then
takes you to the About this format window.
Here you specify whichTemplate to use,
ignore the Usage section for now (Card
should be clicked) and also ignore the
Handler set which will be dealt with next

time.

Clicking Okay puts this new format into
the list, youcan Shift+double-click to bring
the window up. If you try clicking on one of
the buttons nothing will happen, in fact the
identity of the button doesn't even appear in
the info panel at the bottom as you move the
mouse over the button.

This is because we have to tell S-Base to

use these buttons. Click on the tool which

looks like a button with the pointer over it
(second column, sixth down). Now drag a
box that covers all the buttons and release.

Suddenly all the buttons will have a box
around them, they now"exist" as far as S-
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Base is concerned and can react to being
clicked.

Now, next to each button, we place a field
(once we've done one we can just copy).
Click on the field create tool (the 'abc' tool
with the caret). Click next to the first icon
and the About this element window appears,
change the Fontstyle to 'Prompt' and the
Expression to ctrl_zones[0].label, then click

def proc control poststart
card new ctrljandle, "control"
card set header ctrljandle,Oapplinf0(8)

local zn
ffor zn=ctrl_curzone+l to CTRLJRXZONES-i

card element hide ctrljandle/'zone "+(!str(zn)/,label n*tetr(zn)
next

card show ctrljandle
return TRUE

enddef

def proc control windup
card dispose ctrljandle,"control"
return TRUE

enddef

Figure IV - the controLpoststart code

on the options button and set Protected,
Don't set altered and No entry. (Figure III)

S-Base has two predefined types of
textual display, the prompt and the field. The
prompt cannot be edited and stays fixed
while the field usually is editable and
changeable. In this case we want to use an
expression to display what will be a different

a window to appear on the screen. In
the next installment we will look at

handlers and handler sets, using the
iconbar and, hopefully, even get a zone
window up and running.

Steve Turnbull

stevet@acornuser.com
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ProCAD+
Windows version also available.
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Wardlaw Surveys
Your RISC OS dealer in the Far North

Civil Engineering and Computer Services
International suppliers of computer equipment
and software

• Dealers for the whole range of RiscStation
computers.

• Our flagship product, Digital Area Analysis, has
been included free-of-charge with RISC OS 4.

• Bundled with Foundation CD #2, this fully func
tional package is yet another good reason to
upgrade to the new operating system.

Don't have an unpleasant surprise!
An uninterruptable power supply (UPS) is invaluable
protection againts powercuts and lightning strikes.
Wardlaw Surveys can help you select the right UPS

for your needs. Prices start under £100 (inc VAT).

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

You need a new development environment

B A S E

Why settle for BASIC or C when you can use S-Base?

S-Bascis ilicpremierIntegrated Development Environment for RISC
OS computers. Powerful yet easy-to-use, S-Base offers a wealth of
professional features:

Rapid Application Development features
Integrated formal and template designers
Advanced integrated programming language, with 300*-
Commands and functions
No compile or build step - just click to go
pull database facilities, including advanced queries
Standalone application and network options
User group on the Internet

Available in three different versions to suit your needs and
requirements. S-Ha.seoffers immense power and incredible value. The
Professional version of S-Uasc even allows you to create standalone
applications, so you can sell and distribute your software.

With the brand new scries of tutorials in Acorn User, there has never

been a better time to buy S-IJasc,

For full information on S-Base,pleasevisit the Bluewater Systems
Web site.

Try S-Base today risk free for only £69!
Please secour Websitelor ordering details

www.bluewaternz.com/s-base

bluewater
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ARM Technology Specialists
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FOUNDRY

The highest quality typefaces
for Rise OS, Windows & Mac

We offer a complete range of fonts for
Rise OS. Windows and Mac. Also foreign

typefaces for 60 languages.

EFF TrueType Translator
Translates Windows TrueType fonts to

Acorn format

EFF Type ITranslator
TranslatesWindows and Mac PostSript

fonts to Acorn format

EFF 2 Professional Typography CD

• 805 highest quality typefaces for Rise OS and
Windows computers - the professional solution
to cross-platform compatibility

• All fonts supplied in four formats: RISC OS 3/4.
RISC OS Publisher.WindowsTrueType and

Windows PostScript

• Fonts grouped into traditional typographic
categories: Old Style. Transitional. Modern. Slab
Serif.Sans Serif. Flare Serif. Monospaced. Script.
Black Letter. Display and Designer plus five
bonus Pi fonts

• All fonts supplied in full Latin I and Windows
Standard character sets including

€€€€€€E
• All fonts fully hand-hinted, with complete links

and skeletons to ensure highest quality results
on all media

• Asource of information about typography, type
history,fonts, alphabets and languages

Upgrade from EFF I CD:

£49+P&P+VAT (£59.54 UK incl.)

EFF 2 CD full copy:

£99+P&P+VAT (118.09 UK incl.)

Private User Licence

The Electronic Font Foundry
11 Silwood Road • Ascot • SL5 OPY

Tel. 01344 875 201 • Fax 01344 875 202

our web sire: www.cff.co.uk

email: fonis@eff.co.uk



File System Solutions!

'owemp
This software allov.

parallel port based ZiplOO,
Zip+ and Zip250 drives to be
used with RISC OS based

computers with a bi
directional printer port.
£20 all inc.

'owerjaz

This software alio..

Iomega Traveller based Jaz
drives to be used with RISC

OS based computers with a
bi-directional printer port.
£20 all inc.

Do not bin that old SCSI card - it still has a useful life in today's
modern RISC OS computers. Our range of PowerROM and
PowerFLASH upgrades gives most SCSI cards all the features of the
latest state-of-the-art SCSI cards (however performance is limited by
original card hardware).

i
So ifyou want your old card to work with RISC OS 4 type discs (long
file names, huge drives etc); then PowerROM and PowerFLASH will
give you this!

Prices start at £20 for FLASH systems, and £35 for EPROM systems.

See our on-line shop for the list of support cards.

/owerKaraiiei
This software allows for

external IDE hard drives to

be connected to a bi

directional parallel port. Note
that the hard drive interface

needs a Shuttle Technology
EP1284 ASIC based

subsystem.
£20 all inc.

PowerID
This software allows for the

partitioning of ADFS IDE
hard discs, permitting large
drives to be used to their full

on pre-RISC OS 3.5
machines.

£20 all inc.

CominQ SOOn - a new range of mass data storage and backup solutions, giving your RISC OS platform
the storage and backup flexibility of the main stream markets.

All our file system solutions are compatible with RISC OS 3 to RISC OS 4 and ARM2 to StrongARM (including
Kinetic). All come with full utility and data-backup software suite.

Ifyou own an Alsystems/Power-tec product and have never dealt with Partis Computing before; then you are missing out! Register your
product ownership online at www.partis.org within the Support section. You will then receive the latest software/firmware - but note that new

features which have been recently added may not be available to you without an updated Maintenance Contract.

PdVffl compunnc
Partis Computing, 24 Alexandra Gardens,

North Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE29 OSH, UK
Email: sales@partis.org Web : www.partis.org

Order by post with either card details or cheque
(drawn on a UK bank account). Alternatively, order

securely on-line at http://www.partis.org
Delivery is via email (except PowerROMs) so

remember to quote your email address.

E&OE



Last year's foot and mouth epidemic
meant that many school trips were
cancelled. Some schools went

urban, while others went virtual. Manyof
the best sites are too far away to be
affordable, but more and more of these
are providing information and activities
for virtual visitors. However, others see
their websites as a pure marketing tool.
Here is a snapshot of what is available...

Capital museums
Science Museum

www.sciencemuseum.org.uk
Entry is free but schools will have to
book in advance. Open everyday from
10-6pm. Agood site which provides you
with the opportunity to plan your visit to
coincide with temporary and travelling
exhibitions - a mailing list will keep you
up-to-date too. You can download activity
sheets and there are even activities

which can be done at home - homework

perhaps?
You can walkthrough the ground floor

of the permanent galleries if you have a
mind too, but of more use are the

'exhiblets'. These are digital exhibitions
which use the collections to describe

important events, discoveries and
personalities in science and technology:
Atomic Firsts - who split the atom and
what was its importance? Find out about
some famous discoveries that helped
determine the structure of the atom;
Atomic Clocks - the time by which we all
live is now maintained by incredibly
accurate atomic clocks. Find out how

they work, why we need their accuracy

Did you know?
Greater London Area schools can apply
for free public transport when visiting
cultural venues and events within the

Greater London Authority area.
Apply online at:

www.transportforlondon.gov.uk/schoolparty

science
museum I collections & research

EDUCATION

Field trip ahoy
'C

and how they may
become even better

in the future;
Blockmaking - pulley
blocks in a ship's
rigging may appear
insignificant, but the
machinery invented
to build them at

Portsmouth dockyard
played a major role
in manufacturing
history; John Cooke
Bourne - a prolific
artist and illustrator who pioneered the
realistic depiction of the construction of
the railways in Britain. This explores his
work and discusses new research

undertaken by the National Railway
Museum in York; Marie Curie and the
History of Radioactivity - find out about
the extraordinary work of Marie Curie
and her family; The King George III
Collection - a unique assembly of early
apparatus for demonstrating scientific
principles. Through these objects
scientists were able to disseminate their

knowledge of the 'new science';
Huygens' Clocks - Christiaan Huygens
spent years devising new mechanisms to
improve timekeeping, including the
pendulum and the balance wheel and
spring which governed almost all clocks
and watches for the next 300 years;
Amy Johnson - discover the first female
pilot to fly alone from Britain to Australia;
or how about Garrett Morgan - a prolific
inventor during the early 20th century. He
patented two life-saving inventions, the
Safety Hood (an early gas mask) and the
first three-way traffic signal. He was also
an active campaigner for the rights and
welfare of black people.

Natural History Museum
www.nhm.ac.uk

There are good links to other sites from
the first screen - Exploring Biodiversity,

Exploring Biodiversity
The Exploring biodiversity website is a unique science teaching resource packed Willi iatlOVltive Online
anil online materials exploring patterns of UK biodiversity. It encourages an active learning Style when
students explore biological concepts through Investigation of data, it has activities suitable Pot students
ai KS3, KSl and |6+. The Website will be live and launched at the ASF. conference in January.

Walking with woodlice 2001

Building on the success of last year's internet survey, we invite youand
yom class 10 take p.nt in this online project via the website

tonus and all the resultsand conclusions from participants can be seen. All the information )ou require
is on |he site and it is suitable lor KS2 and KS3. Teachers inhumation.

Seasons on the web

Explore seasonal variations Ol the flora in the Museum's Wildlife Garden.
This site has pictures of various native UK habitats taken from the same
location every day for a whole year.This resource is suitable lor all ages
andcan be found on our 'interactive' pages www.nhiii.ac.uk/iiilcractive

irn
search visiting exhibitions online collections & research learn &teach corporate & commercial lotstalk shop

the Darwin Centre and Voyages Online.
As well as the usual information on

opening times there are details new
exhibits although the use of language
can confuse as to what you do 'interac
tively' there and what you can do from
your computer screen in school. It is vital
you book in advance and there are all
sorts of options to choose from.

'Being there' exhibitions are detailed
such as the Beast Feast for Key Stages
2 and 3 which explores the natural world
through masks, music and drawings to
learn some attack and escape tactics. A
teacher's newsletter provides information
on workshops in the wildlife garden or in
the Investigate centre for 7 to 14-year
olds. This does allow you to plan your
visit which is vital with such a huge
resource at your disposal.

Again there are activities which can be
downloaded and printed out with names
such as I spy shapes and patterns, Red
hot rock and so on.

Online investigations are available
which can be used without venturing out
of the school. The Exploring Biodiversity
website is a unique science teaching
resource packed with online and offline
materials exploring patterns of UK
biodiversity. It encourages an active
learning style where students explore
biological concepts through investigation
of data. It has activities suitable for

students at KS3, KS4 and 16+.
Or how about Walking with Woodlice

2001 which is an internet survey. You
start with the key for identifying
woodlice, then move on to the recording
forms and all the results and conclusions

from participants can be seen. All the
information you require is on the site and
it is suitable for KS2 and KS3. Moving
on Seasons on the Web allows schools

to explore seasonal variations of the
flora in

the Museum's Wildlife Garden. This site

has pictures of various native UK
habitats taken from the same location

exhibitions online

online exhibitions
& intcractives

cxhiblcts

art

exhiblets

options

Atomic Firsts

Who splii the atom unci whni was its Importance? Find out
about gome famous discoveries thai helped determine the
structure of the ulom.

Atomic Clocks

The time by which we all live is now maintained by
incredibly accurate atomic clocks. Pind oui how they
work, why we need their accuracy and how they may
become even better in the future.
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every day for a whole year. This
resource is suitable for all ages.

Victoria and Albert Museum

www.vam.ac.uk

There is not a general teaching service to
visiting groups although they sometimes
offer galleryteaching or courses about
the collections on which they are working,
for example a literacy programme in the
Indian Gallery. The site is stylish but not
as informative as some as it is primarily a
marketing tool. As the V&A aims to help
teachers to use the Museum

independentlywith their classes they offer
an annual programme of professional
development for teachers and a range of
publications - printed and digital. There is
some advice on conducting a 'self-guided
visit' which is useful for those new to
organising trips.

The linked British Galleries which

displays the history of British Art &Design
from 1500-1900 provides a little more
help with suggestions for programmes of
work linked to the National Curriculum,
downloadable worksheets for pupils to
use at the Museum and the option to
design your own worksheet online.

Imperial War Museum
www.iwm.org.uk/education/index.htm

One of the best designed sites as it is split
between resources and planning a visit. The
former provides links matched to QCA
schemes of work. Not all of these are free

but you can hire items from the film and
video archive! You can download pdf
worksheets for GCSE, Key Stages 2, 3 and
4 as well as for Special Educational Needs
and The 1940s House series from ITV.

These follow three major themes: First
World War, Second World War and Conflicts
since 1945. There is also free access to the

collections for teachers. A nice touch are the

EFL (English as a Foreign Language)

resources for linked sites.

These sites include the Duxford War
Museum, Cabinet War Rooms and HMS
Belfast - where they have a Kip in a Ship
sleepover accommodation as well as The
Holocaust Exhibition and new hands-on

exhibitions such as Submarines.
For online exhibitions you'll find yourself
linked to the BBC site full of resources such
as the excellent Children of the Second

World War for Years 3 and 4. Then there is
The Trench which recreates the

experiences of the 10th Battalion of the
East Yorkshire Regiment in the Autumn of
1916.

Tower Bridge
www.towerbridge.org.uk

As well as the normal booking
information, this small site has put
together Education Tour Packs free to
school once booked and link Tower

Bridge to different aspects of the National
Curriculum: History and (Victorians),
Science (Materials and their Properties,
Forces and Motion) for instance. These
include project work for students to do
before and after they come, as well as
providing a programme for the visit itself.

The site itself provides information and
images on why Tower Bridge was so
badly needed by the end of the Victorian
era, the competition to find the best
design, the construction and builders,
and its grand Royal opening.

National Maritime Museum

www.nmm.ac.uk

As well as the usual visiting information
there is a new addition of five major Key
Stage 3 investigations. These support the
History (Britain 1750-1900) and ICT as
well as providing some opportunities for
work within the National Literacy Strategy.

All of these investigations include
downloadable resources. For instance, In

what ways did people
from Britain and the

colonies adopt aspects
of each other's culture?

Students consider

different ways in which
Britain and the colonies

adopted aspects of
each other's culture. Or

Who can tell us whether

Naval life was full of

adventure and fun?

These investigations
are available to

download as pdf files.
Each investigation
booklet considers an

overview of a central

historical problem and

•c EDUCATION

an in-depth study using primary sources
related specifically to maritime history.
When it comes to investigation students
collect information from the Search

Station website, and a conclusion section,
where students present their findings and
interpretations within a writing frame or as
a presentation.

In addition the Old Royal Observatory
(www.rog.nmm.ac.uk) is linked to this site
with a diverse set of resources from
South African star myths covering Orion
and the Pleiades to the Southern Cross
to news events such as Comet Ikeya
Zhang discovered by two astronomers in
the Far East which has become visible to
the unaided eye, and is returning from the
outer solar system after almost 350 years
or information on the 2010 European
GAIA spacecraft mission to produce a
three-dimensional map of the stars in our
Milky Way galaxy in unprecedented
detail. Add to these classroom numeracy
resources for Key Stage 2, solar system
data for the construction of scale models,
and classroom exercises for pupils aged
16-18, using data from the Hubble Space
Telescope and European Southern
Observatory.

Science activities

Eden Project
www.edenproject.com

Now a year old, this amazing site comes
with three VR tours to the Humid Tropics
Biome, Outdoor Landscape, Warm
Termperate Biome. Each venue comes
with information on its construction and

plant stories to go with the biome. Click
on a number and up pops information
and images of the species. Alternatively
look at the list to find information on

specific plants allowing you to travel
virtually through the Cornish crater while
discovering rainforests, mediterranean
plants as well as those native to South
Africa, California as well as Britain.
Though useful for planning visits or for
finding information on specific plants
Eden's resource for education is still to

be finished.

The Deep
www.thedeep.co.uk

Another new venue is The Deep. Called a
submarium it tells the story of the world's
oceans through time, latitude and depth!
The web site has been built to

complement the real thing. For instance,
you can take the Deep Tour - and travel
back in time and watch and explore a
virtual recreation of the Big Bang before
moving on to discover the Coral Realm,
Endless Oceans, Northern Seas, a
Kingdom of Ice, Deep Blue One and
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Where do you want to visit today?
Somerset, in South WeM England, is a land of mysteries. Here at Wookcy
Hole, where a river flows out of ihc underworld, pagan and Christian legends
intermingle. Here, loo are mysteriesof man himself.Howdid Ihc early
cavemen, who inhabited these caves, really Use from day to day'.' And what
makes a modern diver ciplnre Ihc caverns beyond ihe sunlight,1

Here you will find Ihe questions • if not all die answers

Let your Virtual Guide taVcyou round the whole
lour, starting at the Cwe r.iitr.sr.ce.Of just go
directlyto the attractionof your choiceon the 'hot
map" on the right. Whichever way you decide to
visit the Virtual Wookcy Hole, we are sure you
will then want to visit the real thing scry soon!
Buttons ai the bottom of every page will take yixi
straight to all Utc Information you need to plan
jour visit. Youcan even search Ihc web ifu (or
the information sou want using our • -

Reflections.

Their Learning Centre is up and
running with resources for the Foundation
Stage, Key Stages 1 to 4 and Post 16.
For instance, Key Stage 1 has a science
activity on offer in Deep Living! where you
compare your own body parts with marine
creatures and find out what it means to

be alive. While Buried Treasure! involves

discussion, role-play, poetry, ICT and
research. You can download these

activities at any time customise and use
them during your visit or at school.

Historical links

Wookey Hole Caves and Papermill
www.wookey.co.uk

Even though it takes school trips and the
snapshot tour allows you to plan what
you will do on getting there, the site tries
to be all things to all men and is a little
undisciplined. There is a fascinating
history to the site, but it isn't presented in
the best way and links to similar sites are
not presented, which is a shame.

When it comes to the Papermill there
are activities to undertake at the site,

there are none available on the web site.

There are 12 activity sheets suitable
for Key Stages 2 and 3 on mapwork,
coordinates, comprehension, cloze and

The Naval Prison

To while away their boredom as they sat In dull and nniiow cells. French
prisonera-of-svai often made model ships from tcrapl ol wood, cloth and
bOIKS, producing detailed works ol in (tint they would sell lo provide a few
luxuries during their captivity.

As well as prisons on land, many men were confined in terrible cramped
condition! aboard rotting decomissloncd ships- prison hulks - mooted in
harbours or rivers.

If ihey »cre lucky enough In survive disease and punishment, they may
eventuallyhave been exchanged for British prisoners enduring :t similar laic
across the Channel.

HARTLEPOOL HISTORIC QUAY

O @(58)<

sequencing which are
not the most thrilling
activities in the world. In

addition, there is also a
free loan of a video

called "Window into

Darkness", which
contains useful

information on the

formation of Britain's

limestone caves.

There is more than

caves and a papermill
here but no use is

made of the mirror

maze, dancing fountain, fruit machines,
the industrial archaeology of the River
Axe or even the myths and legends
associated with the area. From an

educational point of view this is a rich
seam which has not been tapped on or
off the website.

Hartlepool Historic Quay
www.thisishartlepool.com/hhq/

Specialising in Key Stage 2 there is a
poster and publicity leaflets on offer for
schools as well as a guide but little for
you to do pre and post visit despite the
virtual reality centre where you board a
virtual fishing coble and sail back in time
to experience life in Saxon Hartlepool.
You can't access this online, but probably
because they don't want to lose the
impact.

However, there is information and
photos of re-enactments on features of
the past: Fighting Ships, Pressganged,
Seaport Life and The Quayside with 18th
century stalls, carts, barrels, hoists,
games and craftsman and even the
prison all reconstructed with images, text
and sound clips.

Visit in person and you can enter The
Maritime Adventure Centre (MAC) where
you can trim the sails, man the pumps or
test your nerve by walking the foot rope
before designing a tattoo, learning about
longitude and latitude and plotting a
course using the stars under the
Celestial Dome. But there is nothing on
the web site taking advantage of this.

The Tales of Robin Hood

www.robinhood.uk.com

Astylish site, with excellent information
and statistics for GNVQ students of

Leisure and Tourism providing an
understanding of day to day operations
and marketing strategies at The Tales of
Robin Hood venue.

When it comes to other subject areas
there is a page on the facts, legends,
myths, foes and friends but not in any
great detail and with no links to allow

research. For schools the main pull are
the workshops letting you choose
between brass rubbings and detection,
archery, living history, story telling and
falconry displays. Children are introduced
to traditional folklore and are asked to

distinguish between fact and fiction, by
relating issues to contemporary frames of
reference. Characters are also available

to visit children within their own

classrooms during the literacy hour.
However, there is no opportunity built into
the web site for follow ups or extension
activities.

The legend of Robin Hood is brought
alive in this indoor site which is aimed at

Key Stages 1 to 3. And although the
venue uses the smells, sounds and
atmosphere of the era the web site
doesn't capture this. However, they are
developing an interactive copy of the
education pack which will be available
free both on CD-ROM, and one the

Internet.

Ironbridge - Valley of Invention
www.ironbridge.org.uk

A site for industrial archeologists,
ecologists and historians from Reception
through all the Key Stages of the National
Curriculum to GCSE, AVCE, degree and
post graduate levels. When it comes to
online resources there is a range of
publications, some free and some not.

A free introductory handbook is sent to
every school that books a visit, and in
that is a list of inexpensive publications
from posters to books to postcards. The
Education Department also seeks to
respond to individual and specific
requests for information and source
materials whenever possible.

There are also online resources: Illness

in the Family, Lets Eat and The Mining
Disaster. All based around the valley,
working museums, world heritage site,
famous bridge and new interactive
Enginuity. You can even find out more
about the nearby Leighton Blast Furnace,
which featured in a Time Team TV

archaeological dig.
In addition there are collections online

from painted china to the images and
machines of early industry. This is Darwin
country and you can access a website
database of collections from Shrewsbury,
Ironbridge and Wedgwood Museums
showing how the West Midlands really
was the cradle of science and

technology. A taste of everything but not
enough for a meal.

Pam Turnbull

educ@acornuser.com
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Installer

m
ITC, PO Box 101, St. Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE27 3WB.

Voicemail: 0709 2000 590 Fax: 01480 382457

Web: www.itc-uk.co.uk E-Mail: sales@itc-uk.co.uk

All prices exclude carriage and VAT. E&OE.

VISIT US AT THE

WAKEFIELD SHOW

18th & 19th MAY 2002

(STANDS 64 & 69)

IE22H2
Acorn computer repairs from £60.00. *
*Includes BBC B's, Master 128's, A3xxx series, all
Archimedes, A4's, A4000's, A5000's, A7000's and RISC
PC's.

SPARES
ITC stock the majority of Acorn original spares.
Below is a very small example.

Acorn 28.8k Internal Modems £35.00

(fitting and free PD s/w available on request)
Mouse Balls £2.00

Acorn PS/2 Mice (A7000 / NC) £15.00

A3010 Keyboards £20.00

A3020 Keyboards £20.00

Infra-red Keyboards (PS/2) £35.00

420Mb IDE Hard Drives £20.00

850Mb IDE Hard Drives £28.00

1Gb IDE Hard Drives £32.00

Floppy Drives (A440 / A310) £20.00

Floppy Drives (A400M / A540 / A3000) £20.00

A3000 Power Supply Units £25.00

A4000 PSU's (Refurbished) £50.00

A5000 Power Supply Units £35.00

A7000 Power Supply Units £65.00

RISC PC Power Supply Units £65.00

RISC PC 2 Way Backplanes £25.00

RISC PC 4 Way Backplanes £35.00

8Mb EDO DRAM (A7000+ / NC) £5.00

CMOS Batteries (all except A3000) £3.00

Acorn RISC PC DX4-100S PC Cards £30.00

A4 Keyboards £10.00

A4 LCD Screens £25.00

A4 Floppy Drives £20.00

A4 Mains / Charger Units £40.00

A4 Backlight Assemblies £15.00

.l^l|=UII=l!N.M«]flldllil=l;fcf:lJJ;ki^W!MgM
ITC offer a part exchange scheme on Acorn computer PSUs & PCBs. We also refurbish Acorn A4 battery packs with
Nickel Metal Hydride cells. The following computers are supplied with a keyboard & mouse, but without a monitor.

RISC PC's

233MHz StrongARM, RISC OS
233MHz StrongARM, RISC OS
200MHz StrongARM, RISC OS
200MHz StrongARM, RISC OS
200MHz StrongARM, RISC OS
200MHz StrongARM, RISC OS
ARM710, RISC OS 3.6, Issue 2
ARM710, RISC OS 3.6, Issue 2
ARM710, RISC OS 3.6, Issue 2
ARM710, RISC OS 3.6, Issue 2
ARM710, RISC OS 3.6, Issue 2
ARM710, RISC OS 3.6, Issue 2

A7000+'s

ARM7500FE Processor, RISC OS 3.71, 1032Mb Hard Disk, 40Mb RAM
ARM7500FE Processor, RISC OS 3.71, 1225Mb Hard Disk, 24Mb RAM
ARM7500FE Processor, RISC OS 3.71, 812Mb Hard Disk, 16Mb RAM, 2xCD-ROM
ARM7500FE Processor, RISC OS 3.71, 515Mb Hard Disk, 8Mb RAM, 8xCD-ROM

A5000's

33MHz Processor, RISC OS 3.11, 162Mb Hard Disk, 4Mb RAM
33MHz Processor, RISC OS 3.11, 160Mb Hard Disk, 2Mb RAM
33MHz Processor, RISC OS 3.11, 81Mb Hard Disk, 2Mb RAM
33MHz Processor, RISC OS 3.11, 210Mb Hard Disk, 2Mb RAM

A4000

ARM250 Processor, RISC OS 3.11, 101Mb Hard Disk, 2Mb RAM

3.7, Issue 3 PCB, 1225Mb HD,
3.7, Issue 3 PCB, 1221Mb HD,
3.7, Issue 3 PCB, 1032Mb HD,
3.7, Issue 3 PCB, 1032Mb HD,
3.7, Issue 3 PCB, 1032Mb HD,
3.7, Issue 3 PCB, 1032Mb HD,
PCB, 1032Mb HD, 8Mb DRAM
PCB, 812Mb HD, 8Mb DRAM,
PCB, 812Mb HD, 8Mb DRAM,
PCB, 1221 Mb HD, 8Mb DRAM
PCB, 1221 Mb HD, 8Mb DRAM
PCB, 1032Mb HD, 8Mb DRAM

8Mb DRAM, 2Mb VRAM, 103w PSU, 8xCD-ROM
8Mb DRAM, 2Mb VRAM, 103w PSU, 2xCD-ROM
10Mb DRAM, 2Mb VRAM, 103w PSU, 4xCD-ROM
8Mb DRAM, 2Mb VRAM, 103w PSU, 4xCD-ROM
8Mb DRAM, 2Mb VRAM, 70w PSU, 2xCD-ROM
8Mb DRAM, 2Mb VRAM, 70w PSU
, 1 Mb VRAM, 70w PSU, 2xCD-ROM, 16bit Sound
1 Mb VRAM, 70w PSU, 2xCD-ROM, 16bit Sound
1 Mb VRAM, 70w PSU, 2xCD-ROM, 16bit Sound
, 1Mb VRAM, 70w PSU, 16bit Sound Upgrade
, 1Mb VRAM, 70w PSU, 16bit Sound Upgrade
, 1Mb VRAM, 70w PSU, 16bit Sound Upgrade

£350.00

£350.00

£350.00

£350.00

£345.00

£325.00

£235.00

£235.00

£235.00

£210.00

£210.00

£210.00

£205.00

£200.00

£200.00

£200.00

£85.00

£75.00

£75.00

£55.00

£50.00



aturday & Sunday 18/19 May 2002

website:

Opening times

www.wakefieldshow.org.uk/2002/

showinfo@wacg.org.uk

Saturday 10:30 to 17:30
Sunday 10:30 to 16:00

Games arcade

Developers village
Show theatre

Mayoral opening (Saturday)
Charity stall
Free car parking
Catering facilities

THINK

lA/ake
(P>o

M The Acorn

Ccrilica

At the door

SPONSORED BY

Lnniiipui::: rnrnni /fpr

Adults/Foundation/OAP
Juniors (5 to 16 years)
Weekend Adults

Weekend Juniors

Adults/Foundation/OAP
Juniors (5 to 16 years)
Foundation / OAP
Weekend Adults

Weekend Juniors

Advance tickets available by phone, post or web site:
Chris Hughes, 95 Cumbrian Way, Lupset Park, Wakefield, WF2 8JT

(Advance tickets by post from 1st April, cheques only made payable to "WACG Show")
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RISC OS Show

£4.00

£2.00 Under 5's FREE

£6.00

£4.00

£5.00

£3.00

£4.00

£8.00

£6.00

Foundation rate on
production of
membership card
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^.ndNorth
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Christmas 2001
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Issue 243

Feb 2002

• Re-launch and re

design issue
• Odyssey Internet

reviewed

• Insignia review
• BEIT Review

• S-Base tutorial

continued

Issue 239

Nov 2001

Issue 242

|an 2002

(• Digital cameras
from Fuji

• Digitalcameras
from Olympus

» BETT Preview

part 2
• S-Base tutorial

Issue 238

Oct 2001

• Retro-gaming with • RISC OS2001 Show • RISC OS2001 Show <» Digital Video
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NVMDIGITAL.COM CDS AND CD-ROMS

REE MUSIC

NVM Music Services

We've been writing and recording music for Multimedia since 1983, and have
over 30,000 CDs in use worldwide. We've recorded over 20 real musicians
(playing real instruments!), plus the latest sounds. Our many good reviews
through the years show that you can count on our quality!

Our CDs are sold copyright-free - so there are no repeat fees and no risk of
breaking the law! And, for full value, every CD plays for at least 65 minutes,
our prices include UK First Class p&p.

FREE Sampler CD and brochure - please quote "Acorn User"

"Of all the copyright-free music I've heard this is definitely the best" Acorn User

Professional Soundtracks £24.95
At least two types of music per CD
NVM701 "Themes" & "Sport & Action" 20 Tracks
NVM702 "Moods" & "Romance" 27 Tracks

NVM703 "Jingles, Fanfares & Moods" & Short Takes" 76 Tracks
NVM704 "Traditional" & "Europe" 24 Tracks
NVM705 "Jazz & Blues" & "Effects" 99 Tracks

NVM706 "Long Takes" & "Long Takes 2" 4 Tracks
NVM707 "Scene Setters" & "Atmosphere" 14 Tracks
NVM708 "From the Heart" & "Middle of the Road" 16 Tracks

NVM709 "A Brief History of Rock & Roll" & "London Club" 13 Tracks

NVM DIGITAL CD-ROMS

Producer Series £14.95
Low cost varied starter albums
NVM294 "Themes & Moods" 16 Tracks

NVM296 "Greatest Hits!" 11 Tracks

NVM100 "With Love" 20 Tracks

Background Music Series £19.95
For use as continuous background music
NVM195 "Romantic Music" 16 Tracks

NVM295 "Gentle Guitar" 11 Tracks

NVM198 "Non-Stop Action" 12 Tracks
NVM298 "Relaxation" 11 Tracks

NVM199 "Christmas" 25 Tracks

Special Interest and Photo Tour CD-ROMs

.-.••• •':.*--."
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Our CD-ROMs are written in HTML and can be viewed on RISC OS systems
(see Acorn User December 2001) as well as on PCs using Internet Explorer or
Netscape Navigator

FREE sampler CD-ROM and brochure - please quote "Acorn User"

Special Interest CD-ROMs £14.95
All you ever wanted to know about. / Fullof local information and pictures for you to view and print.

ND01 'The Ingleborough Triangle" 6 Walks, Sketch Maps, Geology, Towns and Villages, History, Clints and Grikes, Attractions, Tourist
Information, Photo Gallery, The Country Code, Safetyon the Fells. "Easy to use"Craven Herald

ND02 "The Coniston Fells" 15Walks, Interactive Maps, Route Printouts, Geology, Copper, Slate, History, The Old Railway, Donald Campbell,
Towns and Villages, Wild Flowers, Tourist Information, PhotoGallery, Hyperindex, Safetyon the Fells. "A Gem" Acorn User

ND04 "The Settle-Carlisle Railway" Virtual Tour, Towns and Villages, Line Map, Location Map, History, Photo Gallery, Hyperindex, Timeline,
History as News, Anniversaries, The Midland Railway, 1871 Census, Quiz, Panorama, Facts and Figures. "A Definite Must" Locowatch News

Photo Tour CD-ROMs £9.95
Over 200 photosandpanoramas, all with forward andbacklinks fpor easy browsing, plus an introduction to the area, a hyper-
index, and four special tours (such as "Churches", "Lakes", "The Tops" etc.) on each CD-ROM.

PT01 "Settle to Carlisle", PT02 "The Lune Valley", PT03 "The Three Peaks", PT04 "Coniston", PT05 "The Langdales"

NVM Digital, PO Box 1, Bentham, Lancaster, LA2 7GA, England
Phone/Fax +44 (0) 15242 62445 (24 Hours)
E-mail: info@nvmdigital.com Web site: www.nvmdigital.com

BUY ON-LINE



§ • Free Ads

• A7000+, RISC OS 3.71,
1.2 Gig Disc. CD,Monitor,
Keyboard etc, Rise PC 600,
RISC OS 3.5,17 Meg Disc,
CD,Monitor, Keyboard etc
School selling up and
converting to the dreaded
Microsoft PC. Also a range
of other Acorns A5000,
40000. No reasonable offer

refused. South Birmingham
area. Contact Mike on

Mike.baggotthoc@talk2l.com.

• OAP needs "OakDraw

for Windows" to allow

drawfile transfer to PC. As

cheap as possible please.
Reply to: john@hamiltonj5l.freeserve.co.uk

• Little used, VERY well
treated Printer and Video

Interface Podule cw

manuals, leads etc. 600dpi
output. Works with
everything from an
Archimedes A340 to current

RiscPC SA. (V4.0). Not
being given the workload it
is clearly capable of. A solid
workhorse. Nearly new
toner. Offers please to
h.boyd@argonet.co.uk Buyer pays
carriage.

• Surplus CDROMs
Medieval and Tudor

Hampshire reviewed issue
213. 400 copies £2k or
smaller quantities
negotiable. Contact
david.bond@Hants.gov.uk Winchester
Hants 01962846154.

„ * S. ttoz \o zio
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• Clan optima NLE video
system software and
hardware package, has been
unused. Can be upgraded in
future requries SA RPC
offers around £900 enquiries
to aokai@tiscali.co.uk Merseyside
area. K. Andersen - Tel 0151-

547 3993

• Kinetic RiscPC 233Mhz

17" Iiyama monitor 10Gb
HD, 52xCDRom, internet
ready (RComp Dial Up) and
software VGC hardly used
18 months old, cost £1490.00,
must sell, reasonable offer
accepted, postage extra,
email verseau@ukgateway.net or
louis@raynal.freeserve.co.uk Tel 01706
812516

• 1 need a double/double
side disc drive (maybe
CUMANA for A BBC B with

Acorn DFS. I also need a

connection lead for or

complete Micropulse
external Rom box

dolton.hussey@btopenworld.com

• For Sale: Acorn Rise

PC600 with StrongARM
processor, RISCOS 3.7,
486DX2/66 PC Card, 32mb
Ram, 1Mb VRAM, 3Gb Hard
drive, 40x CD Rom drive
and Mozart 16 bit

soundcard. Bundled with

various softwa re / ga mes
including SimCity 2000 and
Acorn Doom. £425 or nearest

offer. Email: db@davidbaxter.co.uk
Telephone 01524 69212

%y.n&M .1*1
Dtp ;osa

(evening) or 0777 3461099.

• WANTED URGENTLY:

Acorn A4 portable. 2Mb or
4Mb, Any sized hard drive.
Must have battery pack, all
leads and manuals, etc.
Willing to travel to collect.
Good price will be paid.
07775 776217anytime.

• Parallel port Zip Drive,
100Mb with 5 discs in

original packing, hardly
used, £50 inc. UK carriage.
egray@argonet.co.uk (01279) 428913

• Following Items for sale
/ donation any reasonable
offers considered:

Magazines: Acorn user,
issues 154-190,April 1995-
January 1998. With cover
disks. Acorn Computing,
Vol. 10 No. 8-Vol. 13 No. 1,
October 1992-March 1995.

With cover and subscription
disks. The Micro User, Vol. 8
No. 2 - Vol. 10 No. 7, April
1990 - September 1992. Plus
assorted clan disks and a

couple of archimedes world
magazines and disks all
disks supplied with disk
box. Books: Archimedes

Assembly Language, Mike
Ginns, a dabhand guide -
with example disk A
Beginner's Guide to WIMP
Programming, Martyn Fox,
Sigma BBC BASIC
Programming for you,
Stephen Doyle, Hutchinson.
Software: GCC for Acorn,

•ioiftfiq <,

:Cifl ,000SA • ViZlb
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Turbo driver for Canon BJ
and BJC Printers, disk and
cable, Acorn Desktop
Publisher, disks and

manuals, RISC OS 3
manuals and support disks.
Games: Stunt Racer 2000,

Star Fighter 3000. Keith
Brady E-Mail : kbrady@iee.org
Mobile : 07961 375793

• A5000 for sale. Original
Spec. As new. Includes lots
of software, plusoriginal
keyboard, mouse, monitor &
manuals. Also loads of

mags. Delivery, setup &
some training might be
possible if necessary. Any
offer considered. Interested?

E-mail Dave at: DBSI@ntlworld.com

• Acorn A5000 including
monitor etc plus additional
software including Advance
suite. Any sensible offer
considered. Contact Robert

on 0191 5191231 or at

robertvardill@beeb.net

• Kinetic RiscPC 233Mhz 17"

Iiyama monitor 10Gb HD,
52xCDRom, software
DrawWorks NM and more.

Bought August 2000 cost
£1490.00. Accepts £800.
Buyer collects Tel 01706
812516 e-mail Louis

verseau@ukgateway.net
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Acorn User Free Ads Service
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Why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill in
your details on this coupon (24 words maximum, one word
per box below) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, 28a
Middle llillgate, Stockport SKI 3AY or by e-mail to:
freeads@acornuser.com. Only one ad per reader please,
private sales or wanted only.

Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can

make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.

Your name: Your phone number:
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Investigative reporting
LETTERS

Might I suggest that in the
interests of the RISC OS

market in general and the
consumers that use it, that you indulge
in a spot of serious investigative
journalism as to what is going on at
Microdigital.

Do they have any intention of
delivering the Omega? Do they intend
to pay back deposits to those who
ordered a machine which is more than

a year overdue? Do they ever reply to
e-mails? Why were they not keen in
having their Mico compared with the
opposition? Are they in fact ripping
people off?

Their apparent inaction is
undoubtedly damaging other
companies orders and yet very little
seems to being said.

Phil Clark

by e-mail

While it may, arguably, have been true
that the premature announcement of
the Omega was damaging to the
market I doubt that is the case now.

The machine is so far overdue that
anyone who wants to upgrade should
now be looking at the portable from
Riscstation or going the
KineticA/iewfinder route.

The idea of investigative journalism
is very attractive however quite how
you would investigate such a small
company is certainly a challenge.

Noisy Rise PC

I read the review of the

A7000+/Riscstation with interest, April
2002, and was glad to hear the
RiscStation is near silent. I have a
Rise PC.

ARise PC is noisy due to the cooling
fan and harddisc. I hear it is possible
to tackle both sources of noise. Can

the RPC be made near silent? Perhaps
you might consider doing an article on
muffling a Rise PC in future.

The fan is noisy due to shape of the
blades but quiet fans now exist at
about £20 each which CJE stock with
different air flows and noise ratings.

They say it is a simple fit but best
done by a dealer as it involves opening
the power supply. But is it much
quieter, and does it compromise
harddisc or CD cooling?

Some harddrives are noisier than
others. I saw a review of a Seagate
Barracuda IV, 7200 rpm, with a fluid

motor bearing that said it was near
silent. Samsung also market
harddrives they claim are designed to
be whisper-quiet, the SpinPoint drives,
such as SV6004H 5400 rpm (60GB)
and a smaller one.

Put quiet fans and harddrives in and
does the RPC/A7000 become as quiet
as the Riscstation with adequate
cooling?

Stephen Foord
by e-mail

Wake up!
It's time you guys woke up. RISC OS
on the PC is the only way to go. Many
other operating systems already run on
it. I've been suggesting it for years,
including a letter to Acorn User, and
have been told it can't be done. Pace
have proved you wrong. Good luck to
them; I want RISC OS 4 on mine,
please! Then I can scrap the Rise PC
at last, as it just doesn't do it any
more.

Chris Beesley
Stoke-on-Trent

In fact it is not Pace who developed
the virtual Acorn, don't forget Pace
have zero interest (possibly even
negative interest currently- see the
News about their problems) in desktop
machines. Also I think you are
confusing two points in regard to the
feasibility of conversion. RISC OS is
not running on a PC natively, the PC is
running an Acorn emulator on which
RISC OS is running.

Those people who toldyou that it
was impossible to run RISC OS on a
PC were quite right. The operating
system cannot sensibly be converted
to run on a Pentium-type processor.

Itis too closely tied to the ARM chip
architecture (not impossible just an
unreasonably huge amount of work).

However (obviously) it is possible to
write an emulator. Then, if you have a
machine of sufficient power, be in a
position to run RISC OS at an
adequate speed on it via the emulator.

Do you have a view on this? Send us
a letter or e-mailas to your thoughts
on the virtual Acorn.

Take a different viewpoint

It saddens me to hear people who use
RISC OS machines bemoaning the fact
that they can't do all that PCs do. If

RISC OS did it would be a PC. I have

both working in tandem and I know
which one I prefer to use.

RISC OS is amazing in that it can
read PC files very easily, EasiWriter
reads Word files, most of them, and it
strips out PC viruses, Eureka reads
Excel and Lotus files, again most of
them, and will of course write back to
those programs. I send files to PC
users but I create them on RISC OS

because it's easier and quicker.
RISC OS sends e-mails and reads

Web sites. I know it can't use some

Microsoft applications, I use the PC if I
need to use those, but it is in fact very
rare. I go online each day and haven't
had to use the PC for this yet this year.

I think we should turn the argument
around. Why do I use the RISC OS
95% of the time? Windows can't run

Ovation Pro. This is the best Desktop
Publishers in existence. Poor PC
users, if only they knew what they
were missing. Windows can't run
PipeDream or Eureka, neither can it
run our Draw. It has one of its own

that's not a patch on ours.
I create MyWorld files for both RISC

OS and PC when necessary, but I
wouldn't dream of using the PC for it.
StrongEd is one of the best editing
programs going, but PCs can't run it.

And there are lots of others. It's very
sad, someone should be writing
patches and emulators for the PC,
legal ones of course, to enable it to
come near to the capabilities of RISC
OS. But the PC market does not have
the dedicated followers doing just that
that we have. Many thanks to them, for
with their help we are able to do a lot
of things a PC does as well as doing
brilliantly what RISC OS was designed
for.

Paul Wootton

by e-mail

It's certainly a different viewpoint and
one that is worth taking — let's count
our blessings not bemoan our failings.
So remember the next time someone
says to you: "Why don't you use a
PC?" Youjust say "It can't run the
software I use."

And if you do, let us know what the
response is.

Lete&Pagg
letters i&acornUgMKcdmi
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COMPETITION RESUI )

Are you a winner?

February 2002
Back in the February issue we launched a fantastic
competition for winning a brilliant 15" liyama LCD display
from Castle Technology.

Unsurprisingly we had hundreds of correct answers to the
competition question which was:

How long did the Castle Web site

take to load on the A7000+ Odyssey

reviewed in the February issue of

March 2002
Moving on to the March issue we had an amazing three
competitions for winning:

• a new optical mouse from CTA

• ProCAD from David Snell

• Sibelius 7 from Datastore

The questions were:

For the optical mouse "What is the e-mail
software supplied with the Riscstation
R7500+?"

to which the answer is Messenger Pro+.

For ProCAD+ "What is the PC file

extension used by AutoCAD?"

Acorn User?

And the answer was just 27 seconds.

In the time honoured fashion of dipping into the hat filled with
the correct answer we can now declare that the lucky winner
of this prize is:

Chris Dawson of Derby

We congratulate Chris and the monitor will now be located in
pride of place on his work desk — taking up much less room
and considerably less power than the old CRT monitor.

and the answer is DWG.

And for Sibelius: "What are the name of the

two brothers who developed Sibelius?"

and they are Ben and Jonathan Finn.

So without further ado here are the results:

R B Owen of Colwyn Bay wins the mouse;

Pete Privett of Exeter receives ProCAD+;

Philip Hawthorn of Cheshire gets Sibelius 7.

Well done to everyone.

Don't forget that in the current issue you have theopportunity
to win a Internet domains and web services from SCS and
the AAUG, check out page 11.

AAUG/SCS 11

Arcania 18

Bluewater Systems 53

Castle Technology IFC

Choice Stationery 16

CJE 14

CTA 4-5

Datacable 34

Design IT 44

EFF 53

ETC Systems 47

Icon Technology 43

Image Software 48

Internet Cameras Direct..51, OBC

ITC 59

Liquid Silicon 9, 39

Microbits 25,27

MWSoftware 32

Partis Computing 54

Photodesk IBC

R-Comp 21

RISCOS Ltd 13

Riscstation 37

Softease 56

Softrock Software 48

Stuart Tyrrell Developments 22

Surftec 31

Digital Phenomenon 31 NVM Digital 63 Wardlaw Surveys 53



LTD

1 The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chrls@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT — photodesk limited

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
Upgrades: 2.xxL/Olymp: £100.00 2.xx/Olymp: £85.00 3L.xx/Olymp: £70.00

3.xx/Olymp: £20

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

BRAND NEW CD "STARTING POINTS"£25 (Not just RISCOS or Photodesk,
ideal primer for general photo editing, artwork generation on any platform.

OHP 2 £40

A presentation
Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has

Powerpoint export.

(upgrade frorri 1.xx £13) ^2*
OHP is a screen-based presentation package lor use with Ribo computers

OHP lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files, which
you create or purchase outside OHP, and show them on your computer's VDU as a
full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version. OHPShow (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers: this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

Digital Cameras USB cameras, Card reader or USB podule required for RISCOS

Canon

v

any Camera*

Canon Powersfiot A10 1.3Mpixel optical zoom £299

Canon Powershot A20 2.IMpixel optical zoom £375

Canon Ixus300 2.tMpixel optical zoom £575

Canon Ixus V 2.1(vlpixel optical zoom video £485

Canon Pro90 3.3 Mpixel 10x optical zoom £1075

OLYMPUS
Olympus C1 1.3Mpixel £239

Olympus C2 2.1Mpixel p.o.a
C'"'°" G2 AM^ixel 3x °P,icalzoom C79AII cameras include PhotoShowsoftware FREE (worth £25:Olympus C1Z 1.3Mpixel optical zoom £265

Olympus C200Z 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom £365

Olympus C700UZ 2.1 Mpixel 10x optical zoom £625

Olympus C3020Z 3 Mpixel optical zoom £790.00

Olympus C4040Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact £525

O R QuOteOtympus C40Z 4Mpixel optical zoom compact £735

FUJI
CASIO

FUJI A201 2.2 Mpixel.video, only £219.00

'•:••
complete range

Refurbs available, Please CALL

Canon S450 £150

Canon S4500 A3 £350

Camera prices are changing frequently and I often have special offers. Please
phone rue for a special quote if you have seen a camera you like. My prices
include VAT. Photoshow software and for a very little extra. Photodesk software
as well. Smartmedia or Compact Flash reader with Surftec software AND
Photoshow only £90. Watch this space for USB prices.

All printers include PhotoReal software

Worth £69

Canon S800 £375
The S450 and S4500 are brilliant general purpose printers with separate ink
tanks, the price includes a PhotoReal driver and a standard set of cartridgei»(4
colours) The printers may be upgraded to stunning phptc^iraliWfwi^ie
optional photo pack which includes a photocartiidp«^n^*^K*«f PYiTO* pro
paper.(£55) Price of printers with photo^aatl^BbfCOl 35^4500 A3 £399.
The S800 is Canon'^^«^he«t\^\roro printer, it uses the latest Canon six
ink tectwcloftj/^i^\su|eVfifte droplet size. The PhotoReal driver utilises the

erJL^P«oimy to produce really superb photographic output.

PhotoReal Printer Driver Software

by ^afcjSe«fc?%-

S*n

T
%£®

PLEASE ASK ME FOR BROCHURES AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS

L©<DK
...for PH0T(
with any Camera.
Scanner, or Printer!



PEN EXPERT ADVICE

WWW. InternetCamerasDirect .co.uk

MAKE & MODEL CAMERA

CANON PowershotAlO £230

CANON Powershot A20 £288

CANON Powershot G2 £628

CANON Digital Ixus (300) £425
CANON Digital IxusV £365
CASIO QV2900 £298

CASIOQV3500 +FREE Binoculars £308

CASIOQV4000 £488
COOL l-CAM £45

FUJI Finepix A101 £128
FUJI Finepix A201 £160
FUJI Finepix 1400 £168
FUJI Finepix 2600 £238
FUJI Finepix 2800 £288
FUJI Finepix 30i £288
FUJI Finepix 4700 £358
FUJI Finepix 4800 £378
FUJI Finepix 6800 £438
FUJI Finepix 6900 £628
FUJI Finepix F601 £478
FUJI Finepix S602 seewebsite
JENOPTIK JD1300 £152

JENOPTIK JD160 £40

JENOPTIK JD2300Z3 £230

JENOPTIK JD3300Z3 £358

JENOPTIK JD350 multimedia £120

JENOPTIK JD350 video £90

JENOPTIK JD350E £80

KODAK DX3215 £168

KODAK DX3500 £202

KODAK DX3600 £248

KODAK DX3700 £268

KODAK DX3900 £308

KONICA KD200 £228

KONICA KD300 £388

+ 16MBCARD +32MB CARD

£244 £248

£302 £306

£642 £646

£439 £443

£382 £386

£312 £316

£322 £326

£503 £508

N/A N/A

£136 £141

£168 £173

£176 £181

£246 £251

£296 £301

£296 £301

£366 £371

£386 £391

£446 £451

£636 £641

see website see website

see website see website

£167 £172

N/A N/A

£244 £248

£372 £376

£134 £138

£104 £108

£94 £98

£186 £196

£216 £220

£262 £266

£282 £286

£322 £326

£242 £246

£406 £416

MAKES MODEL CAMERA +16MB CARD

MINOLTA E201 £208 £222

MINOLTA E203 £218 £236

MINOLTA Dimage 5 £508 £522
MINOLTA Dimage 7 £718 £732
MINOLTA Dimage X £348 £362
MINOLTA S304 £338 £352

MINOLTA S404 £418 £436

NIKON Coolpix 775 £270 £277
NIKON Coolpix 885 £358 £372
NIKON Coolpix995 £498 £512
NIKON Coolpix 5000 £798 £812
OLYMPUS C1 Zoom £198 £206

OLYMPUS C40 £468 £476

OLYMPUS C200 £298 £306

OLYMPUS C700 £398 £406

OLYMPUS 2040 £348 £356

OLYMPUS 3020 £425 £433

OLYMPUS 4040 £578 £586

PENTAXEI100 £168 £182

PENTAX EI200 £388 £402

PENTAX Optio 330 £448 £462
PENTAX Optio 440 £598 £612
RICOH RDC7 £388 £396

RICOH RDCi500 £448 £462

RICOH Caplio RR10 £278 £296
RICOH Caplio RR1 £548 £556
SONY DSC S85 £618 see website

SONY DSC S75 £517 see website

SONYDSC-F707 £867 see website

SONY P5 £438 see website

SONY P50 £258 see website

SONYCD200 £478 see website

SONY CD300 £867 see website

SONY FD200 see website see website

READERS AND ADAPTERS

FUJI ZIO USB Smartmedia reader/writer £29

JENOPTIK USB Compact Flash reader £24
JENOPTIK USB Smartmedia reader £24

SANDISK Compact Flash USB reader £27

/tART MEDIA _ J
FUJI 16MB £9

FUJI 32MB £16

FUJI 64MB £30

FUJI 128MB £54

SANDISK 16MB £11

SANDISK 32MB £17

SANDISK 64MB £32

SANDISK 128MB £56

TOSHIBA 64MB Smartmedia card £33

COMPACT FLASH (TYPE I & II)
FUJI 16MB £15

FUJI 32MB £20

FUJI 64MB £32

FUJI 128MB £58

IBM 340MB microdrive £168

IBM 1GB microdrive £268

SANDISK 16MB £15

SANDISK 32MB £21

SANDISK 64MB £34

SANDISK 128MB £60

SANDISK 256MB £120

[ULTjMEDIA CARD
SANDISK 16MB £20

SANDISK 32MB £29

SANDISK 64MB £57

SECURE DIGITAL J
SANDISK 16MB £24

SANDISK 32MB £34

SANDISK 64MB £56

MEMORY STICKS J
SONY 16MB £29

SONY 32MB £42

SONY 64MB £62

SONY 128MB £98

BATTERIES & CHARGERS

4x1200mAh £6.50

4x1800mAh £11.50

4 x 1200mAh & mains charger £16.50
4 x 1800mAh S mains charger £20.50

All prices include vat (and delivery for orders over £100)

FOR ALL THESE GREAT DEALS AND MORE VISIT OUR WEBSITE
cCEflffl

call 0870 745 1036
or fax 01484 845 947 ore-mail sales@internetcamerasdirect.co.uk

"Secure on-line ordering at internetcamerasdirect.co.uk we usea 128bitmodel to encrypt your credit cai
the browser onyourPC, The details arenotdecrypted until downloaded ontoourserver. This is the mosts
usean encryption standardcalled Diffie-Hellman, which isa public keyalgorithm forkeyexchange, and iswidely
the Internet. lnternetCamerasDirect.co.uk, 4 PeelStreet, Marsden, HuddersfieldHD76BW

charo & ni*int

Prints delivered direct to your door.

FREE

FRE

FRE

m line
Ibum storage

sgistration

•£15 worth of
ms with every

rchase over £500

i


